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Goalie Jack LaFontaine jumps at ‘golden’ opportunity to join the Carolina Hurricanes 

By Chip Alexander 

For Jack LaFontaine, Sunday’s decision was one of the 
toughest of his life — and one of the quickest. 

The goalie could have stayed at the University of Minnesota, 
and continued to help his team win at the college level. Or, 
he could sign a one-year, entry-level contract with the 
Carolina Hurricanes, leaving his team in mid-season to begin 
his professional career — an unusual exit. 

And, he was on the clock. LaFontaine, 24, had about 20 
hours to make that potentially life-changing decision. 

“It all happened fast. It’s not some thing I was pondering all 
season,” LaFontaine said Monday. 

Ultimately, LaFontaine signed with the Canes, the team that 
selected the 6-2, 204-pound goalie in the third round of the 
2016 NHL draft. The plan is for him to join the team after its 
road game Tuesday against the Philadelphia Flyers. 

“It came down the opportunity at hand,” LaFontaine said. “I 
think the opportunity’s very golden, and I think the timing’s 
right. 

“I think this opportunity is special in the sense that I’ve been 
working toward the goal of playing in the NHL since about 
the age of 7. All my actions, all my sacrifices, all my work 
have been for the common goal of playing in the NHL. 
Saying that, I’ve just got to take it to the dance.” 

LaFontaine said he had some conversations with his 
Minnesota teammates, saying, “They all respected and were 
excited for myself. These opportunities don’t come along 
very often and in talking with management and others I knew 
in my heart of hearts it was time to make the next move.” 

LaFontaine’s Timeline 

Canes president and general manager Don Waddell said 
LaFontaine needed a work visa as a native Canadian playing 
for a U.S. team. LaFontaine, from Mississauga, Ontario, was 
assigned to the Canes’ taxi squad on Monday. 

“Come Wednesday, he can start practicing with the team and 
we’ll go from there,” Waddell said. 

Will that mean an early game with the Canes? That remains 
to be seen. Carolina had goalies Frederik Andersen and Alex 
Lyon at practice Monday, and Canes coach Rod 
Brind’Amour said Andersen probably would start against the 
Flyers. 

Goalie Antti Raanta missed Saturday’s game against Florida 
with an upper-body injury, and Lyon drew the start after 
being recalled from the Chicago Wolves of the AHL. After a 
shaky start, Lyon settled in as the Canes rallied to force 
overtime before losing 4-3 in overtime to the Panthers. 

Waddell said Monday that Raanta’s injury status was “day to 
day” and that he did not expect it to be a long-term issue. 

A Strong Resume 

LaFontaine said the past few days have been an “emotional 
roller coaster.” He noted he “grew as an individual and a 
hockey player” in the Minnesota program after leaving the 
University of Michigan, playing the 2018-19 season with the 
Penticton Vees in junior hockey and then going to 
Minnesota. 

“I feel with goalies the paradox is the more you get beat 
down the stronger you get,” he said. “I feel like I’ve had a lot 
of adversity and arduous moments in my career and for me it 
just made me stronger. So as a human being, as more of a 
holistic goalie, mentally and emotionally, I feel like I’ve made 
some great strides.” 

LaFontaine was 2020-21 winner of the Mike Richter Award 
as the top goaltender in NCAA Division I. He had a 22-7-0 
record, 1.79 goals-against average, .934 save percentage 
and five shutouts in 29 games in being named a top-10 
finalist for the Hobey Baker Award, given annually to college 
hockey’s best player. 

LaFontaine’s numbers haven’t been quite as impressive this 
season — a 12-8-0 record, 2.69 GAA and .900 save 
percentage in 20 NCAA games. A graduate student, he 
would have been an unrestricted free agent had he 
completed the season and his college eligibility with 
Minnesota. 

Position of Need 

But the Canes’ circumstances and those with the Wolves 
made the signing necessary. Or as Waddell said, “Very 
much wanted and needed.” 

The Wolves needed help. Lyon was recalled and goalie Eetu 
Makiniemi injured. Beck Warm, recalled from the ECHL, was 
injured at a morning skate, forcing the Wolves to sign goalies 
Michael Lackey and Caydon Edwards to PTO’s. 

The Wolves needed help. Lyon was recalled and goalie Eetu 
Makiniemi injured. Beck Warm, recalled from the ECHL, was 
injured at a morning skate, forcing the Wolves to sign goalies 
Michael Lackey and Caydon Edwards to PTO’s. 

LaFontaine said he was the first Minnesota player to leave 
during a season for pro hockey since forward Kyle Okposo 
signed with the New York Islanders in the 2007-08 season. 

“I made the decision in a span of 20 hours,” LaFontaine said. 
“Looking at it through a hockey lens, from a life lens, I felt 
really good about it. I feel really good about my game right 
now and feel I can contribute to the team anyway I can.”
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Hurricanes’ road game Tuesday night against Flyers postponed because of COVID issues 

By Chip Alexander 

The Carolina Hurricanes have another game postponed 
because of COVID-19 issues that will need to be 
rescheduled. 

The NHL announced Monday night that the Canes’ road 
game Tuesday against the Philadelphia Flyers had been 
postponed “due to COVID-related issues affecting” the 
Flyers. 

The NHL announced Monday night that the Canes’ road 
game Tuesday against the Philadelphia Flyers had been 
postponed “due to COVID-related issues affecting” the 
Flyers. 

The Canes are next scheduled to play Thursday at PNC 
Arena against the Columbus Blue Jackets. They also have a 
home game set Saturday afternoon against Vancouver. 

The Canes (24-7-2) practiced Monday morning at the Wake 
Competition Center, then took a team flight to Philadelphia. 

“The schedule hasn’t been ideal the last couple of weeks,” 
Canes forward Jesper Fast said last week. “You’ve just got 
to take it day by day and have the right mindset. I think last 
year was a pretty hectic schedule, too, so I think we know 
what to expect.” 

Hurricanes’ Postponed Games 

Dec. 14, 2021, at Minnesota Wild 

Dec. 19, Nashville Predators, PNC Arena 

Dec. 21, at Boston Bruins 

Dec. 23, at Ottawa Senators 

Dec. 27, Florida Panthers, PNC Arena 

Jan. 3, 2022, at Toronto Maple Leafs 

Jan. 11, at Philadelphia Flyers

 

How the Canes turned anticipation and execution into one of the NHL’s best penalty kills 

By Chip Alexander 

Penalty killing in hockey is dirty work. There’s nothing 
glamorous, just a lot of grit and grind: mucking in the corners, 
clogging the slot, stepping — or diving — in front of rocket 
shots from the point. 

And only one team in the NHL has done it better this season 
than the Carolina Hurricanes, who have killed off 28 
consecutive power plays in the past nine games. Carolina 
stood at 90.0 percent through Sunday’s games, just behind 
the Pittsburgh Penguins’ 90.4 percent. (To be fair, the Canes 
have been shorthanded 120 times, second-most in the NHL, 
while the Penguins have only been short 83 times, third-
least.) 

The Canes’ penalty killing is built on anticipation and 
execution, putting stress on opponents’ zone entries and 
winning defensive-zone draws. It’s the pressure game head 
coach Rod Brind’Amour prefers. Call it an extension of the 
Canes’ five-on-five play, only shorthanded. 

“I think everybody’s philosophy on the penalty kill is pretty 
much the same,” Brind’Amour said before Saturday’s game 
against the Florida Panthers. “You’re trying to take away the 
time and the space from the good players, and obviously you 
have a plan for when that doesn’t happen. 

“But at the end of the day it’s no different than five on five. 
You’ve got to outwork the power-play guys and you definitely 
have to sacrifice and get in front of shots. You have to be 
willing to do that, right? There’s a lot to it but at the end of the 
day it’s about trying to pressure as much as you can.” 

Forcing Teams to Force Plays 

After the Canes killed off all four Calgary power plays in 
Friday’s 6-3 win at PNC Arena, Flames coach Darryl Sutter 
mentioned Carolina’s aggressiveness and the disruption, 

saying, “You’re trying to force plays a little bit instead of 
getting pucks to the net.” 

A night later, the Canes and Panthers were tied 3-3 in the 
third period of a hard-fought game at PNC Arena when 
Canes captain Jordan Staal was whistled for roughing with 
5:29 left in regulation. 

Angry Canes fans rained down their feelings from the stands, 
showering officials with displeasure. So, too, did 
Brind’Amour, who pulled down his mask for a few choice 
words with the officials from behind the bench. 

But with one of their best and biggest penalty killers in the 
penalty box, the Canes went back to work. The Canes’ 
pressure on the kill forced Panthers forward Frank Vatrano 
into an interference penalty against defenseman Jaccob 
Slavin with seven seconds left in the Florida power play. 

The Canes did not allow a shot on goal before the Vatrano 
penalty as Vincent Trocheck blocked an Aaron Ekblad shot. 
They did not win the game — Anthony Duclair’s overtime 
goal decided it for Florida — but came away with a point. 

The last power-play goal against the Canes came Dec. 7, 
when the Winnipeg’s Pierre-Luc Dubois scored in the Jets’ 4-
2 loss. The Canes then were 5-for-5 on the kill two days later 
in a 2-1 win at Calgary, beginning their streak. 

“You need to outwork the other guys but at the same time 
you’re outnumbered,” Canes defenseman Ian Cole said 
Monday. “Running around like chickens with your heads cut 
off doesn’t necessarily do it because you’re down a man. I 
think it has to be a mix of smart reads, good anticipation and 
then, yes, outwork them, too. 

“It’s a matter of keeping your head down and doing he right 
things over and over and over again. Doing the right things 
over and over and over again will get the job done, and I 
think that’s what you’re seeing recently.” 
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The Right Personnel 

The list of players who have been used on the Canes’ kill this 
season is a long one. Among the defensemen: Brett Pesce, 
Slavin, Brady Skjei and Cole. Among the forwards: Jesper 
Fast and Steven Lorentz have joined Staal, Trocheck, 
Sebastian Aho and Teuvo Teravainen, and Martin Necas has 
gotten a look at times to take advantage of his speed and 
quickness. 

On the Staal penalty, the Canes started the kill with Lorentz 
and Fast, Pesce and Cole. Earlier in the third period, after an 
interference penalty against Pesce, the kill began with Staal 
and Trocheck, Cole and Slavin. 

“Everyone seems to be on the same page, working hard and 
getting in lanes so they don’t get Grade-A shooting lanes,” 
Skjei said. 

Brind’Amour has credited Tim Gleason, in his first season as 
an assistant coach, on his work with the Canes penalty 
killers. Gleason did the dirty work and sacrificed his body on 
the kill often as a former NHL defenseman who played more 
than 500 games with the Hurricanes. 

Gleason replaced Dean Chynoweth, who implemented the 
penalty-killing system Brind’Amour wanted, which included 

using Aho and Teravainen shorthanded, taking advantage of 
the Finns’ quick instincts and craftiness since they work well 
off each other. 

Aho was a one-man killer on one of the Flames power plays, 
swiping the puck and skating around with it, eluding Calgary 
players in pursuit. 

Since the 2018-19 season, Brind’Amour’s first as head 
coach, the Canes have the best overall penalty-killing 
percentage in the league (87.9). This season, the Canes 
have killed off 108 of 120 power plays. 

“Tim’s been great,” Brind’Amour said of Gleason. “I don’t 
think we’ve changed a lot. There’s no reason to change. We 
were doing a pretty good job with it. But he’s put in his little 
flair on how he wants it done and done a great job.” 

Don’t ask Gleason to disclose any of his tweaks, though. 
He’ll just grin and say, “It’s the system and guys have bought 
into it,” as he did Monday, although noting the use of top skill 
players on the kill is more a recent trend in the NHL than 
“back in the day.” 

Whether he wants to talk about them or not, though, Brind-
Amour’s system and Gleason’s tweaks are working. Just as 
the rest of the league.
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Why Jack LaFontaine is leaving NCAA Minnesota midseason, and why the Hurricanes need 
him right now 

By Sara Civian 

It’s not every day an NCAA hockey player leaves his team 
midway through the season to head to the NHL. In fact, it’s 
not every decade. The most recent example that comes to 
mind is Kyle Okposo with the Islanders in 2007-08. 

But Minnesota Gophers goalie Jack LaFontaine, a 24-year-
old fifth-year senior and the Hurricanes’ 2016 third-round 
pick, has never been one to stick to the status quo. 

LaFontaine’s winding path started with an adversity-filled two 
years at Michigan, a successful detour in the BCHL and then 
two full seasons at Minnesota, which has been one of the top 
teams in the country with him in net. Perhaps these unique 
career decisions helped him make the biggest one yet — 
leaving the No. 8 team in the country midway through its 
season. 

The 6-foot-2, 204-pound goalie signed a one-year, entry-
level contract with the Canes on Sunday. The deal will pay 
him $750,000 at the NHL level and $70,000 at the AHL level 
— or on the taxi squad, to which he was assigned Monday 
— through the end of 2021-22, with a signing bonus of 
$88,500. 

“It’s been an emotional rollercoaster,” LaFontaine said in a 
press conference Monday. “Obviously a lot of emotion 
comes into play, but you have to make sure you’re using 
your brain when making a decision like this. I drew up the 
pros and cons, and an opportunity to play for an organization 
like Carolina is just too good to pass up. This came to me 
Sunday morning. This happened all very fast. It’s not 
something I was pondering all season. It’s something I made 
a decision on in the span of 20 hours. Looking at it from a 
hockey lens and from a life lens, I feel really good about it.” 

The Canes are in a unique situation, with three of their top 
five pro goalies injured. At the NHL level, Antti Raanta (upper 
body) will be out for more than a few days. At the AHL level, 
both Eetu Makiniemi and Beck Warm are injured. 

“It came down to the opportunity at hand, and I think the 
opportunity is very golden … obviously with all the injuries 
and whatnot with Carolina,” LaFontaine said. “I think the 
timing was right. It was a difficult decision to leave my 
teammates at Minnesota, in saying that. I did talk to them, 
and they all respected and were excited for me. These 
opportunities don’t come along very often. Talking with 
management and talking with others, I knew in my heart of 
hearts it was time to make the next move.” 

Between only Freddie Andersen and Alex Lyon ready to play 
in the NHL and COVID-19 protocol constantly looming, the 
Canes needed more options. The top two were LaFontaine 
and 2019 second-round pick Pyotr Kochetkov, and 
Kochetkov isn’t able to come to North America until his KHL 
season is done. 

“Through the organization right now, we have two healthy 
goalies; now with Jack, we’ll have three,” Hurricanes general 
manager Don Waddell said Monday. “In today’s day and 
age, not just COVID but injuries, we think we’re a serious 
contender and the last thing you want to do is get caught 
short in goal. A lot of the other positions, we’re good with 
depth. We thought it was important to take this opportunity.” 

LaFontaine is coming off a 2020-21 season that saw him win 
the Mike Richter Award, as the top goalie in Division I 
hockey, among other awards (Big Ten Goaltender of the 
Year, All-American, Hobey Baker top-10, etc.). His numbers 
haven’t been as good this season — 12-8-0 with a 2.69 
goals-against average and a .900 save percentage, after 22-
7-0, 1.79 and .934 last season — but Waddell had seen 
enough to convince him. 

“I’ve watched every game he’s played this year,” he said. 
“We all felt he was ready for this next step. If he wasn’t 
ready, it wouldn’t be the smartest decision, but we all thought 
he was ready.” 

This situation is fluid, but multiple sources indicate it’s very 
likely that LaFontaine will get in at least one NHL game. This 
obviously contributes to the goldenness of the opportunity. 
The Canes have been solid in net, and who knows when an 
opportunity like this will arise for LaFontaine again down the 
line. 

“I’ve been working toward playing in the NHL since I was 7,” 
he said. “All my actions, all my sacrifices, all my work have 
been for the common goal of playing in the NHL. I just got a 
ticket to the dance, so now it’s time to come work even 
harder, do what I know how to do and help this team in any 
sort of way that I can, keep them on the path to the Stanley 
Cup.” 

After speaking, LaFontaine was going to spend the rest of 
Monday gathering his belongings and saying his Minnesota 
goodbyes. Come Tuesday, he’ll board a plane to Raleigh, 
where he’ll go through testing, physicals and league 
protocols. On Wednesday, he’ll practice with the team. 
Thursday, the Canes play the Blue Jackets at PNC Arena; 
maybe LaFontaine can pencil in a childhood dream.
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Whale of a time: Recent book examines Hurricanes' continued connection to Hartford roots 

By Ryan Bisesi 

Raleigh, N.C. — In the midst of the Carolina Hurricanes’ on-
ice celebration following the 2006 Stanley Cup victory, a 
bevy of red jerseys spilled onto the ice. 

At one point within the scrum, a single Hartford Whalers 
sweater is visible. It plays as a memory tucked away that 
resurfaced in the franchise’s finest hour. 

In the nearly 16 years since, little nods to the Whalers have 
gotten more persistent in a revival of sorts for the brand. 

The Hurricanes have grown to embrace their roots as the 
Whalers’ position in NHL lore is undeniable. Hurricanes 
royalty like Ron Francis, Glen Wesley and John Forslund all 
cut their teeth or spent significant time in Hartford. 

Years ago, Connecticut-based sportswriter Pat Pickens 
noticed that numerous fans were wearing Whalers gear at a 
high school hockey tournament he was covering. Unlike 
now-defunct teams like the Cleveland Barons or the 
California Golden Seals, locals in the area remember and 
look back fondly on the Whalers. 

It’s what inspired Pickens, who grew up a New Jersey Devils 
fan, to examine the franchise that morphed from afterthought 
into one that gained increased credibility and stability since 
moving to Raleigh. They’ve been gone from Connecticut for 
25 years, but still have fans in pockets throughout the 
northeast. 

“The Whalers: The Rise, Fall and Enduring Mystique of New 
England’s (Second) Greatest NHL Franchise” is Pickens’ first 
book, a recent release and of interest to Hurricanes fans who 
may be unfamiliar with the organization's beginnings. 

Pickens knows he’s not the ideal candidate to write the book, 
as he was only 12 when the team moved. He didn't get to 
Connecticut until college, when he attended Sacred Heart 
University. 

Like the Hurricanes, who went 10 years without making the 
playoffs, it took Pickens about 10 years to write the book. 

“It should not necessarily have been my story to tell, and yet, 
I feel blessed that I was able to do so,” Pickens said. 

In Connecticut, Pickens said it’s not unusual to see folks in 
Whalers jerseys and hats more than two decades after they 
left as Hartford’s only professional team to become Raleigh’s 
first professional team. 

The Whalers still have a place in the hearts of the fans, 
motivating Pickens to keep trying to tell their story. 

It’s easy to romanticize the past, but it’s understandable that 
there is long-lasting love for the city's only professional 
sports team. A Boston Globe writer dubbed the organization 
“the forever .500 Whalers” in a tribute to a team that was 
known for an offbeat color scheme in a seemingly fickle 
sports market. 

In the book, Pickens examines how the Whalers were 
fighting for the same dollars and market shares as the 
marquee New York and Boston franchises in neighboring 
states. Gaining visibility was a hurdle in the era before cable 
television packages and the internet made following teams 
easier. Even the book's title is a testament to how the team 
had to battle for attention. Within that same era, Winnipeg 
and Quebec lost their teams, marking a new age for a league 
that was expanding and realigning. 

“I always refer to it as a sort of enduring kitsch,” Pickens 
said. “They have this logo that has a H and a W in a negative 
space. They wore green jerseys. They weren’t an original six 
team … some of these non-original six teams that became 
synonymous with winning and star players and dynasties … 
they were never that.” 

Pickens tracked down Francis, Dave Tippet, Joel 
Quenneville, Kevin Dineen and Brendan Shanahan, finding 
they still had good memories of Hartford with some of them 
meeting their wives during their time with the Whalers. 
Hartford’s minor league baseball team, the Yard Goats, has 
traditionally held an annual Whalers reunion weekend. 

But not everyone was a fan of the whale. 

Pickens said former owner Peter Karmanos Jr. told Pickens 
that he didn’t care for the Hurricanes leaning into their 
Whalers past. Karmanos, who acquired the team in 1994 
and was still minority owner until June 2021, had a rocky 
relationship with leaders within Connecticut’s state 
government. 

“In his mind, that’s not the team anymore,” Pickens said. “I 
would say he doesn’t like the region of Connecticut. The 
people of Connecticut obviously hate him for moving the 
team.” 

“The perception in his mind and former players’ minds is that 
they were kicked out of Hartford.” 

When Tom Dundon bought the team in early 2018, a 
different attitude came to the fore. The team was going on a 
decade without making the postseason and needed a shot in 
the arm for an image boost. 

“They said, 'How do you feel about leaning into this?' 
[Dundon] was like, ‘We have to,’” according to Pickens. 
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Two-and-a-half decades after the Canes came to Carolina, 
more generations of North Carolinians have grown up with 
the team that’s only become more entrenched in the region. 
With that, the Hurricanes have embraced their past as the 
Whalers. The first ‘Whalers night’ game was in December 
2018, and they’ve been a staple in the schedule a few times 
each season, making the Hurricanes and Whalers brands 
one and the same. 

“This didn’t happen in the NHL,” Pickens said. “No one else 
had done that.” 

The Colorado Avalanche have since unveiled alternate 
jerseys inspired by their time as the Quebec Nordiques, and 
Adidas created 'Reverse Retro' alternate jerseys for all 31 
teams. 

Under Dundon’s ownership, Whalers Night games have 
become a fixture and the green-and-blue jerseys are hot 
sellers in the team shop. 

As the Hurricanes, the organization has developed an 
identity of its own, with stories like the response to Don 
Cherry’s "bunch of jerks" comment and David Ayres’ 
Hollywood movie-like emergency goalie appearance 
garnering national attention beyond the sports world. 

“It’s kind of interesting to me to see how the Hurricanes 
organization has basically thumbed its nose at the 
establishment with the ‘bunch of jerks’ stuff, with the Whalers 
jerseys, with some of the moves, and now, where are they? 
They’re at the top of the league standings,” Pickens said. 

Pickens hopes to attend the Jan. 29 Whalers Night game 
against New Jersey, which would be his first game at PNC 
Arena. He'd like to have a book signing in North Carolina, but 
that’s pending with COVID cases surging. 

“The Whalers fans don’t want the perception as a joke, but 
they also don’t want it to die,” Pickens said. “Because 
Hartford probably won’t get another team.” 
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LaFontaine Signs: Why Now? 

Making sense of Sunday night's news regarding the signing 
of the team's 2016 draft pick 

By Walt Ruff 

RALEIGH, NC. - Sunday night the Carolina Hurricanes 
announced the signing of goaltender Jack LaFontaine, a 
2016 draft selection who had been playing his final season of 
NCAA eligibility at the University of Minnesota. 

The inking came at an atypical time, as usually college 
players will wait until the conclusion of their season to turn 
professional. Once they sign the contract, their days playing 
for their university are over. 

So, what does this mean? 

Now that the deal is official, LaFontaine will either come 
straight to the big club or join one of the Canes minor league 
affiliates. More info is expected to be shared shortly. 

Why now? 

In simplest terms, the organization needs goaltending help 
right now. 

Over the weekend it was shared that Antti Raanta is dealing 
with an upper-body injury, unable to play at this time. In his 
place came Alex Lyon, who started Saturday night for the 
club in their contest against the Florida Panthers. 

With Lyon coming up, that would normally leave 2017 draft 
selection Eetu Makiniemi to hold down the starter's crease in 
Chicago. Joining him then would be Beck Warm, who the 
Canes signed as an undrafted free agent in March of 2021 
after he started his professional career with four consecutive 
wins with the Wolves.  

However, the issue is that they are both injured. 

The Wolves made it through this past weekend's trio of 
games after signing five different goaltenders to professional 
tryouts (PTO), playing two in their back-to-back-to-back set 
against Rockford, Iowa and Cleveland. 

Goaltending issues extend even beyond Chicago though, as 
the Norfolk Admirals, Carolina's ECHL affiliate, have also 
been forced to make due with PTO goaltenders. Dylan Wells, 
the goaltender next in the pecking order after Warm, has 
been away from the team due to COVID protocol. 

So, of the five goaltenders that were signed to the 
Hurricanes and playing professionally in North America, 
along with the one signed to their Double-A affiliate, only 

Frederik Andersen and Alex Lyon were healthy on Sunday. 
2/6. 

Why didn't the Canes just sign one of the AHL/ECHL PTO 
goaltenders? 

At the American Hockey League (AHL) level it is not 
uncommon for a club to sign a goaltender that has performed 
well at the ECHL level to a PTO as a short-term fix. While 
those who filled in may be capable of filling in for a few AHL 
games, it would be unlikely that the Canes would utilize one 
of them for any NHL time. 

Plus, the organization wants to see what they have in one of 
their draft picks. It's safe to say the team wants to see how 
he can perform at the pro level after being named the 
NCAA's best goaltender for the 2020-21 season while at the 
University of Minnesota. 

So is LaFontaine going to play for the Canes? 

Maybe! 

He can either join the active roster, taxi squad, or be 
assigned to either Chicago (AHL) or Norfolk (ECHL), pending 
the franchise's needs. That will also remain true through the 
remainder of the season. 

How long is he signed for? 

Just through the end of the current 2021-22 campaign. 

What happens after that? 

LaFontaine will be a restricted free agent. 

Why didn't the Canes sign one of their other drafted 
goaltenders? 

Simply put, LaFontaine made the most sense. There were 
only 14 regular season games left in his college career and if 
he had not signed with the Canes by July 1, he would have 
become a free agent and could have signed with any other 
NHL team with no compensation coming to Carolina. Now 
they can see what they have with him and retain his rights 
beyond the opening of free agency this summer. 

The only other goaltender the Hurricanes have signed at this 
time is Pyotr Kochetkov, who is currently also under contract 
with Torpedo Nizhny Novgorod of the Kontinental Hockey 
League (KHL) in Russia. Under current transfer agreement 
rules, he is not able to come to North America until the 
conclusion of his current team's season.
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Practice Report: Back In The Swing 

A Raanta update, the penalty kill and more as the team takes 
off for Philly 

By Walt Ruff 

RALEIGH, NC. - Monday morning the Carolina Hurricanes 
held a team practice at Wake Competition Center, getting 
their legs under them before departing for Philadelphia in the 
afternoon hours. 

The session came just over 12 hours after the surprising 
news that the organization had signed drafted goaltender 
Jack LaFontaine amid a need for healthy options at the 
position. As the team was on the ice, LaFontaine and Canes 
General Manager Don Waddell held introductory media 
availability, welcoming him to the franchise and allowing him 
to field questions from both local and national reporters. 

During the call Waddell shed some more light on why there 
was the urgency there was to bring LaFontaine aboard, 
given the unique timing of it being during the second 
semester of his final NCAA season. Antti Raanta, who did 
not play this weekend due to an upper-body injury, will also 
not be traveling with the team Monday and won't be available 
for Tuesday night's contest. This comes in addition to the 
team already having three goalies in their minor league 
system on the shelf due to injury. 

"[Antti] is seeing the people he needs to see and being 
evaluated," Waddell continued. "I don't expect it to be long-
term, but I don't expect [his return] to be within the next few 
days either." 

That means that Frederik Andersen and Alex Lyon will be the 
two goaltenders on the team flight as they head to the City of 
Brother Love for their third meeting of the season. Both were 
on the ice this morning, as Raanta was the only absentee 
from the whole group. When asked if Andersen was 100% 
and if he'd start tomorrow in Philadelphia, Head Coach Rod 
Brind'Amour said "probably", but also said that that decision 
is made day-of-game, most times. 

A Glance Back At Saturday 

Beyond the current hectic nature of the goaltending situation, 
the Canes will look to get back in the win column after the 
Florida Panthers snapped their five-game win streak 
Saturday night. When asked of his thoughts after having a 
few days to watch back and digest the outcome, Brind'Amour 
offered the following: 

"It wasn't a great game for us. We got going at times, but 
they're a tough team to play against the way, the way that 
they play. I don't know that we were ready right at the start to 
engage that game the way we needed to. I thought we kind 
of got back into it and had a chance to win, just obviously 
didn't get it. That's a good team over there in Florida. They're 
one of the best for a reason and you can see why." 

Even with the honest assessment the Canes are still 9-1-1 in 
their last 11 outings, sitting tied with the New York Rangers 
for the top spot in the Metropolitan Division standings. Their 
points percentage of .758 sits comfortably the best in the 
entire NHL, topping Florida by .29. 

Down A Man? No Problem. 

One area that's been a crucial portion of the team's success 
as of late has been their penalty kill, which heads to 
Pennsylvania having killed off their last 29 consecutive 
attempts. Not allowing a power play goal since December 7 
in Winnipeg, the team's shorthanded bunch has moved all 
the way up to second in the NHL, trailing only the Pittsburgh 
Penguins by 0.4%. 

"Doing the right things over and over again will get the job 
done more often than not and I think that's what you've been 
seeing recently," Ian Cole, one of the anchors to the team's 
kill, shared. "It's inevitable, we are going to get scored on 
and we know that, but it's about bouncing right back, doing 
the right things and getting back to it. For the past month 
we've been fortunate, but those tides can change quickly if 
you're not careful." 

Tomorrow night's contest against the Flyers is the first of 
three this week for the Canes, followed by Thursday night at 
home against Columbus and then hosting Vancouver on 
Saturday afternoon at PNC Arena.
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NHL postpones Hurricanes-Flyers game because of COVID-19 issues 

Makeup date has yet to be determined; total up to 104 this 
season 

The NHL on Monday postponed the game between the 
Carolina Hurricanes and Philadelphia Flyers that was 
scheduled to be played at Wells Fargo Center in Philadelphia 
on Tuesday because of COVID-19 issues affecting the 
Flyers. 

A makeup date has yet to be determined. 

There have been 104 games postponed this season 
because of issues related to COVID-19. Of the 104, six have 
been rescheduled. 

The Hurricanes-Flyers game is the second to be postponed 
on the schedule Tuesday. The game between the New York 
Islanders and Calgary Flames at Scotiabank Saddledome in 
Calgary previously was postponed because of attendance 
restrictions in Canada cities. 

Two of the games scheduled for Monday, between the 
Ottawa Senators and Edmonton Oilers in Edmonton and the 
Tampa Bay Lightning and New Jersey Devils in Newark, 
New Jersey, were postponed by the NHL on Sunday; the 
game scheduled for Monday between the Columbus Blue 
Jackets and Montreal Canadiens in Montreal previously was 
postponed.

 

 

 

Canes-Flyers game postponed due to Philly COVID-19 issues 

NEW YORK (AP) — The NHL has postponed Tuesday 
night’s scheduled game between the Carolina Hurricanes 
and Philadelphia Flyers because of COVID-19 issues with 
the Flyers, the league said Monday night. 

A spike in infections driven by the omicron variant of the 
coronavirus has led to frequent postponements in recent 
weeks. Three games scheduled for Monday night were 
called off. The Hurricanes-Flyers game was the second 

scheduled for Tuesday to be postponed, and the 104th 
postponement this season. 

Philadelphia last played on Saturday night, an overtime win 
at home over San Jose. Captain Claude Giroux, forward 
Travis Konecny and defensemen Travis Sanheim and Ivan 
Provorov sat out because of health and safety protocols. 

The league did not immediately announce a makeup date for 
Tuesday night’s game. The New York Islanders’ scheduled 
game at Calgary on Tuesday night was also called off.

 

 

 

 
NHL postpones Flyers-Hurricanes game due to COVID-related issues 

The NHL has postponed the Philadelphia Flyers' game 
against the Carolina Hurricanes on Tuesday due to COVID-
related issues affecting the Flyers. 

The new date for the game has yet to be determined. 

Philadelphia currently has three players in protocol -- Claude 
Giroux, Ivan Provorov and Travis Konecny. 

The Flyers have lost five straight games dating back to Dec. 
30.
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NHL Power Rankings: Avalanche keep climbing; Predators keep winning 

By Adam Gretz  

In this week’s NHL Power Rankings the Hurricanes remain in 
the top spot, while the Avalanche continue to inch a little 
closer to No. 1 thanks to a recent run that has seen them go 
16-3-1 in their last 20 games. 

When healthy the Avalanche still have a great blend of 
gamebreaking forwards on offense and impact players on 
defense to form one of the league’s most complete teams. 
The big question will be whether or not Darcy Kuemper is the 
goalie to backstop them to a title, and after a slow start even 
he is starting to turn his season around since the start of 
December. 

Meanwhile, the Predators continue to be one of the league’s 
biggest surprises as they continue to pile wins and keep a 
steady hold on a top-10 spot. 

We take a look at all of those teams and more in this week’s 
rankings. 

Where does your team sit? 

To this week’s NHL Power Rankings!  

1. Carolina Hurricanes (Last Week: 1). They have some 
goaltending injury issues that are worth monitoring right now. 
That was always going to be the big question here. 
Otherwise the team is great. 

2. Colorado Avalanche (LW: 3). Cale Makar has a real 
chance to score 30 goals this season, a number that is 
almost unheard of for a defenseman in the modern era. 

3. Florida Panthers (LW: 2). Not having Aaron Ekblad at the 
end of last season was a significant loss. He is back and 
healthy this season and playing great hockey. 

4. Tampa Bay Lightning (LW: 4). Upgrading their goaltending 
depth behind Andrei Vasilevskiy might be a wise move. 

5. Pittsburgh Penguins (LW: 6). Upgrading their goaltending 
depth behind Tristan Jarry would be a wise move. 

6. Toronto Maple Leafs (LW: 8). We have not seen much of 
them over the past couple of weeks, and that was a tough 
loss against Colorado, but they are clearly one of the better 
teams in the league this season. 

7. Vegas Golden Knights (LW: 4). Being traded to Vegas 
was a career-altering move for Chandler Stephenson. He is 
currently their leading scorer. 

8. Nashville Predators (LW: 9). If they wanted they could be 
really active at the trade deadline and really try to make 
some noise. 

9. New York Rangers (LW: 11). They kept getting wins even 
without Artemi Panarin (three out of four games) and now 
they are getting him back in the lineup. 

10. Washington Capitals (LW: 5). The way they have played 
through their injury situation this season makes you wonder 
what they can be capable of when they are healthy. 

11. St. Louis Blues (LW: 13). They have been nearly 
unbeatable at home and have quietly put together a top 
offense. 

12. Boston Bruins (LW: 12). Getting Tuukka Rask back will 
be nice, but they still really need another center. If the Flyers 
make Claude Giroux available this would be a great fit if they 
can make the money work. 

13. Minnesota Wild (LW: 14). Injuries to some of their top 
players have been a big hurdle here recently. Excellent team 
when healthy. 

14. Anaheim Ducks (LW: 16). They have cooled off a bit in 
recent weeks. Do you know who has not cooled off? Troy 
Terry. He is already at 22 goals. 

15. Calgary Flames (LW: 13). They had a really tough road 
trip through Carolina and Florida, losing all three games by a 
combined score of 16-6. 

16. Winnipeg Jets (LW: 15). They have high end talent at the 
top of the lineup and great goaltending and not much in 
between. 

17. Vancouver Canucks (LW: 17). They are set to return 
after a week long layoff. They still have some ground to 
make up. 

18. Los Angeles Kings (LW: 19). They are really hanging 
around in the playoff race and they are not yet getting much 
from their best prospects. 

19. Dallas Stars (LW: 23). They were 45 crazy seconds away 
from a five-game winning streak. This could still be a 
dangerous team. 

20. San Jose Sharks (LW: 24). The Pacific Division has been 
stronger than expected this season, and that includes the 
Sharks who entered the season with low expectations. 
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21. Edmonton Oilers (LW: 18). They are 9-13-2 since that 9-
1-0 start. They can not keep wasting the prime years of 
Connor McDavid and Leon Draisaitl. 

22. New York Islanders (LW: 22). They will go 12 days 
between games, and that layoff happened just as they were 
starting to show some improvement. 

23. Detroit Red Wings (LW: 21). Maybe they are not ready to 
be a playoff team just yet this season, but the signs for real 
hope and optimism are absolutely there. 

24. New Jersey Devils (LW: 25). Jack Hughes has been 
dominant since returning to the lineup. That is a very good 
and encouraging sign. 

25. Philadelphia Flyers (LW: 20). The question now is 
starting to become whether or not they trade Claude Giroux. 

26. Columbus Blue Jackets (LW: 26). They play hard, they 
probably overachieved at the start, but they simply lack the 
talent and depth to seriously compete in a tough Metropolitan 
Division. 

27. Chicago Blackhawks (LW: 27). Marc-Andre Fleury 
returning to Vegas and getting a win is a nice bright spot for 
him. 

28. Ottawa Senators (LW: 28). The last time we saw them 
nearly two weeks ago they were losing 6-0 to Toronto. 

29. Buffalo Sabres (LW: 29). There is no more loyal fan in 
hockey than a Sabres fan that keeps returning to this year 
after year. 

30. Seattle Kraken (LW: 30). Another team that has had a 
long layoff this week. No chance to really improve (or get 
worse). 

31. Arizona Coyotes (LW: 31). They are doing exactly what 
was expected of them this season. Just a tough situation 
given the state of the roster. 

32. Montreal Canadiens (LW: 32). Another team that has not 
played in more than a week, but even when they are playing 
this season nothing is going right.
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Jack LaFontaine Joins Hurricanes at an Interesting Time 

It's rare that a top college player leaves school mid-season 
to join an NHL team. But the Carolina Hurricanes are in an 
interesting situation, and the time was right for the NCAA's 
reigning top goalie, Jack LaFontaine, to make the jump to the 
NHL. 

By Steven Ellis 

Top college goalies leaving school midway through a season 
is rare. But Jack LaFontaine is not your average collegiate 
star, and the Carolina Hurricanes are kind of in a desperate 
situation. 

As it stands, Antti Raanta is out with an upper-body injury 
and AHL goaltenders Eetu Makeniemi and Beck Warm are 
both hurt, too. Alex Lyon was called up on an emergency 
basis and held his own in an overtime loss against Florida on 
Sunday, with the only other signed goaltender, Pyotr 
Kochetkov, playing in the KHL. 

So, something had to give, and that led to the Hurricanes 
taking LaFontaine out of school in his senior year to join the 
Hurricanes this year. It's far from ideal, but LaFontaine is 
someone the Hurricanes risked losing had they not signed 
him later this spring. LaFontaine was drawing interest around 
the NHL, and would have almost certainly been picked up 
elsewhere.  

LaFontaine won the NCAA's Mike Richter Award as the 
league's top goaltender last year with a 22-7-0 record, five 
shutouts, a 1.79 GAA and a .934 SP. LaFontaine won nearly 
everything imaginable last year, taking the Big 10 
championship, winning the playoff MVP title, the league's top 
goalie award and was a Hobey Baker Award finalist as the 
top collegiate player, period. 

Many thought he'd go pro instead of a rare fifth year of 
college, but he came to serve as captain for the University of 
Minnesota in 2021-22 before ultimately signing his first NHL 
deal. Speaking of his five years in the NCAA, his route to this 
point was rather unusual. He was a star prospect in the top 
Ontario-based Jr. A hockey league, the OJHL, in 2014-15 
before spending a year with the NAHL's Janesville Jets. He 
then spent two years with the University of Michigan before 
electing to go back to Junior A, spending a year with the 
Penticton Vees of the BCHL.  

It was a calculated risk: already a Hurricanes prospect after 
getting selected 75th overall in 2016, LaFontaine needed 
more starts if he was going to be viewed as a top prospect 
for the future. His time in Penticton was glorious, posting a 
30-13-1 record to win the league's top goalie honors. 
Minnesota offered him a spot in August of 2019, shortly 

before the season was set to begin – only to emerge as one 
of the NCAA's top goaltenders over the next three years. 

LaFontaine's whole deal came together quickly. After GM 
Don Wadell had a chat with development coach Jason 
Muzzatti about the team's netminding situation, LaFontaine 
was offered an NHL deal Sunday morning and officially 
signed it later in the day.  

"These opportunities don't come along very often,' 
LaFontaine said. "Talking with management, and talking with 
others, I knew in my heart of hearts that it was the time to 
make the move."  

LaFontaine will head to Carolina on Tuesday while waiting 
on a work visa as a Canadian citizen. The hope is for 
LaFontaine to start practicing with the team on Wednesday, 
with immediate plans for the goaltender to come in the 
following days. 

"It's an interesting scenario," LaFontaine said about leaving 
school mid-season, something that hasn't been seen by a 
high-profile Gopher since Kyle Okposo in 2007-08. "It's been 
an emotional roller coaster, I've obviously worked my entire 
life for this opportunity. Minnesota is a place where I grew as 
an individual. I grew my game as a hockey player and it was 
difficult to say bye." 

Since LaFontaine's deal is for just a single year, LaFontaine 
will become won't have to deal with being on a longer three-
year entry-level contract. Instead, he'll simply be an RFA 
come summertime and depending on where Carolina sees 
its goaltending situation, they could look to lock him in as a 
potential backup. Frederik Andersen is the No. 1 in Carolina, 
but the team moved Alex Nedeljkovic, who appeared to be a 
long-term option in net, during the off-season. That paves 
way for someone like LaFontaine to secure a more 
permanent job. 

"He's got a good frame and the athleticism to go with it," a 
scout said. "He's got a good head atop his shoulders. 
Doesn't let bad goals tear him down. He's a battler that never 
gives up on a play." 

What happens the rest of the season for Lafontaine is yet to 
be determined. When everyone's healthy, where does he fit 
into the equation? With the NHL permitting taxi squads 
again, the Hurricanes will likely finish the year carrying three 
goalies, and keeping LaFontaine with the club to practice on 
a daily basis could be beneficial for the 24-year-old. 

Nonetheless, the whole situation is an interesting one. Let's 
see where it goes from here.
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Wolves battle back from embarrassing loss and goalie injuries for two spirited wins 

No goalies? No problem!  

By Sarah.A@WriteSaidSarah Jan 10, 2022, 12:06pm EST  

By The Numbers 

Record: 22-5-1-1 (46 points; 1st in Central Division; 2nd in 
AHL by points percentage) 

Goals/Game: 3.48 

Goals Against/Game: 2.41 

Shots/Game: 34.70 

Shots Against/Game: 26.33 

Power Play % (Rank): 17.7% (20th) 

Penalty Kill % (Rank): 80.0% (23rd)  

Leading Scorer (Overall): Andrew Poturalski (40) 

Most Goals: Andrew Poturalski (15) 

Most Assists: Andrew Poturalski (25) 

Next Game: Wednesday, January 12 vs. Grand Rapids 

(stats as of January 9, 2022)  

Ever wonder why it’s so important to have a strong goalie 
pipeline? Look no further than the Chicago Wolves’ last three 
games.  

After a nearly three-week layoff thanks to the holiday break 
and COVID-related postponements, the Wolves prepared for 
another stint of three games in three days. They’d received 
nearly all of their players back from the Carolina Hurricanes, 
except for goaltender Alex Lyon, who was called back up on 
Jan. 7.  

And, well, there’s where the problems started.  

Lyon’s absence usually wouldn’t be a point of concern, as 
Eetu Makiniemi has proven to be more than capable in net. 
But Makiniemi is dealing with a nagging injury and is likely to 
miss the next few weeks of games.  

Beck Warm, who acquitted himself well enough in the AHL 
last year to earn an NHL contract from the Hurricanes, has 
spent the majority of this season with the ECHL’s Norfolk 
Admirals. Warm was recalled to the Wolves and then was 
promptly injured at morning skate, leaving the Wolves with 
no available goalies under contract to the organization.  

So for Friday’s game against the Rockford IceHogs, the 
Wolves signed two goalies to PTOs: Michael Lackey and 
Caydon Edwards.  

Lackey, 24, has been serving largely as the backup for the 
ECHL Indy Fuel, only starting three games this season. He 

spent last season with the Orlando Solar Bears after finishing 
up his college career. Lackey had to drive himself the three-
plus hours from Indianapolis to Rosemont and arrived 
dangerously close to warm-ups.  

Edwards, 30, is described by the Wolves as a “local semi-
pro”. He works for a local goalie gear company and plays 
occasionally in the Great Lakes Hockey League, a nine-team 
semi-pro regional league.  

With Edwards unlikely to see game action, and three games 
in three days on the schedule, the Wolves brought on Daniel 
Mannella for Saturday’s game. Mannella, 26, finished his 
college career with St. Lawrence University in 2019-20 and 
did not play this past season. This year, he’s been with the 
ECHL’s Tulsa Oilers and in fact was on the road with them in 
Texas when he got the call.  

But wait, there’s more! 

Lackey started Saturday’s game but left halfway through with 
an injury, pressing Mannella into service. Given how the 
weekend had played out already, the Wolves made some 
more calls to find an additional goaltender to back up for 
Sunday. They called in Billy Christopoulos from the Toledo 
Walleye for the weekend’s final game. Christopoulos, 27 and 
a Raleigh native, spent the past two seasons largely in the 
ECHL but is probably best known for helping lead Air Force 
to an improbable victory over number one ranked St. Cloud 
State back in 2018 in the NCAA West Regional games.  

All that to say: are you surprised now that the Hurricanes 
lured Jack LaFontaine away from the NCAA in the middle of 
the season? You probably shouldn’t be.  

Game 27: Wolves 0, IceHogs 8 

Some games don’t deserve to be talked about. This is one of 
them.  

Ryan Warsofsky’s quote from the following night regarding 
the loss says more than any recap ever could: “That is a 
game that I’ll remember for the rest of my life. It was 
embarrassing. I know we want to move on and we are 
moving on, but those are the games that coaches remember, 
until the day I die. It’s unfortunate.” 

Scoring: nope 

In net: Michael Lackey, saved 27 of 35, 0.771 Sv%  

Game 28: Wolves 6, Wild 2 

Okay, so we actually do need to talk about that 8-0 loss first.  

Despite playing a goalie making his AHL debut, that loss 
shouldn’t have been pinned on Michael Lackey. The team in 
front of him put together a terrible performance from start to 
finish, looking nothing like the Chicago Wolves who had 
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been on a 12-game winning streak. The team probably didn’t 
need coach Ryan Warsofsky to tell them that they needed to 
be better in their next outing. 

Whatever the message was, it was well received by the 
team, who were fully in control of this game and never trailed 
after Stefan Noesen opened scoring just 1:28 into the first 
period and made his presence known for the whole game, 
registering another goal and an assist along with five shots 
on goal.  

Lackey was credited with the win, as the eventual 
gamewinner was Andrew Poturalski’s power play goal at 
2:11 in the second period. Lackey was pulled just over eight 
minutes into the second period and was replaced by 
Mannella, who stopped every shot he faced.  

Warsofsky was pleased with the team’s response after their 
loss in Rockford. Talking about that loss, Warsofsky admitted 
that, “as a coach, sometimes when you lose, you don’t know 
when you’re gonna win again.” After meeting with the 
players, though, Warsofsky felt that the players were ready 
to make amends for the prior night’s performance.  

The game against Iowa was dubbed a good 60 minute effort, 
particularly from their goalies. “I thought they gave us a 
chance to win. Even last night, Lackey played well,” 
Warsofsky said. “I know he let in eight but that was on us, 
that’s not on him. We felt terrible for the kid.”  

Scoring: Andrew Poturalski, 2 G, 1 A; Stefan Noesen, 2 G, 1 
A; Sam Miletic, 1 G, 2 A; Ivan Lodnia, 1 G; Max Lajoie, 2 A; 
C.J. Smith, 1 A; Jack Drury, 1 A; Spencer Smallman, 1 A; 
Josh Jacobs, 1 A; Dominik Bokk, 1 A; Jesper Sellgren, 1 A 

In net: Michael Lackey, saved 11 of 13, 0.846 Sv %; Daniel 
Mannella, saved 16 of 16, 1.000 Sv % 

Game 28: Wolves 4, Monsters 3 

In contrast to the Wolves’ strong start on Saturday, Sunday’s 
game threatened to be more like Friday’s, given the team’s 

slow start. The Cleveland Monsters opened scoring just 35 
seconds into the game after putting several shots on 
Mannella. While goals from Jack Drury and Artyom Serikov 
gave the team the lead at the end of the first period, a poor 
second period saw the Monsters pull back ahead.  

While Warsofsky wouldn’t reveal who said what during that 
intermission, the Wolves came out and played a physical, 
gutsy third period. Poturalski scored the game tying goal 24 
seconds into the third, and Noesen put in the game winner 
on the power play at 9:53. The Wolves maintained 
possession for much of the period and weathered a late 
penalty to Joey Keane without surrendering a goal. 

The Wolves allowed zero shots in the third period, marking 
just the second time in franchise history that they didn’t allow 
a single shot for an entire period. (The previous occurrence 
came in 2005.) Several players made huge blocks in the final 
sequences of the game to not only preserve the lead but also 
to keep pucks from reaching Mannella.  

After the game, Mannella described his whirlwind of a 
weekend. “I was pretty surprised when I got the call Friday 
night, but [...] I just wanted to make the most of it.” For him, 
keeping focus on the game was crucial. “The game is the 
same no matter what level you’re at. You just try and do what 
you can do and focus on what you can control and at the end 
of the day, the results will take care of themselves.” 

Mannella called the team’s third period effort incredible. “I 
can’t say enough about the guys in front of me tonight. They 
played unbelievable and you know, it was a complete team 
win.”  

Scoring: Andrew Poturalski, 1 G, 2 A; Stefan Noesen, 1 G, 1 
A; Artyom Serikov, 1 G; Jack Drury, 1 G; C.J. Smith, 2 A; 
Joey Keane, 1 A; Spencer Smallman, 1 A; Sam Miletic, 1 A 

In net: Daniel Mannella, saved 24 of 27, 0.889 Sv%
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Confident in himself, LaFontaine ready for ‘golden opportunity’ with Carolina 

The Hurricanes signed Minnesota goalie Jack LaFontaine to 
an entry-level contract Sunday, bringing the 2016 draft pick 
into the organization. 

By Alec_Sawyer 

The Carolina Hurricanes made a somewhat unusual, but 
quite necessary roster move Sunday afternoon, signing 2016 
third-round draft pick Jack LaFontaine to an entry-level 
contract.  

For LaFontaine, the deal ends his career at the University of 
Minnesota mid-season, a campaign in which he was 12-8-0 
with a 2.69 GAA and .900 SV% for the Golden Gophers. 
LaFontaine won the Mike Richter Award in 2020-21, given to 
the NCAA’s top goaltender, after going 22-7-0 with a 1.79 
GAA and .934 SV% while leading Minnesota to the No. 3 
seed in the NCAA Tournament.  

But now LaFontaine’s career moves on to its next phase, as 
he’ll join a Hurricanes’ organization suddenly in desperate 
need of some healthy goaltending depth. 

“It came down to the opportunity at hand,” LaFontaine said. “I 
think the opportunity is very golden. I think the timing was 
right. Obviously it was a difficult decision to leave my 
teammates at Minnesota. I did talk to them, and they all 
respected it and were excited for myself. These opportunities 
don’t come along very often. Talking with management and 
others, I knew in my heart of hearts that it was time to make 
the next move.” 

The addition of LaFontaine to the organization was a needed 
one for the Hurricanes, as the goaltending situation for 
Carolina has gotten shaky over the past few days.  

NHL backup Antti Raanta was scratched from Saturday’s 
game with an injury general manager Don Waddell said he 
didn’t expect to be a long-term injury, but also didn’t expect 
to be better in the next few days.  

Organizationally, both Eetu Makiniemi and Beck Warm 
suffered injuries for the Chicago Wolves that could have 
them sidelined for longer.  

“Through the organization we have two healthy goalies, with 
Jack we’ll have three,” Waddell said. “We think we’re a 
serious contender. The last thing you want to do is get 
caught short in goal. A goalie is one thing, through all my 
years, that you need to have to win hockey games. We 
thought it was important for us to take this opportunity. 

“We all felt that he was ready for this next step. If a guy was 
not ready, it wouldn’t be the smartest decision. But we all feel 
like he is ready to take that next step.” 

LaFontaine will travel to Raleigh Tuesday, and he’ll be 
available to start practicing with the team Wednesday. He 
was added to the team’s Taxi Squad Monday. 

For LaFontaine, it was an opportunity that he couldn’t pass 
up on after giving years of hard work to Minnesota. It’s a 
lifetime goal closer to being achieved, and one that he’s 
ready for. 

“This opportunity is special in the sense that I’ve been 
working toward the goal of playing in the NHL since about 
the age of 7,” LaFontaine said. “All my actions, all my 
sacrifices, all my work have been to the common goal of 
playing in the NHL. I just got a ticket to the dance. Now it’s 
really time to work even harder, do what I know how to do 
and help this team in any sort of way that I can.” 

The hard work and determination for LaFontaine have taken 
him to quite a few places. He started his collegiate career at 
Michigan, where he went just 5-11-1, before spending a very, 
very strong season in the BCHL.  

He made his way to Minnesota, where he has found his 
footing and groove for the last two and a half years. For 
LaFontaine, that journey has made him the goalie that he is 
today.  

“With goalies, the paradox is that the more you get beat 
down the stronger you get,” LaFontaine said. “I’ve had a lot 
of arduous moments in my career. For me, they’ve just made 
me stronger. As a human being, as more of a holistic goalie 
mentally and emotionally, I feel like I’ve made some great 
strides. I was drafted as an 18-year old, and here I sit six 
years later as a 24-year old more mature, more 
understanding of the demands of the position. I think that’s 
all you can ask of your goaltender, to understand the 
demands mentally and emotionally.” 

LaFontaine’s entry into the professional ranks is a unique 
one. He’s the first Minnesota player to leave mid-season 
since Kyle Okposo did so in 2008, and he’ll be immediately 
thrown into action either at the AHL or NHL level with the 
organizational injuries.  

And as he makes that transition in his career, LaFontaine is 
leaning on something he says he’s always had, no matter the 
place in his career: the belief in himself to get it done. 

“I’ve always had self belief,” LaFontaine said. “Same sort of 
thing with the decision I just made. Every decision you make, 
you have to be 100 percent bought in. I have the utmost 
confidence in myself. My work ethic speaks for itself. I’m a 
hard worker. I’m a competitor. For that reason, I’ve never 
had doubt in my abilities as a goalie.”
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Tuesday’s Canes-Flyers game postponed 

The NHL announced Monday night that the Carolina 
Hurricanes’ scheduled Tuesday game in Philadelphia was 
postponed due to COVID issues for the Flyers.  

By Alec_Sawyer 

The Carolina Hurricanes have had another game postponed, 
as Tuesday’s meeting with the Flyers in Philadelphia has 
been pushed back due to COVID issues for the Flyers.  

The Canes have played just four games in the past 22 days 
and will now have to wait until Thursday to hit the ice again, 
at home against the Columbus Blue Jackets.  

Here is the full release from the NHL: 

The National Hockey League announced today that, due to 
COVID-related issues affecting the Philadelphia Flyers, 
tomorrow night’s Carolina at Philadelphia game has been 
postponed. The new date for the game has yet to be 
determined.
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Hurricanes’ road game Tuesday against Flyers postponed because of 
COVID issues 

 

Chip Alexander 

3 minutes 

 

The Carolina Hurricanes have another game postponed because of 
COVID-19 issues that will need to be rescheduled. 

The NHL announced Monday night that the Canes’ road game Tuesday 
against the Philadelphia Flyers had been postponed “due to COVID-
related issues affecting” the Flyers. 

It’s the seventh game the Canes will need to make up during the season 
as the league continues to grapple with COVID impacts. Five of 
Carolina’s postponements are road games. 

The Canes are next scheduled to play Thursday at PNC Arena against 
the Columbus Blue Jackets. They also have a home game set Saturday 
afternoon against Vancouver. 

The Canes (24-7-2) practiced Monday morning at the Wake Competition 
Center, then took a team flight to Philadelphia. 

“The schedule hasn’t been ideal the last couple of weeks,” Canes 
forward Jesper Fast said last week. “You’ve just got to take it day by day 
and have the right mindset. I think last year was a pretty hectic schedule, 
too, so I think we know what to expect.” 

Hurricanes’ postponed games 

Dec. 14, 2021, at Minnesota Wild 

Dec. 19, Nashville Predators, PNC Arena 

Dec. 21, at Boston Bruins 

Dec. 23, at Ottawa Senators 

Dec. 27, Florida Panthers, PNC Arena 

Jan. 3, 2022, at Toronto Maple Leafs 

Jan. 11, at Philadelphia Flyers 
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Goalie Jack LaFontaine jumps at ‘golden’ opportunity to join the Carolina 
Hurricanes 

 

Chip Alexander 

6-8 minutes 

 

For Jack LaFontaine, Sunday’s decision was one of the toughest of his 
life — and one of the quickest. 

The goalie could have stayed at the University of Minnesota, and 
continued to help his team win at the college level. Or, he could sign a 
one-year, entry-level contract with the Carolina Hurricanes, leaving his 
team in mid-season to begin his professional career — an unusual exit. 

And, he was on the clock. LaFontaine, 24, had about 20 hours to make 
that potentially life-changing decision. 

“It all happened fast. It’s not some thing I was pondering all season,” 
LaFontaine said Monday. 

Ultimately, LaFontaine signed with the Canes, the team that selected the 
6-2, 204-pound goalie in the third round of the 2016 NHL draft. The plan 
is for him to join the team after its road game Tuesday against the 
Philadelphia Flyers. 

“It came down the opportunity at hand,” LaFontaine said. “I think the 
opportunity’s very golden, and I think the timing’s right. 

“I think this opportunity is special in the sense that I’ve been working 
toward the goal of playing in the NHL since about the age of 7. All my 
actions, all my sacrifices, all my work have been for the common goal of 
playing in the NHL. Saying that, I’ve just got to take it to the dance.” 

LaFontaine said he had some conversations with his Minnesota 
teammates, saying, “They all respected and were excited for myself. 
These opportunities don’t come along very often and in talking with 
management and others I knew in my heart of hearts it was time to make 
the next move.” 

LaFontaine’s timeline 

Canes president and general manager Don Waddell said LaFontaine 
needed a work visa as a native Canadian playing for a U.S. team. 
LaFontaine, from Mississauga, Ontario, was assigned to the Canes’ taxi 
squad on Monday. 

“Come Wednesday, he can start practicing with the team and we’ll go 
from there,” Waddell said. 

Will that mean an early game with the Canes? That remains to be seen. 
Carolina had goalies Frederik Andersen and Alex Lyon at practice 
Monday, and Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour said Andersen probably 
would start against the Flyers. 

Goalie Antti Raanta missed Saturday’s game against Florida with an 
upper-body injury, and Lyon drew the start after being recalled from the 
Chicago Wolves of the AHL. After a shaky start, Lyon settled in as the 
Canes rallied to force overtime before losing 4-3 in overtime to the 
Panthers. 

Waddell said Monday that Raanta’s injury status was “day to day” and 
that he did not expect it to be a long-term issue. 
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A strong resume 

LaFontaine said the past few days have been an “emotional roller 
coaster.” He noted he “grew as an individual and a hockey player” in the 
Minnesota program after leaving the University of Michigan, playing the 
2018-19 season with the Penticton Vees in junior hockey and then going 
to Minnesota. 

“I feel with goalies the paradox is the more you get beat down the 
stronger you get,” he said. “I feel like I’ve had a lot of adversity and 
arduous moments in my career and for me it just made me stronger. So 
as a human being, as more of a holistic goalie, mentally and emotionally, 
I feel like I’ve made some great strides.” 

LaFontaine was 2020-21 winner of the Mike Richter Award as the top 
goaltender in NCAA Division I. He had a 22-7-0 record, 1.79 goals-
against average, .934 save percentage and five shutouts in 29 games in 
being named a top-10 finalist for the Hobey Baker Award, given annually 
to college hockey’s best player. 

LaFontaine’s numbers haven’t been quite as impressive this season — a 
12-8-0 record, 2.69 GAA and .900 save percentage in 20 NCAA games. 
A graduate student, he would have been an unrestricted free agent had 
he completed the season and his college eligibility with Minnesota. 

Position of need 

But the Canes’ circumstances and those with the Wolves made the 
signing necessary. Or as Waddell said, “Very much wanted and needed.” 

The Wolves needed help. Lyon was recalled and goalie Eetu Makiniemi 
injured. Beck Warm, recalled from the ECHL, was injured at a morning 
skate, forcing the Wolves to sign goalies Michael Lackey and Caydon 
Edwards to PTO’s. 

Waddell said Canes goaltending development coach Jason Muzzatti 
spoke with LaFontaine after Minnesota’s game Friday against Michigan 
State -- LaFontaine allowed one goal on 24 shots in a 4-1 win -- and the 
deal came together quickly. 

LaFontaine said he was the first Minnesota player to leave during a 
season for pro hockey since forward Kyle Okposo signed with the New 
York Islanders in the 2007-08 season. 

“I made the decision in a span of 20 hours,” LaFontaine said. “Looking at 
it through a hockey lens, from a life lens, I felt really good about it. I feel 
really good about my game right now and feel I can contribute to the 
team anyway I can.” 
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Why Jack LaFontaine is leaving NCAA Minnesota midseason, and why 
the Hurricanes need him right now 

 

By Sara Civian Jan 10, 2022  

 

It’s not every day an NCAA hockey player leaves his team midway 
through the season to head to the NHL. In fact, it’s not every decade. 
The most recent example that comes to mind is Kyle Okposo with the 
Islanders in 2007-08. 

But Minnesota Gophers goalie Jack LaFontaine, a 24-year-old fifth-year 
senior and the Hurricanes’ 2016 third-round pick, has never been one to 
stick to the status quo. 

LaFontaine’s winding path started with an adversity-filled two years at 
Michigan, a successful detour in the BCHL and then two full seasons at 
Minnesota, which has been one of the top teams in the country with him 

in net. Perhaps these unique career decisions helped him make the 
biggest one yet — leaving the No. 8 team in the country midway through 
its season. 

The 6-foot-2, 204-pound goalie signed a one-year, entry-level contract 
with the Canes on Sunday. The deal will pay him $750,000 at the NHL 
level and $70,000 at the AHL level — or on the taxi squad, to which he 
was assigned Monday — through the end of 2021-22, with a signing 
bonus of $88,500. 

“It’s been an emotional rollercoaster,” LaFontaine said in a press 
conference Monday. “Obviously a lot of emotion comes into play, but you 
have to make sure you’re using your brain when making a decision like 
this. I drew up the pros and cons, and an opportunity to play for an 
organization like Carolina is just too good to pass up. This came to me 
Sunday morning. This happened all very fast. It’s not something I was 
pondering all season. It’s something I made a decision on in the span of 
20 hours. Looking at it from a hockey lens and from a life lens, I feel 
really good about it.” 

The Canes are in a unique situation, with three of their top five pro 
goalies injured. At the NHL level, Antti Raanta (upper body) will be out for 
more than a few days. At the AHL level, both Eetu Makiniemi and Beck 
Warm are injured. 

“It came down to the opportunity at hand, and I think the opportunity is 
very golden … obviously with all the injuries and whatnot with Carolina,” 
LaFontaine said. “I think the timing was right. It was a difficult decision to 
leave my teammates at Minnesota, in saying that. I did talk to them, and 
they all respected and were excited for me. These opportunities don’t 
come along very often. Talking with management and talking with others, 
I knew in my heart of hearts it was time to make the next move.” 

Between only Freddie Andersen and Alex Lyon ready to play in the NHL 
and COVID-19 protocol constantly looming, the Canes needed more 
options. The top two were LaFontaine and 2019 second-round pick Pyotr 
Kochetkov, and Kochetkov isn’t able to come to North America until his 
KHL season is done. 

“Through the organization right now, we have two healthy goalies; now 
with Jack, we’ll have three,” Hurricanes general manager Don Waddell 
said Monday. “In today’s day and age, not just COVID but injuries, we 
think we’re a serious contender and the last thing you want to do is get 
caught short in goal. A lot of the other positions, we’re good with depth. 
We thought it was important to take this opportunity.” 

LaFontaine is coming off a 2020-21 season that saw him win the Mike 
Richter Award, as the top goalie in Division I hockey, among other 
awards (Big Ten Goaltender of the Year, All-American, Hobey Baker top-
10, etc.). His numbers haven’t been as good this season — 12-8-0 with a 
2.69 goals-against average and a .900 save percentage, after 22-7-0, 
1.79 and .934 last season — but Waddell had seen enough to convince 
him. 

“I’ve watched every game he’s played this year,” he said. “We all felt he 
was ready for this next step. If he wasn’t ready, it wouldn’t be the 
smartest decision, but we all thought he was ready.” 

This situation is fluid, but multiple sources indicate it’s very likely that 
LaFontaine will get in at least one NHL game. This obviously contributes 
to the goldenness of the opportunity. The Canes have been solid in net, 
and who knows when an opportunity like this will arise for LaFontaine 
again down the line. 

“I’ve been working toward playing in the NHL since I was 7,” he said. “All 
my actions, all my sacrifices, all my work have been for the common goal 
of playing in the NHL. I just got a ticket to the dance, so now it’s time to 
come work even harder, do what I know how to do and help this team in 
any sort of way that I can, keep them on the path to the Stanley Cup.” 

After speaking, LaFontaine was going to spend the rest of Monday 
gathering his belongings and saying his Minnesota goodbyes. Come 
Tuesday, he’ll board a plane to Raleigh, where he’ll go through testing, 
physicals and league protocols. On Wednesday, he’ll practice with the 
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team. Thursday, the Canes play the Blue Jackets at PNC Arena; maybe 
LaFontaine can pencil in a childhood dream. 
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Blue Jackets suspend Hofmann for refusing to return from Switzerland 

 

Brian Hedger 

 

Columbus Blue Jackets left wing Gregory Hofmann (15) brings the puck 
up ice during the first period of the NHL hockey game against the 
Anaheim Ducks at Nationwide Arena in Columbus on Thursday, Dec. 9, 
2021. 

Gregory Hofmann’s return to the Blue Jackets is now unlikely.  

The Swiss forward was suspended Monday after informing the team he 
wouldn’t return from Switzerland following the birth of his first child with 
his wife, Jessica. 

“Gregory was given permission by the club to step away for personal 
reasons and informed us today that because of those reasons he has 
decided not to return,” Blue Jackets general manager Jarmo Kekalainen 
said in a statement. “Obviously, we are disappointed, but we have no 
other recourse than to suspend him.”  

Hofmann, 28, has two goals, five assists and seven points in 24 games 
during his first NHL season. He signed a one-year, one-way contract with 
the Blue Jackets worth $900,000 on June 14 after playing the first 11-
plus seasons of his professional career in Switzerland's National League 
— that country's top division. 

Unless the Blue Jackets place Hofmann on unconditional waivers, they 
retain his rights for the remainder of this season. They do not have to pay 
his remaining salary and don’t have to count it toward their salary-cap 
while he's suspended.  

Hofmann spent the Jackets’ extended Christmas break in Columbus and 
practiced with the team four times prior to their first game back Dec. 30 
against the Nashville Predators. His absence for “personal reasons” was 
revealed shortly before the game and word began to spread it was for the 
birth of his child.  

Hofmann’s wife, Jessica, moved back to Switzerland for the birth after 
coming to Columbus in late summer with her husband. Hoffman is 
pictured with his wife on her Instagram account in a Dec. 30 post a day 
after he practiced with the Blue Jackets at Nationwide Arena.  

“For family reasons, Gregory has decided to not come back to the NHL 
and the Jackets,” Hofmann’s agent, Claude Lemieux, told the Dispatch 
via text message. “He went home for the birth of their child and has 
decided to stay in Switzerland.” 

Lemieux said it was a difficult decision, but did not share anything further. 

Hofmann is the second player the Blue Jackets have suspended this 
season for contractual reasons. 

They suspended Finnish defenseman Mikko Lehtonen on Oct. 12 for 
refusing to report to the Cleveland Monsters after he was cut from the 
NHL roster out of training camp. Lehtonen, 27, was placed on 
unconditional waivers for the purpose of terminating his one-year 
contract and he quickly signed a four-year contract with SKA St. 
Petersburg of the Kontinental Hockey League.  

Hofmann, who led EV Zug to a championship in Switzerland last season, 
was selected in the fourth round of the 2011 NHL draft by the Carolina 
Hurricanes. He became a star in his home country and was a teammate 

of Blue Jackets goalie Elvis Merzlikins with HC Lugano for a few 
seasons.  

Unable to sign him, the Hurricanes traded Hofmann’s rights to Columbus 
on Feb. 13, 2021 for a 2022 seventh-round pick. The Blue Jackets 
convinced him to sign a one-year deal and Hofmann arrived for training 
camp with a good work ethic and lots of speed. He impressed Blue 
Jackets coach Brad Larsen right away and earned a regular lineup spot 
for most of the season on the third or fourth forward line.   

Hofmann’s biggest struggle was adjusting to the NHL’s combination of 
elite talent and speed on rinks smaller than those in Europe. He was 
learning how to apply his speed best, but never fully put it all together. 

His absence creates an opportunity for other forwards, but also tests the 
Jackets’ depth and takes a fast skater out of the lineup. Hofmann is also 
the latest European player who has opted not to return to the Blue 
Jackets. 

Forwards Lukas Sedlak and Jakob Lilja preceded Lehtonen in choosing 
to play for KHL teams the past couple seasons, but none of them had a 
regular NHL role like Hofmann’s when they left.  

The Blue Jackets’ next game is Tuesday against the Chicago 
Blackhawks, when former star defenseman Seth Jones makes his first 
return to Nationwide Arena. 
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Michael Arace: When going sideways like Blue Jackets, steer into the 
turn and hang on 

 

MICHAEL ARACE   | The Columbus Dispatch 

 

The 2020-21 NHL season was like a rally car race in the rain. The 
schedule was reduced because of the pandemic, it started in January, 
the divisions were rejiggered, the border was closed, glaciers were 
melting, and so on, and so forth.   

The Blue Jackets flew off the course. They finished last in the Discover 
Central, whatever the hell that was. They finished 28th in the league, 
which had 31 teams at the time. They parted ways with John Tortorella, 
the greatest coach in team history, and ceded to the trade demand of 
Seth Jones, arguably their best player.  

That’s a wicked skid. Like any good Finnish rally car driver (and, by the 
way, Finland is loaded with rally car drivers), Blue Jackets general 
manager Jarmo Kekalainen steered into the skid. It is the proper 
corrective measure, but it is counterintuitive. You see where you want to 
go and you turn in that direction — but easy, like, without whipping the 
wheel around.   

It doesn’t feel right, but it is.  

Doug MacLean couldn’t make a turn without hitting a tree. Scott Howson 
needed a fair supply of Bondo. Even Kekalainen, from the land of rally 
car driving, doesn’t feel comfortable with steering into the skid.  

“We’ve talked about building the right way,” Kekalainen said. “It’s going to 
take some time. But it’s frustrating when you go through stretches like 
this. Everyone wants to win the next game. That becomes, ‘We’ve got to 
win the next game.’ But as management, you’ve got to keep your eye on 
the big picture. If you want to build the right way, you've got to suffer a 
little, too.”  

You’ve got to be cool when you’re going sideways.  
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“Everyone in the locker room believes we can still make it to the 
playoffs,” Kekalainen said. “The coaches believe. Management does. At 
the same time, I don’t believe in making knee-jerk reactions for short-
term gains. It’s hard, because I hate to lose.  

“We’ve got a plan. It’s going to take a little while. You’ve just got to be 
patient.”  

Saturday night, the Jackets (16-16-1) beat the New Jersey Devils 4-3 in 
Nationwide Arena. It was their second regulation victory since Nov. 26. It 
was one of those games the paying fans were happy to experience 
during this rebuild, or reset, or whatever they’re calling it.  

It was a celebration of Jake Voracek’s 1,000th career game and he set 
up two goals by Oliver Bjorkstrand. It was one of those nights when Brad 
Larsen, as the coach of the home team, has the second line change and 
can manage matchups and loose his young (and old) players to create 
and embrace optimism.  

Conversely, there are nights on the road when their defense, which is 
young and without much sinew, can be exploited. That's especially true 
when Zach Werenski is absent, as he was recently in COVID protocol  

“We knew (defense) would be a challenge this season, and it has been 
lately,” Kekalainen said. “We’ve got to keep the puck out of the net and 
play better D, in units and as a team. We can get enough scoring, but as 
a five-man group, we’ve got to defend.”   

The Jackets have lost eight of their last nine road games. The streak 
began at the end of November with successive meltdowns in Nashville 
(6-0) and St. Louis (6-3).  

Prior to Saturday night, as they wobbled with a raft of injuries and 
infections, they suffered two horrific losses in a row, both at home: a 7-4 
nunchucking by the Carolina Hurricanes, who came back from a 4-0 
deficit; and a 7-2 guillotining at the hands of the Tampa Bay Lightning.  

“Goaltending has struggled, too” Kekalainen said. “(Daniil Tarasov’s 
injury) is too bad, because the young kid is part of the future. There are 
times when you’ve got to hold your breath to not get too excited about 
the games he has played. Then, he gets hurt.”  

The organization is all about the rebuild, or the "reset" as Kekalainen 
calls it. 

The future is in the futures.   

It’s in Tarasov, who is 0-2 in three appearances – with a 2.40 goals-
against average and a sterling .937 save percentage. It’s in Cole 
Sillinger, who is playing a regular shift at center at the age of 18; and it's 
in Kent Johnson, who may or may not be a center and has yet to make 
the jump from the University of Michigan; and it’s in their one or two first-
round picks in the next draft, which might both be lottery picks. 

Is it in the Jackets third first-round pick from 2021, defenseman Corson 
Ceulemans, a freshman at the University of Wisconsin? 

It seems to be in Alexandre Texier, who has finally exploded on the 
scene, and Yegor Chinakhov. 

Is it in defensemen Jake Bean, Adam Boqvist and/or Andrew Peeke? 
Emil Bemstrom? 

Is it in the 2023 draft, for which the Jackets have two first-round picks 
(one conditional), which are both potential lottery picks? 

The Jackets, despite their recent struggles, are still on the playoff bubble. 
Good for them. They may or may not be in the playoff running by the time 
they reach the midseason mark Jan. 27, or when they hit the trade 
deadline March 21. But that’s not the point.  

Play the kids. See what you’ve got. Hang onto the wheel. 
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Grégory Hofmann suspended after quitting on Blue Jackets to remain in 
Switzerland 

 

By Aaron Portzline Jan 10, 2022  

 

COLUMBUS, Ohio — The Blue Jackets have had numerous players ask 
for trades or play their way out of Columbus through the years, but 
forward Grégory Hofmann’s midseason chute-pulling is a new one. 

Hofmann returned to Switzerland with the team’s blessing in late 
December citing “personal reasons,” and it was understood, privately that 
he was headed home to be with his wife, Jessica, for the birth of their first 
child. 

On Monday, nearly two weeks later, the Blue Jackets suspended 
Hofmann after he informed them he’d be staying in Switzerland instead 
of returning to play for the Blue Jackets. The couple had a baby girl in 
recent days. 

“For family reasons, Gregory has decided to not come back to the NHL 
and the Jackets,” Hofmann’s agent, Claude Lemieux wrote in a text 
message to The Athletic. “As you know, he went home for the birth of 
their child and has decided to stay in Switzerland.” 

Lemieux told The Athletic that Hofmann’s decision was not health-related 
in any way. 

The Blue Jackets were said to be blindsided by his decision. 

“Gregory was given permission by the club to step away for personal 
reasons and informed us today that because of those reasons he has 
decided not to return,” Blue Jackets GM Jarmo Kekalainen said in a 
statement. 

“Obviously, we are disappointed, but we have no other recourse than to 
suspend him.” 

By suspending Hofmann, the Blue Jackets are off the hook for his 
$900,00 salary, at least temporarily. He’s an unrestricted free agent next 
summer. 

If Hofmann wants to be released from his contract to sign a new deal in 
Switzerland, the Blue Jackets could agree with Hofmann to place him on 
unconditional waivers to terminate his contract. 

That move is likely to happen soon, Lemieux said. 

The Blue Jackets acquired Hofmann’s rights from Carolina for a seventh-
round pick less than a year ago, then signed him to a one-way contract 
last summer. 

He’d spent 11 previous seasons playing in Switzerland’s top league, 
waiting for a one-way contract offer before he’d leave home for the NHL. 
The Blue Jackets stepped forward with that offer, and he finally, at 28 
years old (he turned 29 in November), took the plunge. 

This isn’t exactly a huge blow to the Blue Jackets or their future, but they 
were curious how Hofmann’s game would translate to the new, speedy 
NHL. He had tremendous acceleration but was slow to adapt to the 
tighter checking and more physical style on the smaller surfaces of North 
America. 

Hofmann played in 24 games this season, totaling two goals, five assists 
and a plus-6 rating. His last game was Dec. 14 at Vancouver, followed by 
a healthy scratch in Edmonton two nights later, and then a long break 
due to COVID-19. 

Just as the COVID-19 break was lifting, Hofmann departed Columbus for 
Switzerland. He had spoken openly since training camp about wanting to 
be present when his wife delivered their first child, and the Blue Jackets 
took no issue. 
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They expected him to return shortly after the baby was born. Now, they 
may never see him again. 
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Revisiting the Blackhawks-Blue Jackets offseason blockbuster trade 

 

By Scott Powers and Aaron Portzline Jan 10, 2022  

 

The Chicago Blackhawks and Columbus Blue Jackets set their futures in 
many ways when they agreed to their blockbuster trade last summer. 

The Blackhawks traded defenseman Adam Boqvist, the No. 12 pick in 
the 2021 draft, their 2022 first-round pick (top-2 protected) and a 2021 
second-round pick to the Blue Jackets for defenseman Seth Jones, the 
No. 32 pick in the 2021 draft and a 2022 sixth-round pick. The 
Blackhawks then signed Jones to an eight-year contract extension with a 
$9.5 million cap hit. 

Stan Bowman, who was then the Blackhawks general manager, and Blue 
Jackets general manager Jarmo Kekalainen both walked away feeling 
better about the future of their organizations. The Blackhawks got their 
No. 1 defenseman in Jones. The Blue Jackets loaded up with high draft 
picks and young talent. 

It’s the type of trade that will be evaluated for the next decade. With the 
Blackhawks and Blue Jackets playing for the first time this season on 
Tuesday, we’re using the opportunity to take our first deep dive into the 
early results of the trade: 

Seth Jones, Blackhawks defenseman  

Seth Jones’ season began a lot like the Blackhawks’. 

As the Blackhawks got off to a 1-9-2 start to the campaign, Jones’ play 
factored significantly into that record. With him on the ice in five-on-five 
play, the Blackhawks had an expected goals percentage of 39.5 and 
actual goals percentage of 21.05, according to Natural Stat Trick. The 
Blackhawks were outscored 15-5 with Jones on the ice. So, yeah, it 
wasn’t the dream start either side had envisioned. 

There were already many skeptics about Jones and the trade before that 
first month of play, and they only grew in number due to his start. There 
were many people thinking, well, if this is how he’s playing in the present, 
what does nine years from now look like? 

But then something changed. For one, Jeremy Colliton was fired as 
Blackhawks coach. Colliton and his defensive system weren’t entirely to 
blame for Jones’ play, but the whole team was feeling increasingly more 
pressure as the losses built up under Colliton. Interim head coach Derek 
King brought in a looseness to the group and some defensive 
adjustments. 

With both those things, Jones’ play has greatly improved. In the 23 
games since King took over, Jones’ analytics have flipped. He has an 
expected goals percentage of 54.06 and an actual goals percentage of 
55.07. With him on the ice, the Blackhawks are outsourcing their 
opponents 15-12. 

Jones has also contributed offensively. He’s tied for 10th among league 
defensemen with 25 points, which includes three goals and 22 assists. In 
five-on-five play, he has three goals and nine assists. 

In a lot of ways, Jones has been exactly what the Blackhawks were 
hoping he would be. His five-on-five point total already exceeds any 
Blackhawks defenseman from last season. He’s absorbing about the 
same amount of ice time Duncan Keith did in years past, and Jones has 
been more effective than Keith was in recent years. Jones ranks fifth in 

the NHL averaging 25:54 of ice time. Jones’ improved analytics under 
King has also been encouraging for his future, too. 

According to Evolving Hockey’s goals-above replacement model, which 
evaluates a player’s full impact, Jones is third on the Blackhawks with 4.2 
GAR. That puts him tied for 45th among all defensemen (Boqvist is also 
at 4.2 GAR). 

Jones isn’t perfect. As one league scout put it recently, “He’s a really nice 
player, but he has warts.” That shows in some analytics. According to 
Corey Sznajder’s tracking data, Jones is among the league’s worst 
defensemen at defending zone entries. Opponents have a success rate 
of 65.1 and create a chance against him 6.140 times per 60 minutes. To 
compare, Boston Bruins defenseman Charlie McAvoy, who plays similar 
minutes to Jones, allows a 46.6 entry rate and 3.474 chances against per 
60 minutes. 

The question that remains is whether Jones was worth what the 
Blackhawks gave up for him. The answer may be found in the 
Blackhawks’ season rather than Jones’. If the Blackhawks do finish 
among the worst teams in the league, which seems likely right now, that 
trade looks a lot worse for them, even if Jones is performing well. Giving 
up their 2022 first-round pick to acquire Jones was Stan Bowman betting 
the Blackhawks would make the playoffs. As of now, he appears to be 
very wrong. 

The Blue Jackets have been stung by high-end talent losses in each of 
the last several summers, but once Jones made it clear to the club that 
he wouldn’t be signing an extension before he hit UFA status, they made 
the decision to weaponize the asset. 

No way they’d drag an unsigned Jones into his final season, as they did 
Artemi Panarin and Sergei Bobrovsky two seasons earlier. No way they’d 
try to trade Jones for the kind of “today” help that would help them 
compete in 2021-22. 

The Blue Jackets read the play and realized that Jones did them a huge 
favor by making his plans early. The roster needed to be rebuilt, and with 
rebuild specialist John Davidson back with the organization and a 
contract extension in place for Kekalainen, they decided to be bold. 

Truth be told, it was the draft picks in the trade that really excited 
Columbus. Not only did the Jackets swap No. 32 for Chicago’s No. 12 in 
last year’s draft — they were locked in on Cole Sillinger all the way — but 
they acquired the Blackhawks’ first-round pick next season, which should 
be prime. 

And then there’s Boqvist, a highly-skilled defenseman who has already 
assumed a top-four spot in Columbus. 

Now, the Blue Jackets’ blue line is not what it was just a couple of years 
ago. Boqvist would not have cracked that top four, but on this club, he’s 
playing 16:38 per game and drawing regular power-play time. 

He’s only 21 years old and he hasn’t yet played his 100th game in the 
league (that’s coming early next week), but he leads the Blue Jackets’ 
defenseman with seven goals in only 22 games. He’s missed nine games 
with injury. 

One Western Conference scout said he was mildly surprised last 
summer when the Blackhawks included him in the deal. 

“He thinks like a forward with the puck. He skates like a forward. He has 
a wrist shot like a top-six forward,” the scout said. “The knock has always 
been his defending, but that’s come a long way and it will keep improving 
as he gets stronger. That’s what you hope for, anyway.” 

Cole Sillinger, Blue Jackets forward 

The Blue Jackets were thrilled to draft forward Kent Johnson with the No. 
5 pick in last year’s draft, believing he can be an elite-level No. 1-2 center 
in the NHL in the very near future. 

But the moment they took Johnson, the nerves started twitching in 
advance of their next pick at No. 12. 
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It’s not overstating things to say the Jackets were obsessed with getting 
Sillinger with that No. 12 pick. This is why the Jones-to-Chicago trade 
had to be completed before the draft, because moving up 20 spots to get 
Sillinger was of utmost importance to the Blue Jackets’ scouts. 

The Blackhawks were planning to draft Sillinger if they hadn’t traded the 
pick. “That one stings a little bit,” the source said. 

In Sillinger, the Blue Jackets saw an incredibly mature kid with 
tremendous pedigree. His father, Mike Sillinger, had a lengthy NHL 
career, including a stop with the Blue Jackets (2001-02, 2002-03) in the 
early days of the franchise. Cole Sillinger was born in Columbus in 2003. 

The Jackets believe Sillinger will be a top-six center in the NHL. He drips 
with intangibles and leadership qualities, and he has the skill to be a 
goal-scorer. They also felt that with his body composition — he’s 6-foot-
1, 206 pounds — he could play in the NHL sooner than later. 

Sure enough, Sillinger made the Blue Jackets out of training camp, so 
he’s getting an NHL baptism this season as the youngest player in the 
league. 

Jake Bean, Blue Jackets defenseman   

The second-round pick the Blue Jackets received from Chicago was 
quickly flipped to Carolina for defenseman Jake Bean, who had expected 
to go to Seattle in the expansion draft earlier in the week. 

Bean, 23, is an intriguing defenseman. He’s on the small side, just like 
Boqvist. But what he lacks in skill, he makes up for in his ability to 
anticipate plays. He loses a lot of one-on-one battles, though, so it’s 
imperative that he adds bulk in the coming offseasons. 

With Carolina, Bean rarely saw the ice against the opponent’s top two 
lines, but he has partnered with Zach Werenski in Columbus so far this 
season and has mostly held his own. He also runs point on the second 
power-play unit. 

The Blackhawks drafted defenseman Nolan Allan with the Blue Jackets’ 
late 2021 first-round pick. Analysts thought Allan, who is considered 
more of a defensive defenseman, was a stretch to be taken in the first 
round, but he made sense to the Blackhawks as they’ve been trying to 
shore up their defense for many years. His size and skating ability fit 
what Bowman was searching for. 

The Blackhawks’ issue now is they may have too many NHL-caliber 
defensemen in the organization and not enough skilled forwards. The 
Blackhawks have already signed Allan to an entry-level contract for next 
season, but they’re in no rush to get him into the NHL. They already have 
Jones, Connor Murphy, Jake McCabe and Riley Stillman signed through 
2023-24 and have an abundance of defenseman prospects signed and 
unsigned on the way. The Blackhawks spent many recent years drafting 
defensemen in the first and second rounds. 

Allan would be lumped in with about eight other defenseman prospects 
who could project into the Blackhawks’ lineup in the coming years. 
Allan’s play this season in the WHL continues to point to him being a 
strong defender but not having much impact on what happens in the 
offensive zone. 

2022 first-round pick 

If the NHL season ended today, the Blackhawks would have the league’s 
sixth-worst record. As long as the lottery balls didn’t bounce in the 
Blackhawks’ favor to give them the No. 1 or No. 2 pick in the 2022 draft, 
the Blue Jackets would assume the pick. There’s a chance the Blue 
Jackets, who had three first-round picks last season, will have two top-10 
picks in the draft. 

If you’re curious, these are Corey Pronman’s latest draft rankings and 
Scott Wheeler’s latest edition. Both analysts have forward Joakim Kemell 
ranked No. 6. He’s been one of the top offensive players in Finland’s top 
division this season. 

For the Blackhawks not to have that pick is a massive blow to their future 
and to whoever is named the full-time general manager. They could 
really use another potential offensive star. They don’t have much in their 
current prospect pipeline. 
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Canucks’ Brock Boeser questions COVID quarantine quagmire, but set 
for big test 

 

Ben Kuzma 
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Brock Boeser is keen to get back to scoring, something he was doing 
frequently before being sidelined by COVID protocols. The winger potted 
five goals in a six-game span in December. 

Brock Boeser is accustomed to scrutiny. 

The Vancouver Canucks’ right-winger understands questions regarding 
his production, health, contract and trade rumours come with the territory 
of being a well-compensated professional athlete. 

What Boeser can’t understand is “miscommunication” in his COVID-19 
quarantine protocol adventure. It took him from Anaheim to Vancouver to 
Minnesota and finally to Florida where he practised Monday along with 
Elias Pettersson and Jason Dickinson, who are also out of protocol. 

It will be 15 days since Boeser last played — he tested positive Dec. 28 
— and his run of five goals in a six-game span last month seems like so 
long ago. It’s why his body language and tone were noticeably different 
when the normally-upbeat winger addressed his quarantine quagmire. 

“It wasn’t great,” he said. “Obviously, to quarantine five days (Anaheim) 
and to come back (Vancouver), there was a lot of miscommunication on 
what was agreed on and with what actually happened. I then quarantined 
another five days and they still wanted us to quarantine more. 

“I know the other guys (Justin Dowling, Phil Di Giuseppe) are still stuck 
(in quarantine) until Wednesday and I feel really bad for them. It’s just a 
really crappy scenario. 

“It’s just frustrating. We quarantined like we were supposed to. I’m not 
sure exactly who talked to the (federal) government and told us we got 
the OK to just quarantine another five days, so that’s 10 days. Now, the 
government made them (Dowling, Di Giuseppe) quarantine another 10 
(on top of the original five), so that’s 15 days. 

“That’s way too long, especially when quarantines have been reduced to 
five days for almost everyone. I don’t think that’s really great for them. 

“We wouldn’t have flown back if we knew that situation was going to 
happen — we would have all stayed (in the U.S). I feel terrible for the 
guys who are still locked up. I know in other years, they (NHL) worked 
with the government and figured everything out, and now it’s confusing.” 

NEXT GAME 

Tuesday 

Vancouver Canucks at Florida Panthers 

4 p.m., PT. FLA Live Arena. TV: Sportsnet Pacific. Radio: Sportsnet 650. 

Boeser, Dowling and Di Giuseppe flew to Vancouver via a chartered 
medical services flight on Jan. 3. And despite being symptom-free, 
Boeser was required by the Public Health Agency of Canada to continue 
his quarantine. As an American citizen, he was allowed to drive back 
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across the border and fly home to Minnesota to complete the NHL-
mandated 10-day protocol period. 

As for his initial quarantine in Anaheim, there wasn’t much for Boeser to 
do to maintain sanity and some level of fitness. 

“After being in so many different quarantine situations over the past 
couple of years, you just have to find a routine you like,” he said. “You 
have breakfast, a workout, watch a show, take a nap and wait for the 
boys’ (Canucks) game at night. 

“Luckily, I was there for five days and they played on three of the nights, 
so that really helped. I watched a lot of shows and had an Xbox delivered 
to the hotel and played some golf. The WIFI wasn’t great, so I couldn’t 
play Fortnite.” 

The return of Boeser, Pettersson and Dickinson will afford head coach 
Bruce Boudreau some line symmetry Tuesday against the vaunted 
Panthers to open a five-game road trip against the elite. However, 
Boudreau did juggle practice lines Monday. 

“We’ll be cognizant of the fact that these (returning) guys haven’t been on 
the ice for a while,” he said. “We haven’t had symmetry, so the lines have 
been switched around a bit. But they’ll all adjust because they also have 
to.” 

Boudreau could revert to what has worked well in the past. That’s J.T. 
Miller between Tanner Pearson and Boeser, Bo Horvat centring 
Dickinson and Nils Hoglander while Pettersson works between Vasily 
Podkolzin and Conor Garland. 

“I got to come back and I feel very grateful for that and happy to be with 
the guys and to be able to play (Tuesday),” said Boeser. “It’s a big 
positive.” 

Boeser isn’t worried about working off the rust. The anticipation of playing 
easily trumps the agony of quarantine protocol uncertainty, especially 
with his club on an 8-0-1 run. 

“I still have that feeling that I can score in any game and it’s a great 
feeling,” said the winger, who has 17 points (9-8) in 28 games this 
season. “I feel that I have that confidence and that swagger again. 

“I’m probably a little out of shape, but it just comes down to simplifying 
my game and having short shifts and really focusing on shooting the 
puck and working as hard as I can.” 

Still, the litmus test doesn’t get easier with Tampa Bay, Carolina, 
Washington and Nashville also on the menu. 

“This (trip) is going to prove a lot to us as a team and it’s going to show a 
lot,” said Boeser. “We’re facing some of the best teams and it’s a test we 
need. We’ve been playing such good hockey and you want to play and 
beat the best.” 

OVERTIME — Alex Chiasson also remains in COVID protocol and could 
join the trip by the end of the week. Travis Hamonic is not on the trip and 
Boudreau had no updates on his condition. 
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Canucks notebook: Boudreau boosts troops for test vs. formidable 
Florida foe 
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Head coach Bruce Boudreau (right) vows his club will be ‘ready mentally’ 
to face the high-flying Florida Panthers, but the Canucks will find it tough 
going not having played a game in 10 days, even as they welcome Elias 
Pettersson (left) back to the lineup. 

Bruce Boudreau will have to be at his motivational best Tuesday. 

The Vancouver Canucks’ head coach, who has the gift of gab and an 
uncanny ability to push the right performance buttons, was in fine form 
Monday. He had to be, as he knows what awaits on a five-game road trip 
that opens against the Atlantic Division-leading Florida Panthers. 

The Panthers are the league’s second-highest scoring team and you 
don’t get in a track meet with a club that can bury you. Florida hammered 
two-time defending Stanley Cup champions Tampa Bay 9-3 on Dec. 30. 

“They can throw four lines at you that can all score and they have 
superstars,” Boudreau said following a Monday practice. “The line of 
(Aleksander) Barkov, (Jonathan) Huberdeau and (Anthony) Duclair can 
fly and their defence jumps up in the play with the amount of points 
they’ve had (103 combined). It’s crazy. 

“Since I’ve been here, we haven’t met a team like Florida. You just have 
to be leery. They want to (trade) chance for chance and hopefully that’s 
not the way we’re going to play, or anticipate playing. ” 

Boudreau said he hopes Brock Boeser, Jason Dickinson and Elias 
Pettersson returning from COVID-19 protocol will prop up his club, but 
Boeser hasn’t played in 15 days and Dickinson in a dozen. Pettersson 
tested positive last Thursday, so he shouldn’t show much rust. 

“There’s not a player alive who won’t say: ‘Hey, I feel great coach. Put 
me in,’ ” added Boudreau. “We’re obviously not as game ready and that’s 
going to be the eye test. We’ll be ready mentally. You go as hard as you 
can for as long as you can and we’ll see where the shifts go — probably 
shorter than normal.” 

Pettersson primed to play 

The Swedish centre said he didn’t display any COVID-19 symptoms and 
by testing negative, was able to fly to Florida on Sunday to build off a 
week where he worked hard to improve his game. 

“I was definitely surprised, but it (positive test) you’ve just got to accept,” 
he said. “I felt completely normal. The conditioning goes away quickly if 
you’re not doing anything and I kept that up while I was staying home. 

NEXT GAME 

Tuesday 

Vancouver Canucks at Florida Panthers 

4 p.m., PT. FLA Live Arena. TV: Sportsnet Pacific. Radio: Sportsnet 650. 

“I did an extra skate after the practice today, so hopefully my legs will feel 
good (Tuesday). We’re very excited. Seattle (Jan. 1 game) was a long 
time ago and it’s a good feeling in the group.” 

In nine games with Boudreau at the helm, the centre has had different 
linemates and looks as the net-front presence on the first power-play unit 
and also penalty-kill deployments.   What Pettersson hasn’t had are 
results with just four points (2-2), a dozen shots and an 8.0 shooting 
percentage despite ample ice time in that span. 
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Canucks prospects tracker: Tough love for Klimovich, McDonough keeps 
pace 

 

Mike Raptis 
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Forward Danila Klimovich (46) of the Abbotsford Canucks. 

It’s the latest edition of the weekly tracker, where we tally up the efforts of 
the Vancouver Canucks’ highest-profile prospects: 

They say hard times create strong men. 

The Abbotsford Canucks better hope they’re right. 

Dressing a patchwork of prospects and professional tryouts due to 
COVID protocol issues, Vancouver’s AHL affiliate lost three games in 
four nights to the Bakersfield Condors this past week. 

To make matters worse, top prospect Danila Klimovich was temporarily 
benched due to his own defensive protocol issues. 

The week that wasn’t started on Thursday, with Abbotsford getting 
shelled 6-2 in their first game back after an 18 day layoff. 

Klimovich, the 41st-overall pick of the 2021 NHL draft, had one strong 
rush in the game, stickhandling his way up the ice to get a shot on net, 
then using his 6-foot-1, 203-pound frame to lay a heavy hit on a Condors 
defender along the end boards. 

It’s good to see Danila Klimovich back at it. A nice dangle into a long shot 
and he finishes up with a strong hit. 

Only a few more days of calling him an 18-year-old!  

He finished the game with two shots on net and a minus-1 rating. 

The Canucks were more competitive on Friday, a 4-3 overtime loss, 
despite dressing only 10 forwards and five defencemen. 

The team went down to nine forwards once Klimovich was given his dose 
of tough love by head coach Trent Cull. 

The trouble for the teenager started in the second period with a hooking 
penalty. Later in the frame, Klimovich was caught flat-footed in the 
neutral zone, then didn’t do enough to get back on defence, giving a 
Condors player enough time and space to shoot and score. 

Klimovich didn’t play for the rest of the game. 

He also took a puck to the face late in the first period, dropping to the ice 
before skating off on his own power. 

Danila Klimovich takes a puck to the face and goes down hard late in the 
first period. 

It just wasn’t his night. 

After the game, head coach Trent Cull confirmed the third-period 
benching was performance-related, not because of injury. 

“That was a coaching decision,” Cull told the media. 

Going back to the home opener in late October, Cull said he’d be taking 
more of a “fatherly role” with the talented Belarusian, rather than 
coaching him into the ground. He didn’t want to suppress the creativity 
Klimovich brought to the ice, but that freedom came with conditions. 

“If he plays safe through the first two zones, he gives himself an 
opportunity to play in the third zone,” Cull said at the time. 

Klimovich, who turned 19-years-old on Sunday, was all smiles before the 
game — a 4-0 loss — giving away his stick and taking photos with a 
young fan who shared his birthday. 

And he redeemed himself with his effort, at least in the coach’s eye. 

“I thought he played really well tonight, actually,” Cull said post game. 

Klimovich had been playing his best hockey in the AHL before the 
extended break. He had four points in five games and looked to be 
finding his offensive groove. 

By all accounts, his work ethic in practice is good and he’s been 
responsive to coaching. And there will be opportunity for more ice time, 
with Abbotsford still dealing with roster issues. 

Five of Abbotsford’s 16 skaters are players with PTO contracts and a 
handful of the other 11 skaters recently cleared COVID protocol to return 
to action. 

“We are dealing with a lot of adversity. I feel bad for the fans,” Cull said 
after Sunday’s loss. “Our guys are trying their best and some new guys 
are getting an opportunity, but I don’t mean to make excuses. I feel bad 
for our home fans. We want to show you more, but unfortunately we are 
just trying to deal with our situation.” 

“I feel bad for our fans. A lot of our guys are trying their best… We had a 
defenceman playing tonight on a PTO and his equipment hadn’t arrived. 

Monday night’s game between the Canucks and Condors has been 
postponed due to COVID protocol issues. 

Klimovich has three goals, five assists and a minus-4 rating in 22 games 
this season. 

Abbotsford has a 10-11-3-1 record and sit in seventh-place in the nine-
team Pacific Division. 

Goaltender Michael DiPietro of the Abbotsford Canucks. 

Michael DiPietro 

The stat line wasn’t pretty. 

22 of 28 shots stopped. Six goals against. 

But goaltender Michael DiPietro isn’t to blame for Thursday’s ugly 6-2 
loss in Abbotsford. 

Poor decisions, bad reads and a rusty team resulted in DiPietro getting 
hung out to dry on this night. 

Any goaltender will tell you they should have made the save, but a 
glance at each Condors goal may tell you otherwise. 

Goal #1: A two-on-one where DiPietro almost makes a spectacular glove 
save, but the puck trickles over the line. 

Goal #2: Another two-on-one, with the shooter beating DiPietro with a 
clean look from the high slot. 

Goal #3: A turnover of the puck on a breakout, leading to a two-on-zero 
down low. DiPietro sprawls across the net, but doesn’t get enough of the 
puck. 

Goal #4: Probably DiPietro’s worst effort, scored on the power play. The 
puck may have changed directions. 

Goal #5: A Condor circles to the high slot and lets a shot fly, which is 
redirected and plunges through DiPietro’s pads. 

Goal #6: Perhaps the Condors’ flukiest on the night. The puck is flung 
high in front from the corner, deflecting off the upper body of a player and 
just under the crossbar. 

Coach Cull didn’t even mention DiPietro post game, instead pointing to 
the sloppy play in front of the Canucks’ 2017 third-rounder. 

DiPietro, 22, was slated to be the starter this season, but solid play by 
Abbotsford’s two other goalies has created a competition in the crease. 

Arturs Silovs (2019, Rd. 6) has played in six games, posting a 2-3 record 
with a 2.69 goals-against-average and a .899 save percentage. He has 
one shutout. 

And veteran stopper Spencer Martin has sparkled in seven games so far, 
posting a 5-2 record with a 2.24 GAA and .921 SV%. He’s also had one 
shutout. 
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DiPietro, meanwhile, has played the most, manning the crease for 13 
games while going 3-7-3. He has a 3.38 GAA and a .892 SV%. 

The fact that DiPietro spent most of last season on Vancouver’s taxi 
squad — only getting in four AHL games — may also be coming into 
play. He received excellent coaching and looked great in rookie camp, 
but has been up-and-down in game action since then.  

But this is a goaltender who was 21-11-2 with the Utica Comets in 2019-
20, with a GAA of 2.79 and a SV% of .908 — so he’s been able to handle 
this level of play before. 

With Martin now sent to the Vancouver Canucks’ taxi squad, it’ll be 
DiPietro and Silovs in the crease moving forward. 

Aidan McDonough celebrates after scoring a goal during the second 
period of the 2020 Beanpot Tournament Championship game between 
the Northeastern Huskies and the Boston University Terriers at TD 
Garden on February 10, 2020 in Boston, Massachusetts. 

Aidan McDonough 

He’s back — in mind, body and goal-scoring spirit. 

After a month-long break, Aidan McDonough returned to his scoring 
ways for the No. 11 Northeastern Huskies on Saturday, netting two goals 
in a 6-0 win over the Long Island University Sharks. 

McDonough, a left-shot power forward taken in the seventh-round in 
2019, now has 15 goals on the season, good for third overall in the 
NCAA. 

McDonough’s first looked like so many others he’s scored over his three 
productive seasons at Northeastern so far. On the power play, the 22-
year-old found some open space at the right faceoff circle, settled a quick 
pass then wired a wrist shot far side, post-and-in past the goalie’s glove 
hand to make the score 5-0. 

WELCOME BACK 25! 

A few minutes later, McDonough scored perhaps the unlikeliest goal of 
his college career, stripping a Sharks defender at the side of the net, with 
the puck careening off his stick into the back of the net. 

WHAT was that?! McDonough with his second of the PERIOD and it was 
a tricky one. 

The 6-foot-2, 202-pound winger finished the game with two goals, five 
shots and a plus-1 rating. 

Earlier in the week, it was reported that McDonough is being considered 
to play for USA’s Olympic team in Beijing , now that NHLers will not be 
participating. 

McDonough told Postmedia’s Patrick Johnston that he hasn’t heard from 
USA Hockey yet, but is pleased with how his junior season is going. 

“I personally feel great. I feel a lot more comfortable and confident in my 
third season in college and have been playing with great players all year 
who have helped me a lot,” he said. 

McDonough, an assistant captain with the Huskies, trails Western 
Michigan’s Ethen Frank (17) by two goals for the NCAA lead. 

The Massachusetts product has 19 points (15G, 4A) in 19 games this 
season. 

Sweden’s Arvid Costmar (14) celebrates a goal on Czech Republic 
goalie Nick Malik (30) as Pavel Novak (13) defends during first period 
IIHF World Junior Hockey Championship action in Edmonton, Saturday, 
Dec. 26, 2020. 

Arvid Costmar 

Slump: busted. 

Arvid Costmar, the third-last overall pick in 2019, thrust himself into the 
spotlight last season with a standout performance for Sweden at the 

world juniors. This season, the 20-year-old took a step back into the 
shadows, not scoring a goal since September 11. It was opening night for 
Linkoping, and Costmar looked primed for a productive season, ripping a 
wrist shot into the top corner of the net. 

Fast forward to Saturday’s 4-3 shootout win over Brynas — a total of 27 
games later — and Costmar has finally scored his second. 

The gritty 5-foot-11, 172-pound forward lined up as Linkoping’s third line 
centre and had his most productive game of the season, netting a goal, 
getting four shots on net, going 56 per cent in the faceoff circle and 
notching one hit in 18:05 of ice time.  

Costmar’s goal came on the power play, with the Stockholm native 
positioning himself well in the slot to redirect a shot past the goaltender, 
cutting Brynas’ lead to 2-1 midway through the second period. 

Costmar still has a long way to go to get back into the discussion, but the 
long-shot draft pick finally has a performance he can build on going 
forward. 

Costmar has two goals, two assists and a minus-4 rating in 28 games 
this season. 

Vancouver Canucks prospect Joni Jurmo (#7) playing for Jukurit of the 
Finnish Liiga this season. 

Joni Jurmo 

No news is good news for Joni Jurmo these days. 

Now in his second Finnish Liiga season, Jurmo continues to provide a 
steady presence on the Mikkelin Jukurit blue-line. The 6-foot-4, 198-
pound left-shot defenceman lined up on the second-pairing in Saturday’s 
4-3 win over Oulun Karpat and had an even rating in the affair, not being 
on the ice for any of Karpat’s goals. 

The 19-year-old, who has gone a plus-4 in 30 games this season, has 
largely rid himself of the defensive miscues that led to a minus-11 rating 
last season with JYP and several trips to the press box. 

Jurmo, who also has one goal and six assists this season, just missed 
the cut with Finland for the COVID-shortened world junior tournament. 
He has all the tools the become an effective blueliner — speed, puck 
skills and a developing defensive game — and is looking more and more 
like the player the Canucks thought they were drafting in the third round 
in 2020. 
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Bruins defensemen Connor Clifton, Derek Forbort in COVID protocol 

 

By Kevin Paul Dupont Globe Staff,Updated January 10, 2022, 11:48 p.m. 

 

Bruins defenseman Connor Clifton and Derek Forbort  formally entered 
the COVID cone of silence Monday, shortly before the 7:08 p.m. faceoff 
in Washington, and now both will have to find their way home to 
Causeway St. 

Keeping to league protocol, infected players must be segregated from 
traveling with teammates, leaving both backliners on the ground when 
the Bruins’ charter flight headed back to Hanscom Field in Bedford late 
Monday evening. 

For Forbort, that means returning from Tampa, where he popped a 
positive test following Saturday’s 5-2 win. Clifton made it to Washington 
on Sunday’s charter flight, but tested positive the next morning. 
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“They could have driven home right away,” said coach Bruce Cassidy, 
chuckling as he explained each player’s circumstances. “But for Forbort, 
that would have meant a 24-hour drive as opposed to sitting by the 
beach, right?” 

A handful of Bruins players were forced to drive home from Buffalo last 
spring, the club’s first scrape with COVID realities abruptly postponing a 
game against the Sabres. 

“Sometimes you catch a break,”” continued an amused Cassidy. “You get 
it in Buffalo, you have to drive; you get it in Florida and … he’s going to 
stay there. Once you’re cleared, he’ll continue to test … [be cleared to 
travel] and then he’ll get a flight home. What flight, I’m not sure yet.” 

Clifton was in a “little different” situation, according to Cassidy. 

“Being here [in DC], he could probably jump on a train or get an Uber,” 
the coach surmised. “It’s not quite as bad. But I’m not sure how that will 
work out. We don’t expect Forbort to drive and I am not sure about 
Clifton. At the end of the day, it’s unfortunate. " 

Both players, noted Cassidy, were not experiencing COVID symptoms. 

To cover their losses on the backline, Charlie McAvoy returned to action 
after missing two games to a lower-body injury, and John Moore again 
spotted in from the taxi squad. 
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Two-goal hole no worry for David Pastrnak, Bruins in blowout win at 
Washington 

 

By Kevin Paul Dupont Globe Staff,Updated January 10, 2022, 9:48 p.m. 

 

That meager Boston offense is looking so 2021, isn’t it? 

Led by two goals each from David Pastrnak and Brad Marchand, along 
with Matt Grzelyck’s career-best five-point supermarket sweep, the 
Bruins bum-rushed the Capitals, 7-3, Monday night at the Capital One 
Arena, improving to 5-1-0 in the new calendar year. 

After falling into an early 2-0 hole, the Bruins roared back with a season-
best six consecutive goals and ran off with their largest overall goal haul 
of the season. 

Amid the flurry, no one was hotter than the 28-year-old Grzelcyk, who in 
319 prior regular-season and playoff games never recorded more than 
two points. In the end, Grzelcyk’s five-spot was the largest total by a 
Boston backliner since Ray Bourque put up a fiver, also against the 
Caps, on Jan. 2, 1994. 

The big arena in downtown D.C., some 450 miles south of Grzelcyk’s 
Charlestown neighborhood, suddenly delivered numbers that he hadn’t 
seen since his street hockey days around the cornah from Bunker Hill 
Monument. 

“As it’s happening, you just kind of shake your head,” said Grzelcyk, 
whose night included a promotion as backline QB on the No. 1 power 
play unit. “I was just laughing during the game, because I felt good about 
my game most of the year, and points have been a little hard to come by. 
That’s something I don’t really worry about, but at the same time, my job 
is to add in offensively.” 

The dry spells can be frustrating, noted Grzelcyk. A night factoring in five 
of the club’s seven goals erased some of that. 

“You just kind of laugh,” he said. “I mean, everything just sort of fell into 
place. It was nothing I did in particular.” 

Washington goaltender Zach Fucale can't stop the shot of Matt Grzelcyk 
in the second period Monday as Curtis Lazar celebrates the goal. 

Washington goaltender Zach Fucale can't stop the shot of Matt Grzelcyk 
in the second period Monday as Curtis Lazar celebrates the 
goal.KATHERINE FREY/THE WASHINGTON POST 

Craig Smith and Erik Haula were the other goal scorers for the Bruins 
(19-11-2), who have six more wins than losses for the first time this 
season. Linus Ullmark, making his second straight start in net, stopped 
27 of 30 shots and improved to 11-5-0. 

The Bruins have outscored the opposition, 28-15, in their six games 
since returning from their late-December COVID/holiday break. 

Taylor Hall and Anton Blidh each finished with two assists, and both 
Pastrnak and Marchand added a helper to their two goals. 

The week-plus offensive burst must be traced back, in part, to coach 
Bruce Cassidy swapping his top two right wingers after the holiday break 
— Pastrnak to the Hall-Haula combination, and Smith to the Marchand-
Patrice Bergeron line. 

Hall, 7-15—22 for the season, has picked up a point in every game since 
the holiday break, with two goals and six assists, and looking like a much 
more confident, relaxed player. 

“He’s a pretty explosive player. He finds the ice, can finish plays, and 
pass as well as he shoots,” Cassidy said. “A good combination right now. 
You just have to make sure you have a guy in the middle [Haula] that’s 
going to play a good 200-foot game for those guys, take care of the other 
details.” 

The Bruins began their six-goal feeding frenzy with a pair of power-play 
strikes late in the first to pull even at 2-2, and then rattled off another four 
in a row in the opening 13:09 of the second en route to a comfy lead. It 
was the first time since a Nov. 26, 2019, win over the Habs that the 
Bruins rattled home six in a row. 

By the 40-minute mark, the Bruins were in charge, 6-3, crafted around 
Pastrnak’s two goals and Grzelcyk’s growing bonanza. 

Two nights after riding a 2-0 first-period lead to an easy win over Tampa, 
the Bruins had to chase that deficit. Ex-UMass standout Conor Sheary 
connected for Washington’s first (3:02) and second (12:32), each time 
cashing in on gifts from the Bruins. 

But Boston pulled even in the closing moments of the first, connecting on 
power-play strikes by Pastrnak and Marchand only 40 seconds apart. 

Pastrnak, who broke out of a protracted slump with the two goals in the 
first Saturday night, cut the lead to 2-1 with the Bruins skating 5-on-3. 
Marchand, taking advantage of the extra room to operate, slid over the 
dish and Pastrnak hammered it home with a half-slapper for his 12th of 
the season at 18:34. 

Cassidy made two key revisions on both power-play strikes, rolling out 
Grzelcyk as the lone point man and fellow BU Terrier Charlie Coyle to 
work the net front. 

Marchand, who just minutes earlier was raked across the nose and torn 
open by Nic Dowd — 4 minutes for high sticking — connected at 5-on-4. 
He used Coyle as the top-of-the-paint screen as he wristed home the 
equalizer at 19:14. Slid a short dish by Grzelcyk high in the zone, the Li’l 
Ball o’Hate closed to the top rim of the right-wing circle and beat rookie 
tender Zach Fucale with a sizzling snapper. 

The offensive tsunami grew stronger and faster in the second, beginning 
with Grzelcyk’s goal at 2:51, followed by Smith and Pastrnak strikes that 
came only 61 seconds apart for the 5-2 lead. All three were at even 
strength. 

It was Smith’s goal at 7:53 that ended the night for Fucale, torched on 
four of 16 shots. Peter Laviolette, the former AHL Providence coach, 
hooked his rookie and brought in Vitek Vanecek, who quickly gave up 
Pastrnak’s second of the night — the first shot against the Caps reliever. 
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“Tonight,” said Hall, “pucks seemed to get to the net at the right time. It’s 
fun playing that way.” 
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Bruins’ plans for Tuukka Rask remain up in the air 

 

By Kevin Paul Dupont Globe Staff,Updated January 10, 2022, 1:06 p.m. 

 

There remained not a trace of white smoke billowing above the Bruins 
net Monday, leaving open for another day the question of how soon 
veteran goalie Tuukka Rask will sign a new contract and just when he will 
see game action again as a varsity stopper. 

“Providence’s next game is Friday,” coach Bruce Cassidy noted during 
his day-of-game video conference, ahead of the evening’s 7-3 victory 
over the Capitals in Washington. “So we’ll have to discuss whether that’s 
in play, or if [he goes] right into our net at some point.” 

That discussion, added Cassidy, would be Tuesday (a non-game day) or 
Wednesday. The Bruins will face the Canadiens at the Garden 
Wednesday night and are currently scheduled to host the Flyers on 
Thursday, though the NHL postponed Philadelphia’s Tuesday game 
against Carolina due to COVID issues affecting the Flyers. 

Rask was on track to play one or two games with AHL Providence over 
the weekend, but both were scrubbed because of COVID concerns with 
the Lehigh Valley roster. 

The winningest goalie in franchise history, Rask, 34, was on the ice again 
with Providence for a workout Saturday, but he has yet to play a tuneup 
game in the minors. 

If Bruins general manager Don Sweeney, the coaching staff, and Rask all 
agree that a game in the minors remains essential, he could suit up 
Friday in Providence vs. Hartford. 

On Saturday, the Bruins will face the Nashville Predators in a matinee at 
the Garden. The question then could become whether to start Rask less 
than 24 hours later. 

It also remains a possibility that Rask signs his new deal with Sweeney, 
skips the minor fine tuning, and jumps back into the Boston lineup earlier 
in the week, be it against Montreal or the Flyers. 

“The biggest thing for me was, if I feel great, I want to try to come back,” 
Rask said late last week, prior to his game with Providence getting 
scrubbed. “If I heal properly, I want to come back. 

“Only thing at this point, I want to help out. I am not looking for a big 
contract, like I said before. I just want to come help out the guys and do 
my part that way.” 

Rask last season finished out his eight-year, $56 million contract, 
became an unrestricted free agent, then underwent offseason surgery to 
repair a torn hip labrum. Provided he comes to terms on a new deal — 
perhaps for a prorated $3 million? — he will not have to clear NHL 
waivers prior to rejoining the Bruins. 

Meanwhile, Cassidy on Monday morning named Linus Ullmark his starter 
in net vs. the Capitals. Ullmark, backed up by rookie Jeremy Swayman, 
was in net for the 5-2 thumping of the Lightning Saturday night in Tampa, 
his sixth start over the last nine games. 

MRI for Foligno 

Nick Foligno, who appeared to wrench a knee midway through the first 
period Saturday night in Tampa, will undergo an MRI Tuesday. 

“We’ll have a better update once they take those pictures and get back to 
us,” said Cassidy. 

With the Bruins ahead, 2-0, Foligno got tangled up with Tampa Bay’s Cal 
Foote and was in obvious pain, limping as he made his way to the 
dressing room. He did not return, his production this year remaining a 
meager 1-5—6 through 23 games. 

Karlson Kuhlman (1-1—2 in 18 games) drew back into the lineup against 
Washington for Foligno, who had ridden left wing of late on a productive 
third line with Charlie Coyle and rookie Oskar Steen. 

Foligno, 34, was among Sweeney’s handful of summer free-agent 
acquisitions, inking a two-year deal with a $3.8 million cap hit. 

If Foligno is sidelined for a while, it increases even more the chances that 
Steen will remain with the varsity. Cassidy reiterated that Steen’s play 
and production (1-4—5 in seven games) have diminished the chance that 
he’ll be returned to Providence. 

“He’s played himself into a spot, and he’s kept a spot, because of his 
play — very simply put,” said Cassidy. “We have some left shots over on 
the right wing, so it helps that he is a right stick. It balances our group 
out.” 

Jake DeBrusk, a left shot, is due back this week from his tour in COVID 
protocol. He would likely plug into No. 3 left wing if Foligno remains out, 
and Steen would remain on the right side. 

“He’s made it real difficult for us to take him out, and we haven’t,” said 
Cassidy. “Good for him; that’s what we want.” 

Adding young talent such as the 23-year-old Steen, Cassidy believes, 
sends an encouraging message to kids in the minors. 

“It gives the guys down in Providence a little juice,” he said. “They think, 
‘Hey, you know what, there is room up there, a guy can push his way in.’ 
So it’s good for the group down there as well.” 

First look at Fucale 

The Bruins were facing 26-year-old rookie goalie Zach Fucale for the first 
time and ended his historic start with authority, blasting him for four goals 
in 16 shots before he was pulled less than eight minutes into the second 
period. 

Originally a Montreal pick (No. 36 in 2013), Fucale signed as a free agent 
a couple of years ago with Washington and only recently got his first NHL 
work after six-plus seasons and 216 games in the minors. He set an NHL 
record by not allowing a goal in his first 138 minutes, 7 seconds, across 
three appearances, but took his first loss in ugly fashion Monday. 

Fucale, who grew up in Montreal, played for nine minor league 
franchises, including five AHL and four ECHL. He made his NHL debut 
with a win over Detroit Nov. 11, some eight years and five months after 
being drafted. 

McAvoy is back 

Charlie McAvoy, sidelined with a lower-body injury and unspecified joint 
swelling the previous two games, was third among defensemen with 
20:42 of ice time against the Capitals … Ullmark moved to6-1-0 mark in 
his last seven starts. In the prior six, he allowed 14 goals, stopping 175 of 
189 shots for a .926 save percentage … The Bruins’ 4-0 lead after two 
periods in Tampa was their biggest at the 40:00 mark this season. 
Entering Monday night, they were 13-1-0 when holding a lead entering 
the third period. They were 2-8-2 (.250) when trailing … The upcoming 
Habs/Flyers visit will be the fifth time this season the Bruins have played 
back-to-back couplets. They stand 4-3-1 in those matchups … Taylor 
Hall, left winger on the newly shaped Hall-Erik Haula-David Pastrnak trio, 
had helpers on goals by Pastrnak and Haula on Monday after he 
assisted on both Pastrnak strikes in Tampa. Hall, the ex-MVP, also had a 
pair vs. Florida (Oct. 30) and Edmonton (Dec. 9), but remains in search 
of his first multi-goal game of the season. 
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Bruins roar back from early deficit in Washington, trounce Capitals 

 

By STEVE CONROY | PUBLISHED: January 10, 2022 at 9:47 p.m. | 
UPDATED: January 10, 2022 at 10:58 p.m. 

 

One game after thumping the two-time defending Stanley Cup champion 
Tampa Bay Lightning, the Bruins delivered another victory on Monday 
that should continue to challenge the perception that they are a middling 
second-tier team in the Eastern Conference. 

The B’s spotted the Washington Capitals two early goals in the first 
period and then, spurred by an inspirational sequence by Brad 
Marchand, exploded for six straight goals, beating the Caps, 7-3, at 
Capital One Arena. 

Matt Grzelcyk had a career-high five-point night (1-4-5) and both 
Marchand and David Pastrnak each had a pair of goals to lift the B’s to 
their fifth win in six games since the extended Christmas break. 

The B’s, hampered by a light schedule and chemistry issues with a 
handful of new arrivals early in the season, seem to be coming together. 
And after their successful two-game trip against two of the best teams in 
the conference, they have an opportunity to go on their first real run of 
the season. Their next seven games are scheduled for the Garden, 
starting with the last-placed Montreal Canadiens on Wednesday. 

On Monday, an eventful first period saw the Capitals race out to 2-0 lead 
only to see Marchand first take one for the team and then make the Caps 
pay for it. 

The early going had all the makings of a long night for the B’s as they 
gave up a pair of gift goals, both to Melrose’s Conor Sheary. His first one 
came at 3:02 when Nic Dowd dumped a puck in behind the net. The 
rebound off the end boards went through Brandon Carlo and, after Linus 
Ullmark couldn’t control it either, the puck went right to Sheary, who 
pulled it to his backhand and beat Ullmark. 

The second one came at 12:32. Grzelcyk tried to make a centering 
backhand pass to Patrice Bergeron, but Bergeron had already come 
down to help out and the puck went right to Sheary, who buried a one-
timer for the 2-0 lead. Grzelcyk would make up for it. 

“For me personally, I want to get back on the ice as quick as possible. It’s 
obviously an uncomfortable skate going to the bench when you’ve made 
a blunder and cost the team,” said Grzelcyk. “But we’ve got great 
resilience and great leadership. Guys immediately came up to me told 
me to keep my head up and I know I have to play with confidence to get 
back in the game.” 

Late in the period, the Caps did indeed let the B’s back in the game. With 
Boston already on the power play, Marchand was going after a loose 
puck at the side of the net when Dowd appeared to try to lift Marchand’s 
stick. He missed the stick, but got all of Marchand’s nose, busting it wide 
open. Dowd was tagged with a double minor, giving the B’s their first of 
two 5-on-3s. 

With Marchand receiving meatball surgery on the B’s bench to get the 
blood to stop flowing, the B’s first two-man advantage went by the 
wayside. But with Dowd still in the box, John Carlson took a cross-
checking penalty on Erik Haula in front of the net. 

On that 5-on-3, and with the bleeding stopped for the time being, 
Marchand sifted a pass through Trevor van Riemsdyk to Pastrnak on a 
one-timer goal past Zach Fucale at 18:34, Pastrnak’s fourth goal in as 
many games. 

Then, on the one-man advantage, Marchand used a deflection off van 
Riemsdyk’s stick and a Charlie Coyle screen to beat Fucale again with 
46 seconds left in the period. With that, Marchand headed down the 
tunnel to get some more extensive repairs for the second period. 

“We know what he’s all about, so we’ve seen it, his compete level,” said 
coach Bruce Cassidy. ” Practice, game, optional skate skate, you name 
it. He’s a competitive  guy when he puts the skates on. And I think it 
demoralizes the other team a little bit. They’re trying to play him hard and 
their line did a good job early on, the Dowd line. But we kept coming.” 

The score was 2-2, but the Caps were toast. The B’s cracked open the 
game with four more goals in the second period and win it going away. 

The B’s took the lead 2:51 into the second period. Grzelcyk, who’d 
picked up helpers on the two power-play goals, carried the puck into the 
offensive zone on a quick counter-attack created by Anton Blidh (two 
assists) and from the middle of the ice near the top of the circles, he 
simply beat Fucale to the glove side. 

The Caps very nearly tied the game but instead found themselves down 
by two at 7:53. On a helter-skelter play in the B’s end, Bergeron got in 
behind Ullmark to save a goal on an Evgeni Kuznetsov shot. As the B’s 
went on the attack, Bergeron changed out for Curtis Lazar. Lazar 
eventually carried the puck behind the net and sent a wraparound pass 
back to Craig Smith, who chased Fucale with his fourth of the year. 

In came Vitek Vanacek, but the B’s put the game away as the chemistry 
of the Taylor Hall-Erik Haula-Pastrnak line continued to burgeon. Hall 
had the primary assist on a pair of rush goals, first to Pastrnak and then 
to Haula. 

“Yeah, (Hall) likes playing with (Pastrnak) as much as Krech, huh? Who 
doesn’t, right?” cracked Cassidy, referring to David Krejci’s overseas 
complaints that he didn’t get to play with Pastrnak enough. “Those guys 
are clicking right now.” 

Hall extended his point streak to six games with the two assists, but the 
rush plays looked as smooth as the line has looked since being created. 

“At the end of the day, the puck has to get to the net,” said Hall, clearly 
buoyed by his new opportunity with No. 88. “Pasta and I probably have a 
tendency to maybe overpass or turn down shots but tonight pucks 
seemed to get to the net at the right time. It’s fun playing that way.” 

The Caps got one back before the period was out with Alex Ovechkin 
bouncing one off T.J. Oshie’s skate to make it 6-3 going into the third but, 
in the third, the B’s tightened up their play and Marchand added his 
second of the game to snuff out any idea of a Washington comeback. 
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Bruins Notebook: Providence cupboard not completely empty 

 

By STEVE CONROY | PUBLISHED: January 10, 2022 at 2:14 p.m. | 
UPDATED: January 10, 2022 at 11:08 p.m. 

 

The Bruins’ farm system is not exactly teeming with high-end, star caliber 
prospects, at least at the pro level. 

A couple of trade deadline deals, made in a win-now mode, and some 
much-discussed, haunting misses in the 2015 draft have contributed to 
that. 

But the cupboard has not been completely bare. While most thought this 
might be the year that Jack Studnicka, the B’s second-round pick in 
2017, would stick around, he has not been able to gain traction in his 
brief call-ups. 
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Oskar Steen, however, is another story. 

In seven NHL games this year, the 2016 sixth-round pick has 1-4-5 
totals. The number of chances he’s had for himself and created for others 
suggest that stat line is no fluke. Built like a hydrant, the 5-foot-9, 192-
pound Swede has made it clear he’s NHL-ready, and he’s already shown 
he could make the step from the fourth line to the third without any 
discernible drop-off. 

For the foreseeable future, he’s not going anywhere. 

“He’s played himself into a spot and his kept his spot because of his play, 
very simply put. We had some left shots over on the right wing so that it 
helps he’s a right stick. I think it balances our group out,” said coach 
Bruce Cassidy. “Obviously Jake (DeBrusk) is getting very close to getting 
back in the lineup, but we’ve tried to keep him on the left side. With (Nick) 
Foligno‘s injury, if it ends up being long-term or medium-term, however 
you want to list it, that allows Steener another opportunity. But as I’ve 
said, he’s made it real difficult for us to take him out and we haven’t, for 
that reason. Good for him. That’s what you want. Putting young talent in 
the lineup makes the whole team better, not just the line or him as an 
individual, but it makes everyone around him better and it pushes other 
guys. Not only that, it gives the guys down in Providence a little bit of… 
juice to think ‘Hey, there is room up there. A guy can push his way in.’ It’s 
good for the group down there was well.” 

One guy the B’s hope can follow in Steen’s progression is defenseman 
Urho Vaakanainen. Arriving with a better pedigree than Steen — 18th 
overall in the 2017 draft — the left-shot Finn has not enjoyed a straight 
line development. But his game had grown in recent weeks down in 
Providence. In his first NHL game this season, he held his own against a 
quality opponent in Tampa on Saturday. He had an even stronger game 
on Monday against the Capitals, picking up an assist and was plus-2 in 
16:56 of icetime. 

Most of what Cassidy knows of Vaakanainen’s game this year has been 
what he’s getting from the staff in Providence, but it’s positive. 

“It’s how he’s become a better pro, how he’s preparing himself in 
practice, consistency and just being there every night ready to play. I 
think a lot players go through that. It takes a while,” said Cassidy. “We 
saw that with (Jakub) Zboril. He’s a good example of a guy who I thought 
became a better pro as he got a little bit older. The things that make you 
a better pro are using practice time to your advantage when you’re not 
playing if you’re up here, using it to your advantage if you are playing 
down in Providence and mentally getting yourself to be a difference-
maker every night with what you do best. (Zboril) went through it and got 
the opportunity to come up here. Vaak looks like he could be on a similar 
path from how well he played in Providence. The other night I thought he 
played well, but again he’s got to string some games together like most 
of the young guys who come up here. We’re watching it right now with 
Steen. Every night he’s trying to impact the game and he’s doing a good 
job. Hopefully Vaak can do it in a positive manner as well.” 

Pastrnak getting the best out of Hall 

Taylor Hall extended his point streak on Monday to six games  (4-3-7), 
which of course coincides with Cassidy changing the lines, putting him 
with right wing David Pastrnak and center Erik Haula. 

“I think he just enjoys Pasta’s style of play and can read off him well,” 
said Cassidy prior to the game. “Obviously there’s still some rush 
situations they’ve got to sort out. Taylor’s so fast that he sometimes 
overskates some plays and Pasta’s got some good speed as well. That 
part should match up eventually pretty well for them. But I think it’s just a 
guy getting excited to play with an elite level player. And it’s as simple as 
that. At the end of the day, you want Taylor to play well and hard and 
with whoever is on his right wing and whoever his centerman is, but I just 
think it’s human nature when you’ve got a guy like that, you’re going to 
find another gear if you have it. And he does have it.” 

After Pastrnak broke his long goal drought with the game-winner against 
New Jersey last week, he said the line’s chemistry was still a work in 

progress. But it appears some progress has been made. Pastrnak’s first 
goal in Tampa came off a lucky bounce, but his second one was a result 
of some terrific work in the offensive zone. 

“The last game was a little bit better game than our previous one as a 
line,” Pastrnak said on Monday. “We were a lot better on the forecheck, 
we were way closer. The first couple of games I think we were a little bit 
too far away from each other. We got some good chances because of 
our good forecheck. I think that was good and hopefully we can keep 
getting more pucks and spending more time in the O-zone.” 

On Monday, it appeared that they solved their issues off the rush, with 
Hall feeding Pastrnak and Haula for goals off the rush. 

And speaking of the line changes, former Bruin David Krejci made some 
waves last week when in a story in a Czech publication he questioned 
why the top line of Pastrnak, Patrice Bergeron and Brad Marchand has 
now been broken up when Krejci only got rare chances to play with 
Pastrnak. 

“I didn’t really see the article so I don’t know if the translation was correct. 
But obviously it was well-known we were very close friends and we 
always had chemistry together,” said Pastrnak. “We liked to play 
together, everyone knew that. It’s just that we were doing so good with 
Bergy and March and it was hard to split us up. I think it’s well-known I 
wanted to play with Krech and Krech wanted to play with me. But at the 
same time, we are the players and we are playing with the players who 
we’re with.”  

Clifton, Forbort enter COVID protocol 

After COVID ran through much of the B’s forward group, it has set its 
sights on the blue line. 

The B’s lost their third defense pair on Monday when Connor Clifton and 
Derek Forbort, as well as a staff member, entered COVID protocol. They 
are the 14th and 15th Bruin players to have entered protocol. Clifton’s 
game has been quietly coming on lately while his partner Forbort is 
averaging the most ice time (3:11) on the B’s penalty kill. 

Cassidy said after the game that Forbort had remained in Tampa while 
Clifton had traveled with the team to DC. 

Charlie McAvoy, who missed the the previous two games with a lower 
body injury, returned to the lineup while veteran John Moore also drew 
into the lineup. 

Cassidy said that DeBrusk, who has been in COVID protocol, will skate 
on Tuesday and could return to the lineup on Wednesday. … 

Matt Grzelcyk’s five-point night was the first one posted by a Bruins 
defenseman since Hall of Famer Ray Bourque (five assists) did it on Jan. 
1, 1994. That was four days before the Charlestown native was born… 

Patrice Bergeron  had another dominant night in faceoff circle, winning 
18-of-22 draws. Haula, on the hand, had a rough time on the dot, losing 
13-of-18 

Foligno, who appeared to suffer a left knee injury on Saturday, will 
undergo an MRI when the team returns to Boston. … 

There is still no clarity on a plan action for Tuukka Rask, who could either 
go down to Providence later this week or go right into the Boston lineup. 
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WATCH: Bruins score six unanswered goals vs. Capitals 

 

BY JUSTIN LEGER 
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The Boston Bruins offense is firing on all cylinders. 

After a sluggish start to Monday night's game vs. the Washington 
Capitals, the B's overcame their 2-0 deficit and put six unanswered goals 
on the board. 

David Pastrnak sparked the rally 18:34 into the first period: 

Some Monday night PastaðŸ  ðŸ  ðŸ   
pic.twitter.com/HQPWzqkBB6— Boston Bruins (@NHLBruins) January 
11, 2022 

Brad Marchand evened the score at two goals apiece with a snipe 40 
seconds later: 

Sheesh MarchyðŸ”¥ pic.twitter.com/72BAFpELPq— Boston Bruins 
(@NHLBruins) January 11, 2022 

Matt Grzylcyk gave the Bruins a lead 2:51 into the second period: 

Grizzy Snipes. pic.twitter.com/AwfqW2CHyV— Boston Bruins 
(@NHLBruins) January 11, 2022 

Craig Smith joined the party a few minutes later with a goal of his own: 

Smitty =ðŸ‘Œ pic.twitter.com/5yEvi8f5RS— Boston Bruins 
(@NHLBruins) January 11, 2022 

Pastrnak put another in the net to mark his fifth goal in his last four 
games: 

Erik Haula made it six unanswered goals later on in the second: 

Haula ROCKETðŸš ðŸš  pic.twitter.com/lXnIIg9bNr— Boston Bruins 
(@NHLBruins) January 11, 2022 

The Bruins earned a 7-3 victory and have now scored 28 goals in their 
last six games. They've won five of their last six and are now 19-11-2 on 
the season. 
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Boston Bruins Foligno (Lower Body) Out, Due For MRI 

 

Published 16 hours ago on January 10, 2022By Joe Haggerty  

 

The news isn’t good for Boston Bruins forward Nick Foligno. 

The veteran winger was forced out of Saturday night’s Bruins win over 
the Lightning in Tampa Bay after his left leg buckled under the weight of 
Lightning defenseman Cal Foote falling on top of him. 

It was expected he wasn’t going to be able to play Monday night against 
the Washington Capitals, and he’ll be replaced in the lineup by Karson 
Kuhlman while getting ready for an MRI on his leg when the team returns 
to Boston. 

Foligno’s absence gives Kuhlman a chance to play Monday night against 
Washington, his first game action since Dec. 16 prior to the 
COVID/holiday break for the Black and Gold. It also means that 23-year-
old rookie Oskar Steen (five points in seven games this season) will likely 
stay in the lineup even after Jake DeBrusk returns from the league’s 
COVID protocol later this week as well. 

“Foligno is out. He’ll get an MRI done in Boston [on Tuesday] and then 
we’ll have a better update once they take those pictures,” said Cassidy of 
Foligno, who had just scored his first goal as a Bruin in the New Year’s 
Day win over the Sabres. “He’s played himself into a spot and he’s kept 
his spot because of his play. Very simply put. 

“Obviously Jake is getting close to the lineup and we’ve tried to keep him 
on the left side. With Foligno’s injury whether it’s long term or medium 
term, it allows Steen another opportunity to stay him. But [Steen] has 
made it really difficult on us to take him out and we haven’t.” 

Here’s a look at the projected Boston Bruins lineup for tonight’s game 
against the Capitals with the status admittedly unclear for both Derek 
Forbort and Conor Clifton this morning amidst some testing issues. 
Cassidy indicated that Charlie McAvoy was feeling better after missing 
last weekend’s game against the Lightning and is trending toward a 
return for Monday night’s tilt against the Washington Capitals. 
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Bruins Place Clifton, Forbort And One Staff Member In COVID Protocol 

 

Published 10 hours ago on January 10, 2022By Jimmy Murphy  

 

The Boston Bruins have placed defensemen Derek Forbort and Connor 
Clifton, as well as a team staff member in COVID protocol. 

Forbort and Clifton join Boston Bruins forwards Tomas Nosek and Jake 
DeBrusk as the four Bruins players currently in COVID protocol. Forward 
Karson Kuhlman was recently cleared to play after going into protocol on 
Jan. 1. Kuhlman was slated to hop into the lineup Monday night against 
the Washington Capitals filling in for the injured Nick Foligno (lower-
body), who is back in Boston and scheduled to have an MRI on Tuesday. 
Foligno left the second period of the Bruins’ 5-2 win over the Tampa Bay 
Lightning on Saturday night. 

This is the second time Clifton has been in COVID protocol after 
spending time there last season. He also tested positive for COVID on 
his honeymoon last summer. This is Forbort’s first time in the protocol. 

Last month, the Boston Bruins were forced to play shorthanded – without 
the likes of Brad Marchand and Patrice Bergeron – in a 3-1 loss to the 
New York Islanders on Dec. 16 and then had to have their season 
paused before the holiday break due to a COVID outbreak. They would 
have six games postponed between that game and their 4-3 overtime win 
over the Buffalo Sabres on New Year’s Day. 

On Wednesday, the Boston Bruins will host another team that has been 
ravaged by COVID over the last month, their arch-rivals, the Montreal 
Canadiens. Entering this past weekend the Habs actually had a league-
high 22 players in COVID protocol and as of Monday afternoon, they still 
had 17 players still in protocol. The game Wednesday is actually the 
rescheduled game from March 21 due to the Bruins-Habs game on 
December 18 in Montreal being postponed. 

The Boston Bruins and the NHL are now hoping to play as many of those 
postponed games as possible over the two-week break in February that 
was originally slated for the Winter Olympics in Beijing. Following the 
massive league-wide COVID outbreak in mid to late December, the NHL 
invoked a clause in the current CBA that allows them to not allow the 
players to play at the Olympics due to material damage to the 2021-22 
regular season schedule. 
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Will Tuukka Rask Still Tune Up In Providence Before Returning? 

 

Published 12 hours ago on January 10, 2022By Jimmy Murphy  
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Will goalie Tuukka Rask sign a new contract with the Boston Bruins in 
the next 48 hours and make his season debut at TD Garden at some 
point in the next week or will still play in a tuneup game for the 
Providence over the weekend? 

After Rask signed a professional tryout contract with the Providence 
Bruins last Thursday, the plan for goalie Tuukka Rask was to play in one 
or both of the two games in Providence Friday and Sunday. That plan got 
scratched though as both games against the Lehigh Valley Phantoms 
were postponed thanks to a COVID outbreak with the Phantoms. So will 
Rask and the team stick with that plan when the Providence Bruins host 
the Hartford Wolfpack Friday and the Bridgeport Islanders on Sunday? 
Or could Rask return straight to the Boston Bruins and play in one of their 
three games Wednesday (vs. Montreal Canadiens), Thursday (vs. 
Philadelphia Flyers), and Saturday (vs Nashville Predators). 

“No, I have nothing else other than Providence’s next game is Friday so 
we’ll have to discuss whether that’s in play or right into our net at some 
point,” Boston Bruins head coach Bruce Cassidy told the media following 
his team’s game-day skate at Capital One Arena Monday. “So, that’s 
what the discussion will entail but we have a few days to sort through that 
so I imagine we’ll get to it tomorrow.” 

On Saturday, however, Cassidy hinted that the Providence tuneup plan 
might get scratched. 

“To be honest, I’m not sure when he’s going to play,” Cassidy said 
Saturday. “We’ll try to get him some game action wherever we can. He 
might have to start playing here and miss some assignments in 
Providence. We’ll have to make that decision when we get back.” 

Rask hasn’t played in an NHL game since June 9, 2021, when he and 
the Boston Bruins were eliminated in Game 6 of the second round of the 
2021 Stanley Cup playoffs by the New York Islanders. He is the 
franchise’s winningest goalie with a career record of 306-163-66 and has 
the second-best save percentage (.921) in NHL history. 
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BHN Puck Links: Boston Bruins Just Keep On Winning 

 

Published 12 hours ago on January 10, 2022By Joe Haggerty  

 

The Boston Bruins just keep on winning as they’re beginning to rack up 
victories against quality teams to move up the standings. A big assist to 
Boston Bruins head coach Bruce Cassidy for making a number of 
changes that have clearly worked with Boston winners in four out of five 
games coming out of the COVID/Holiday break. 

*The Boston Bruins made changes coming out of the COVID/Holiday 
break and it’s made all the difference while winning four out of five games 
after hitting the “reset” button. (Boston Hockey Now) 

*The Colorado Avalanche are once again the best game in town now that 
the NFL season is coming to a conclusion. (Colorado Hockey Now) 

*The Vancouver Canucks are facing what could amount to a “make or 
break” five game road trip in the middle of the season. At least they’re 
still relevant, which was in question before they cleaned house 
(Vancouver Hockey Now) 

*Travis Sanheim has joined the Flyers group again, but they are still not 
out of the COVID woods while missing some players. Welcome to 
longtime scribe Sam Carchidi as our new writer in Philly. (Philly Hockey 
Now) 

*Cole Caufield is trying to get some good advice while things haven’t 
exactly gone smoothly for him with the Canadiens at the NHL level this 
season. (Sportsnet) 
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Taylor Hall has awakened for the Bruins. Here’s how that’s happened 

 

By Fluto Shinzawa Jan 11, 2022  

 

Taylor Hall has two goals and six assists in his past six games. It is the 
most productive six-game stretch of the left wing’s season. 

The primary reason for Hall’s revival is simple. David Pastrnak, his six-
game linemate, has been an accelerant for Hall’s ember-to-bonfire 
transformation. 

“I love playing with Pasta,” Hall said after notching two assists Monday in 
a 7-3 thrashing of Washington. “Last year, getting to this team, getting a 
chance to play with him a little bit in practices and things like that, he’s 
such a great player. He has real good hockey sense, a real good way of 
getting open and staying open.” 

The Bruins are 5-1-0 since coach Bruce Cassidy dropped Pastrnak to the 
No. 2 line. Wins matter. 

Hall’s trip to cruising altitude, however, has been just as critical as 
gaining 10 of 12 points. Before the shakeup, Hall had not scored a five-
on-five goal since the second game of the season. A ride with Pastrnak 
has helped Hall achieve exit velocity. 

“He’s a pretty explosive player,” Cassidy of Pastrnak. “He finds the ice, 
can finish plays and can pass as well as he shoots. It’s a good 
combination right now.” 

Hall was the first pick in the 2010 NHL Draft. He won the Hart Trophy in 
2018. The No. 2 left wing is earning $6 million annually through 2025. He 
is an alpha dog, blessed with speed and skill to drive offense among the 
league’s elite. 

All of these accomplishments, however, do not make Hall immune to self-
doubt. Hall, while skating mostly with Charlie Coyle and Craig Smith, has 
gotten so dislodged that his lack of confidence was practically making 
him shoot sideways (1.96 percent shooting percentage at five-on-five). 
The early NHL shutdown, in hindsight, took place at the right time for the 
30-year-old to straighten out his mental approach. 

“Personally, the 10-day break kind of came at a good time,” Hall said. 
“My game was OK. But it allowed me to take a breath and maybe just 
relax a little bit more. Not put so much pressure on myself as I come 
back and play. Try and enjoy it a little bit more. Throughout the first part 
of the year, I felt like I was a little tight in games. Wasn’t able to show my 
true ability playing that way. So I tried to just relax a little bit and play with 
my linemates better.” 

Hall’s resolution coincided with Pastrnak’s second-line arrival. Like 
Pastrnak, Smith is a shoot-first, straight-line right wing. But Smith is no 
Pastrnak. The latter mixes in creativity, deception, unpredictability and an 
exquisite blend of finishing and playmaking. Defensemen have to keep 
many more things in mind when trying to put the brakes on an onrushing 
Pastrnak. 

The speed game, in fact, was what the Bruins bosses had in mind when 
pairing Hall and Pastrnak. The thinking was that Pastrnak’s lethality 
would create space for Hall and make the left wing even more dangerous 
off the rush. Mix in Erik Haula, a faster straight-line center than Coyle, 
and the Bruins had a three-man unit that could put opponents in a 
perpetual state of reverse. 
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That could happen, though, only with crisp back-end movement. The 
Bruins got that in loads against the Capitals. Urho Vaakanainen, playing 
in his second game of the season, got in front of a Tom Wilson pass in 
the second period. The defenseman then executed a simple exit off the 
boards to Hall, whose committed backcheck had put him in a good 
position to receive the puck. Vaakanainen’s rapid outlet caught four 
Capitals up the ice. 

With Pastrnak screaming down the right side, Hall attacked Nick Jensen, 
the lone Washington defender back. Hall leaned to his left, taking Jensen 
with him. As Jensen hit the deck, Hall snapped a cross-ice pass to his 
linemate. Pastrnak reeled in the puck and ripped it home to give the 
Bruins a 5-2 lead. 

“Our D corps is now moving the puck crisper,” Cassidy said. “Cleaner 
through the neutral zone. That helps guys, especially like Taylor, that’s a 
good transition player. If you don’t have a good gap on him, he can hurt 
you off the rush.” 

Later in the second, Matt Grzelcyk hunted down a loose puck in the 
neutral zone. With a quick backhand flick, Grzelcyk swatted the puck to a 
reloading Hall at the red line. Martin Fehervary and John Carlson were 
back to defend the Bruins’ three-on-two rush. But Hall attacked Carlson 
with enough speed to gain some separating ice. This gave Hall space to 
slip a pass to Haula in the middle. The center canned a high-glove riser, 
making it 6-2. 

For the second time, Hall’s Formula One pace paid off. 

“We played quick,” said Hall. “If you look at our chances through the 
neutral zone, it’s a guy that moves it, goes to space, gets open. A lot of 
one-touch passes. A lot of opening up the ice. I’m not the best cycle 
player. But if we can get moving and little give-and-gos all over the ice, 
Haula’s done a really good job with that. He’s a guy that’s proven he can 
play with really good players.” 

Notes 

1. Brad Marchand’s nose, one of his most prominent features, has 
always earned him grief around the league. It took more abuse in the first 
period. Nic Dowd ripped Marchand’s nose open with a high stick. 

No matter. The left wing responded by assisting on Pastrnak’s five-on-
three goal, then scoring a power-play strike of his own. Marchand scored 
a second goal in the third period. 

“Just his compete level. That’s something that will never go away for 
him,” said Grzelcyk. “It’s so impressive watching him. He’s one of the 
best players in the world for a reason. It’s because he works so hard at 
it.” 

2. Grzelcyk (one goal, four assists) became the first defenseman to score 
five points for the franchise since Ray Bourque on Jan. 1, 1994. Grzelcyk 
entered the game with eight points in 31 previous games. 

“As it’s happening, you just kind of shake your head,” said Grzelcyk. “I 
was just laughing during the game. I’ve felt good about my game most of 
the year. Points have been a little bit hard to come by. It’s something I 
don’t really worry about. At the same time, my job is to add in offensively. 
It is frustrating when you don’t see the puck go in the net when you’re on 
the ice. You just kind of laugh. Everything sort of fell into place.” 

The night started poorly for Grzelcyk. In the first period, his backhand 
pass out of the corner, intended for Bergeron, landed on Conor Sheary’s 
stick. Sheary turned the gift into Washington’s second goal. 

Grzelcyk had the last laugh. 

3. The Bruins played without Derek Forbort and Connor Clifton, who 
were placed in the COVID-19 protocol. Forbort, according to Cassidy, 
tested positive after the Bruins’ win over Tampa Bay on Saturday. 
Forbort remains in Tampa. Clifton tested positive in Washington. 

Cassidy was not aware of either defenseman’s travel arrangements back 
to Boston. Cassidy said neither had reported symptoms when he tested 
positive. 

4. Trent Frederic did not play in the third period because of an upper-
body injury. Frederic played No. 3 left wing in place of Nick Foligno, who 
injured his left leg against Tampa Bay. Foligno will undergo an MRI exam 
upon the team’s return to Boston. 
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The Athletic / ‘A rough development’: Omicron has NHL executives 
worried about the financial impact of declining attendance 

 

By Sean Shapiro Jan 10, 2022  

 

Turning on the TV to watch the Toronto Maple Leafs host the Edmonton 
Oilers in an empty building last week was a sobering reminder that 
hurdles caused by the COVID-19 pandemic aren’t going away. 

This came four days after 38,519 fans braved the cold for the Winter 
Classic in Minnesota, and the juxtaposition of the two events was jarring 
for many NHL and team executives. 

“That to me was more of a gut punch than seeing empty stadiums last 
year, which we got used to. It felt like we were moving in the right 
direction, and then it kind of felt like we got dragged back,” one Western 
Conference executive said. “That was a rough development for all of us.” 

It’s not nearly the financial blow the league was dealt in 2020 when it was 
forced to bubble up, or in 2021 when games were played in mostly empty 
buildings across the league. But the Omicron variant has been hitting the 
NHL’s bottom line in small increments that are starting to add up to a 
level of slight financial worry. 

For example, when the Maple Leafs and Oilers played a game without 
fans, that results in roughly $4 million in missed revenue that would have 
gone toward hockey-related revenue. One game isn’t enough to really 
cut into the NHL’s projection of $5.2 billion in HRR this season, but those 
games eventually start to add up the longer fan-less contests are a 
reality. 

Teams that rely on revenue sharing also feel the financial hurt when 
Toronto doesn’t do well at the gate. This is one of the cases where, yes, 
it really is all about the Maple Leafs. 

Adding to the frustration, teams had been seeing a turn toward the 
positive when it came to attendance in late November and early 
December. Fans were starting to come back for a variety of factors, and 
one team that had games postponed in December was on track to have 
its highest-earning game in franchise history. 

“If we weren’t dealing with Canada and the Canadian government, I think 
it would be a lot different,” one Eastern Conference executive said. “We 
would be more like the NFL and the NBA. We’d be living with it and 
playing through it. We’d be doing things like not testing asymptomatic 
players. But because of Canada, it kind of forces us to run the way we 
have.” 

Overall, the Canadian government has become a common complaint for 
team executives, whether they are north or south of the border. 

Teams missing out on games around Christmas time was also a painful 
cost for NHL teams. For many teams, historically the games in late 
December are the most profitable, and many teams typically have their 
best regular-season take-home of the year on New Year’s Eve. 
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“We’ll get those games back, but it’s missed revenue and you aren’t 
going to get nearly the same revenue from a Tuesday night in February 
that you would have gotten from our missed New Year’s game or the 
game right before Christmas,” a team executive said. 

Consumers spend more around the holidays. It’s an impulsive time for 
fans to buy more from team merchandise sales, and food and beverage 
— mainly beer — sales are always at a premium. One team executive 
stated that games around the holidays are worth “at least six figures, 
actually much more” than games in February. 

The February make-up games are being played during what would have 
originally been a break for the Olympics before the NHLPA and NHL 
jointly pulled the plug on participation. It’s a decision that team executives 
are happy with. There really wasn’t much of an alternative, but it prompts 
the discussion about Olympic participation in general. 

Team owners and their executives have made it known they aren’t fans 
of the Olympic break. On a whole, they don’t see much of a benefit to the 
NHL, especially when the games are being played on the other side of 
the world and don’t line up with North American time zones. 

“Why should we take a break from the season for games played at three 
or four in the morning?” one team executive said. “I don’t see the return 
on going to the Olympics. The only exception would be times when 
games are actually in prime time in the United States. Otherwise, I really 
don’t see the point.” 

Multiple team executives said they understood that players want to 
represent their country but wished for a solution that could benefit the 
NHL, such as a more regular World Cup of Hockey. Right now the 
infrequency of the World Cup takes away the prestige of it for the 
players, while in theory having a regular-scheduled World Cup every 
three or four years would create something players could look forward to. 

“The question is the timing. When can you do it?” one executive said. “I 
wouldn’t be opposed to doing it in the middle of the season, actually — 
something short, something best-on-best, something we can all make 
money on.” 

Another executive said he was just sick of the Olympics being used as a 
CBA bargaining chip. 

“We need to be all in or all out on the Olympics and just make that 
decision and be done with it. Let’s not debate every five years or so and 
make players and owners fight over it,” they said. “If we are going to go 
to the Olympics, we’ll live with it once every four years. If we aren’t let’s 
find a solution to still do something. But let’s stop making it a CBA thing 
we get bogged down in every time.” 

One source surmised that the NHL leadership, behind the scenes, is 
actually happy about how the Olympics are used as a carrot within the 
CBA, and thinks for that reason the infighting over going to the games 
won’t change. 

“If you get players riled up about the Olympics and that’s what they fight 
for in the CBA, then you can win on all the other things if you are Gary 
(Bettman),” they said. “The players, in my view, have put themselves in a 
worse spot year in and year out, because every four years they want it to 
be possible for a small percentage of them to go (to the Olympics) and 
they don’t bargain nearly as hard for things that impact them every day.” 

The Winter Classic at Target Field drew some mixed reviews when 
polling executives. 

While it was viewed as a success by the league and new TV partner TNT 
with strong ratings for a cable broadcast, others said it was a bit 
underwhelming for a couple of key reasons. 

It was played at night, while another game was being played, and it 
wasn’t the only game of the day. 

“The marquee nature of it was gone. It was kind of diluted. The Winter 
Classic is supposed to be the big thing, and it wasn’t,” one said. 

The setting also drew a “meh” type reaction from several executives, 
pointing out Target Field is just a new baseball field. It’s not historical, the 
concept has essentially been done before, and it lacked the “historical 
importance to make it exciting in a baseball stadium.” 

One thing that multiple executives are hoping the league will consider is 
replicating what it did during the 2020-21 season with two outdoor games 
next to Lake Tahoe. 

“Let’s do unique settings. Let’s get something like that where it’s a real 
made-for-TV event, something unique that you really want to watch,” one 
executive said. 

Ideas have been floated in the past of having a game on, or more likely, 
next to larger lakes. In the past, these ideas would have been 
immediately scrapped because of a lack of attendance, even if temporary 
bleachers were set up for a smaller crowd, but some are hoping that the 
recent surge in corporate interest in the NHL combined with the success 
of the Lake Tahoe games would draw in enough sponsorship to even out 
those concerns. 

“That’s the key — finding someone who is really all in on it and wants 
their name to be the big thing, get that sponsorship on a really cool 
unique thing, I think you could sell that as a league,” one executive said. 
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The Athletic / Marc-Andre Fleury’s return, Zach Fucale’s bizarre record 
chase and more goalie weirdness 

 

By Sean McIndoe Jan 10, 2022  

 

Goalies are weird. This is established science, based on decades of 
watching these guys twitch and talk to their posts and be Dominik Hasek. 
But it can be a beautiful kind of weirdness, and that was the theme of the 
weekend. 

Let’s start with the strangest story of all: Zach Fucale’s pursuit of one of 
the least impressive records in NHL history. The 26-year-old Caps third-
stringer had debuted in November with a shutout, and was making his 
second career start on Saturday. That put him in line to establish two 
new marks for the longest shutout streak to start a career. In terms of 
minutes, the list is a motley crew led by Matt Hackett, who never actually 
had a shutout. And if Fucale could record two official shutouts in his first 
two starts, he’d somehow be the first NHL goalie to do it. Ever. 

Through one period in Minnesota, Fucale’s streak endured. He kept it 
going in the second, long enough to break Hackett’s minutes mark. But 
then, midway through the period, it happened. Zach Fucale finally gave 
up a goal. 

Kind of. We’re not actually sure. Because this was the goal: 

That’s the first goal allowed by the Capitals with Fucale as the goalie of 
record. But you may notice something missing from Zach Fucale’s first 
goal against: Zach Fucale, who was on the bench on a delayed penalty. 
So the minutes streak continued, but nobody seemed quite sure if he 
could still record a shutout in a game in which his team allowed a goal 
but he didn’t. 

As it turned out, it didn’t matter, thanks to Mats Zuccarello beating Fucale 
on a real goal with a minute left in regulation. The Wild went on to win in 
the shootout, meaning Fucale takes the first loss of his career by a 3-2 
final in a game in which he was his team’s only goalie and gave up one 
goal. 

Not quite as weird, but probably a bigger story in the grand scheme of 
things, was Marc-Andre Fleury’s return to Vegas. The beloved former 
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Knight made his first start since last summer’s controversial trade, facing 
off against old friend Robin Lehner and the team that stuck a sword in his 
back. He won, because of course he did, making 30 saves along the 
way. If you’re keeping track, that means the Hawks lost to the Coyotes 
and beat the Golden Knights in back-to-back games, because this league 
makes sense. 

In other goalie news, we had a save of the year candidate from Joonas 
Korpisalo. Alex Nedeljkovic had a 25-save period for the Wings in Los 
Angeles. Jack Campbell answered the eternal question of what it would 
look like if the Leafs got great goaltending while blowing a 4-1 lead. 
Martin Jones had 44 saves even though you don’t remember which team 
he plays for now. Fucale himself had a highlight-reel stop.  And just to 
make sure nobody thought any of these guys could be normal for a few 
minutes, we had this happen in the final minute of a tie game: 

I’m starting to think that people who voluntarily sign up for a life of having 
vulcanized rubber shot into their bodies at 100 mph might be a little bit, 
uh, different. 

Not especially different: This week’s rankings, which have settled into a 
bit of midseason stasis … 

Road to the Cup 

The five teams with the best chances of becoming the first franchise in 
three years to win a Stanley Cup that we have to admit probably counts, 
or wait actually maybe not. 

Player of the weekend: Tomas Hertl, who beat the Flyers all on his own. 

5. Vegas Golden Knights (23-14-1, +19 true goals differential*) — I was 
tempted to put the Rangers here, but their fans have spent all year telling 
me that if you beat a team then you can’t be behind them in a power 
ranking and the Knights stomped New York this week, so alas. That 
game aside, Vegas certainly didn’t look great this week, even if you’re 
willing to write off Saturday as an emotional outlier. But with Edmonton 
flatlining and the Ducks and Flames struggling, even a so-so stretch has 
been enough to solidify them at the top of the Pacific, and to make it look 
like their playoff path might be the easiest of any contender. For now, 
that’s more important than a loss here or there. 

4. Tampa Bay Lightning (23-9-5, +14) — Nikita Kucherov is back, joining 
Brayden Point, which means two things. First, the Lightning are basically 
back to full health, so we should finally be able to get a solid read on just 
how good they can be. And second, we won’t be able to use injuries to 
key players to hand-wave away results like Saturday’s loss to the Bruins. 
It feels like the next few weeks could see the Lightning move up the 
rankings or drop off them completely. 

In other Tampa news, this story was pretty fantastic. 

3. Colorado Avalanche (21-8-2, +33) — They’re back to full strength and 
looking scary good. We can make all the “it was 4-1” jokes we want, but 
the Leafs have been a very good defensive team this year and have 
locked down leads pretty much all season long, and the Avs just flipped a 
switch and rolled them. Anytime your offense is being compared to Mario 
Lemieux’s Penguins, that seems like a good thing. 

2. Florida Panthers (23-7-5, +33) — They got their big showdown game 
against the Hurricanes on Saturday, and a decisive win or loss could 
have helped us get some clarity around the league’s best team. Instead, 
we got a fun back-and-forth contest that ended with a Panthers win in 
overtime. 

That’s an impressive win, not quite enough to push the Panthers into the 
number one spot but a strong enough statement for them to hold off the 
Avalanche for a week. But yeah, top spot for another week goes to … 

1. Carolina Hurricanes (24-7-2, +42) — Look, some of you aren’t reading 
these power rankings every week and it shows. 

*Goals differential without counting shootout decisions like the NHL does 
for some reason. 

Not ranked: Calgary Flames — Every now and then, the schedule offers 
up what feels like a temperature check. That was the case with the 
recent Flames road trip, one that started off with warmups against the 
Hawks and Kraken before delivering a big three of Florida, Tampa and 
Carolina. 

Three Eastern powerhouses. Three legitimate Cup contenders. Three 
chances for the Flames to show what they could do against the big boys 
and prove that they’re for real. 

It did not go well. 

Those three showdowns turned into three regulation losses, all by at 
least three goals and adding up to a combined score of 16-6. That makes 
it sound a little worse than it was — they pelted 49 shots at the Panthers 
in a wild game, and two late Carolina goals turned a close loss into a 6-3 
final. Still, it was three big tests, and not much good news in the results. 
Even coach Darryl Sutter was stating the obvious: “We’re not there yet.” 

So now what? Hailey gets into the question here, and her conclusion 
seems fair: “The Flames are good, but not good enough.” They need 
more production from some of their higher-paid players, and will probably 
need some reinforcements from Brad Treliving at the deadline. (She 
mentions Hertl, which is intriguing.) But they’re also still overachieving 
against expectations, and have half a season to go. Three January 
losses gave us some more information about what the Flames are, but 
they don’t have to define them. 

The good news is that they’re still in a reasonably solid playoff position, 
keeping pace with the struggling Oilers and sputtering Ducks, even as 
the Knights start to pull away at the top of the Pacific. That’s not a bad 
place to be, especially compared to preseason expectations. 

(And yes, they’re on track to draw the Oilers in round one, which we 
should all be rooting for. Let’s not talk about it too much in case we jinx 
it.) 

The bottom five 

The five teams that are headed toward the best lottery odds and a shot at 
Shane Wright. 

Come on guys, the .500-and-under club is supposed to be a family. You 
don’t have to do each other like that. 

5. Buffalo Sabres (10-18-6, -27) — This week I learned that some Sabres 
fans get very grumpy if you suggest they might need any help at all in the 
optimism department, which … OK. Instead, let’s focus on the legendary 
Rick Jeanneret, who’ll be honored with a banner raising in April to mark 
his final season. Seriously, this dude rules. 

4. Seattle Kraken (10-19-4, -29) — They didn’t play this week, but did 
make some news as former podcaster Greg Wyshynski had an in-depth 
interview with Ron Francis that got into some of the questions around a 
disappointing season. Francis makes a few solid points here, and it’s 
certainly true that the biggest problem early on was Philipp Grubauer, 
which nobody saw coming. That’s all fair enough. 

But the whole “we were never going to be Vegas” thing has to be wearing 
thin. Nobody expected the Kraken to have 109 points and go to the 
Stanley Cup Final. Most of us did think they could stay in the playoff race, 
and an underwhelming expansion draft and a near-total lack of trading 
was disappointing. And while it’s true that the other teams had four years 
to adjust their strategy after the Vegas debacle, that just means that 
Francis needed to adjust his approach, too. I’ll wait for the deadline 
before I say that the Kraken GM has had a bad first year, but I think 
Seattle fans have a right to be disappointed in how bad this team has 
been. (And goaltending aside, they really have been legitimately bad.) 

3. Ottawa Senators (9-18-2, -29) — Yet another postponement means 
they won’t play the Oilers tonight, which is too bad because all the sickos 
would have been waiting to see if a Senators win was the last straw for 
Dave Tippett in Edmonton. In theory, we’ll see them next on Thursday in 
Calgary, but it’s fair to say this is all very much up in the air. 
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2. Montreal Canadiens (7-23-4, -51) — They’re scheduled to return to 
action on Wednesday in Boston, which is important for you to know 
because at this point I think you’re on the team. 

1. Arizona Coyotes (7-23-3, -53) — The big news this week was that the 
win over Chicago briefly nudged the Coyotes ahead of the Canadiens in 
the standings. 

It didn’t last, as a loss to Nashville dropped them back down to 32nd, but 
we’ll take our victories where we can get them. In other news, Pierre 
says the Jakob Chychrun trade talk is heating up. 

Not ranked: Columbus Blue Jackets — It’s been a while since we’ve 
spent much time on the Blue Jackets. They were a consensus pick to be 
one of the worst teams in the league heading into the season, so much 
so that we had them in the bottom five in week one despite a 2-0-0 start. 
At the time, we made the case that wins had come against Seattle and 
Arizona, and that the Blue Jackets were still going to be the Metro’s worst 
team. Three months later, they’re not only not in the basement, they’re 
on the fringe of the playoff race. 

So were we wrong? Maybe, although I’m not quite sure. They haven’t 
been very good lately; after a three-game win streak late in November 
boosted them to 12-6-0, they’ve won just four of 15 to fall all the way 
down to fake .500. They started the new year with measuring stick 
games against the Hurricanes and Lightning, and they gave up seven 
goals in both (although they were missing some key pieces). The 
goaltending has been mostly bad, the offense is decent but that’s about 
it, and the schedule gets tough over the next two months. Dead last in 
the Metro still doesn’t feel like it’s out of the question. 

But maybe that’s not the point. The Blue Jackets weren’t just supposed 
to eventually make their way to the bottom of the standings, they were 
supposed to plant their flag early and stay there all year. In that sense, 
they’ve already overachieved this season. Brad Larsen looks like a 
legitimate NHL coach, if not the most eloquent one. Zach Werenski 
doesn’t seem to be wilting under the weight of that looming extension. 
Oliver Bjorkstrand is showing that last year’s breakout wasn’t a fluke. 
Max Domi hasn’t been a write-off. Patrik Laine … uh, well Patrik Laine 
hasn’t exactly ramped up the cap hit on his next contract. There are 
positives here. We can work with this. 

The bigger question is how much Jarmo Kekäläinen can work with it, and 
where he takes this team from here. He already has Chicago’s first-round 
pick, which should be comfortably in the top 10 (unless they win the 
lottery, in which case Columbus has to wait for 2023). He could still move 
pending UFA Domi, and veterans like Jakub Voracek and Gustav Nyquist 
could have some value even though they’re not on expiring deals. 

If you’re a Blue Jackets fan, there’s probably part of you that wishes the 
strong start hadn’t happened, and that your team really was holding 
down last place and thinking ahead to Shane Wright. But there’s 
something to be said for being better than expected — you might even 
say that it’s what bad teams are supposed to be trying to do. The Blue 
Jackets’ season has been a nice story, even if it seems like it may not be 
heading to an especially happy ending. 
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The Athletic / Ten years after catastrophic hockey injury, what life is like 
now for Jack Jablonski 

 

Michael Russo Jan 10, 2022  

 

Jack Jablonski’s wheelchair was stuck and there was nothing he could 
do about it. 

The windchill at the NHL’s Winter Classic in Minneapolis on New Year’s 
Day had plunged to minus-10 degrees. And the cold had done a number 
on the batteries that power Jablonski’s wheelchair. 

The fix, as it often has been for the past 10 years, was Jack’s brother, 
Max. Ever since Jack went from a vibrant, healthy 16-year-old high 
school hockey player to a quadriplegic in a catastrophic instant, Max has 
provided countless assists. And he was there again at the Winter Classic, 
pushing Jack and his 400-pound wheelchair — 600 pounds in total — 
around Target Field all day long. 

But “Jabs” has always seemed to look on the bright side since that fateful 
day, Dec. 30, 2011, and so he said: The view from Section 218 was 
simply sensational. 

Despite being frigid cold, Jack was content to spend the evening with his 
mom, Leslie, dad, Mike, and, of course, his 23-year-old brother as they 
watched the Wild take on the St. Louis Blues on a baseball diamond 
transformed into a winter wonderland for the coldest outdoor hockey 
game in NHL history. 

Jack dressed in layers like the 38,000 other hockey lovers. He wore a 
green and black 2016 Stadium Series winter jacket. A blanket covered 
his legs, and red and white Jablonski Foundation BEL13VE mittens 
protected his hands. 

Late in the second period, Jack was greeted with a thunderous ovation 
when he was honored as MassMutual’s Community Hero. Despite being 
ice cold, he flashed an ear-to-ear smile at the recognition. The company 
presented him with a $1,000 donation to the Jack Jablonski Foundation 
that in a little more than nine years has raised $3 million to support spinal 
cord injury research. 

What Jack was too reluctant to tell the NHL and MassMutual, who gave 
him tickets to sit in the outside elements rather than inside, is he’s usually 
ice cold even on warm days. 

Among the many things Jack lost 10 years ago was the ability to regulate 
his body temperature. 

If it gets below 65 degrees, if the sun goes down, Jack is freezing. 

So, in the summertime, when Jablonski visits the Twin Cities, he’ll sit on 
the gorgeous patio atop his childhood home’s attached garage 
sometimes from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. 

He’ll stare at the gorgeous Minneapolis skyline and daydream of what his 
life could have been. 

Would Jack, now 26, be married with children? Would he have played 
Division I hockey? Would he have made it to the NHL? 

When his mind wanders to those dark places, he tries to remind himself 
of how far he’s come. 

“If you would’ve asked me in 10 years, where would you be, when I was 
lying in the hospital bed, I could not have pictured a better outcome than 
where I am today,” he says. “But at the same time, obviously, it’s a 
realization and another year of a memory of what could have been or 
where I would be if this didn’t happen.” 

Adjacent to the kitchen in a hallway in the Jablonskis’ beautiful century-
old colonial home is a 1922 newspaper clipping from the Minneapolis 
Journal. 

The headline reads, “It’s a Perfect Day at Modern Electrical Home.” 

Built in 1919, the Jablonskis’ home was initially a real estate showcase; 
Minneapolis’ first home completely wired for electricity. 

Leslie and Mike Jablonski bought the house in 1994. They’re the third 
owners in 103 years, and now the first electrical home in Minneapolis is 
outfitted with an elevator and a ceiling lift in their oldest son’s bedroom 
that gets him out of bed and transports him to the accessible bathroom’s 
shower. 
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The 1922 article talks about the “soft glow of 16 shaded lights in the living 
room.” 

But two days before Christmas — one week from the 10th anniversary of 
his injury — Jack sits in that same shadowy living room with the soft glow 
of a lamp and an open window illuminating his face. 

He’s smiling. He’s optimistic. He lights up when he notes that he’s about 
to become the 17th patient to take part in an upper limb study in Los 
Angeles with the hope of trying to get some finger movement. 

He says he doesn’t “remember the hit.” 

In that game, Jack, a right-handed shot, was coming down the left-wing 
side on a two-on-two. He went wide around a defenseman and beat him. 
The second defenseman on the weak side cut him off at the net, so Jack 
quickly did a button hook to look for a trailer coming into the zone. One of 
the defensemen checked Jablonski in the shoulder, but at the same time, 
the backchecker hit him from behind and sent him headfirst into the 
boards. 

“The second I hit the ice, I was completely conscious,” he remembers. 
“From the neck down, couldn’t feel anything, couldn’t move anything. 
Couldn’t move my head. There was nothing. Just excruciating pain in my 
neck, and nothing below — no movement. I have no memory of the hit, 
no memory of the boards. Just remember the second I hit the ground, 
you hear the whistle blow and the arena go quiet. 

“I still hear that whistle.” 

After arriving by ambulance at a local hospital, Jack got into a full-blown 
argument with the doctors and nurses who were about to cut his 
equipment off. He didn’t want his No. 13 Benilde-St. Margaret’s jersey 
destroyed, his breezers, skates and shoulder pads ruined. 

“In my head, I thought it was two weeks and I’ll be back,” Jack says. 

Jack fractured his C5 and C6 vertebrae and severed his spinal cord at 
the C5 level. 

The initial prognosis was that the left side of his body was likely not going 
to move again and he’d be lucky if he could bend his right arm. 

But within the first week, he began moving his arm, bending it and hitting 
his brother. 

Max yelled, “What the heck?” Then Max yelled back, “Wait, no, keep 
doing that,” because he couldn’t believe his brother was able to hit him. 

There’s a Dave Matthews song called, “Dancing Nancies,” that asks if 
you ever wonder if things would be different if you took a left turn instead 
of a right. 

Could I have been a parking lot attendant? 

Could I have been a millionaire in Bel Air? 

Could I have been lost somewhere in Paris? 

Could I have been your little brother? 

Could I have been anyone other than me? 

Jack tries not to think about what-ifs: What if Benilde didn’t make it to the 
championship of that holiday tournament? What if he had woken up sick 
that day? What if he wasn’t called upon to play that exact shift? What if 
he got the puck in a different spot or passed it off or wasn’t checked at 
that exact moment in that exact way by that exact player? 

Jack doesn’t blame the teenager who checked him. The incident 
adversely affected the other boy, too, he says. He visited Jack in the 
hospital, tried to keep in touch via text and, according to Jack, quit 
hockey after that year. 

“There was no intention to do what he did,” Jack says. “It’s a fast game. 
It’s a physical sport. We never think it’s going to be us, but it happens. 
And, unfortunately, I drew the short stick. I mean, obviously I’m living this, 

but I couldn’t imagine being on the other side of it, either, knowing the 
impact that you’ve had on someone else.” 

Three months before Jack’s injury, the Jablonskis completed a 
renovation of their home. 

After the injury, they overhauled the house again to make it accessible 
for Jack. He was in the hospital from Dec. 30 to April 18, and from April 
to October, the family moved into an apartment in Edina until the work on 
their home could be completed. 

The garage was renovated to handle a handicap vehicle. The hallways 
and door frames were widened. Doors were put in. Doors were taken out. 
The elevator was installed so Jack could get from his entry point in a 
basement filled with jerseys and other hockey memorabilia to his 
bedroom on the third floor. 

So far, Max is the only person to get stuck in that elevator. 

“Thank God it was me and not him,” Max says. “I just remember feeling 
like an absolute idiot.” 

“It was because you were being lazy,” Jack says, laughing. 

“No, no, no. I had just come home from college tours and had three 
suitcases, so I figured I’d take the elevator rather than drag everything up 
the stairs,” Max says. 

Hang around Max and Jack for two minutes and it’s clear they’re close. 

Jack still looks at Max as that skin-and-bones 13-year-old he was the 
year he was injured. 

“A nerd,” Jack says, laughing, as Max collapses on Jack’s bed and stares 
at the walls streamed with hockey jerseys. 

But Max had to grow up fast. 

TV cameras came to his games after Jack’s accident, and that continued 
throughout his high school career. 

At first, Leslie didn’t want Max to keep playing hockey. She couldn’t 
stomach it and still gets anxious walking into St. Louis Park Rec Center. 

“But Max was insistent he wanted to honor Jack,” Leslie says. “When 
your son says, ‘I want to play for my brother,’ how do you say, ‘No, you’re 
done?’” 

“It was never a thought to quit the sport,” says Max, who played through 
his senior year, became the Red Knights’ captain and considered playing 
past high school. “It was a one-in-a-million accident and very unlucky, so 
I was never like, ‘This is going to be dangerous for me.’ Plus, my dad 
liked going to my games. It gave us some normalcy during a very hard 
time.” 

What did bring everything back to the forefront came a year later when 
Max was playing a game in Hibbing, Minn., and was slew-footed. He 
sustained a compound fracture to his tibia and fibula. 

He was in a wheelchair for a month, then on crutches for six months. 

“Eighth grade at Benilde, me and Jack were the only two in wheelchairs,” 
Max says, laughing. “And then my dad had his second hip surgery, so in 
a span of three weeks, all three of us were using the elevator.” 

“And then I broke my wrist playing broomball,” Leslie says. 

“Yeah, we couldn’t go in public because people had to be wondering, 
‘What’s going on in that house?’” Max jokes. 

Jack attended University of Southern California and majored in 
communications with a minor in sports media. 

Max chose USC, too, in large part so he could help his brother. 

Both joined the Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity. 
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Max would ultimately become president of the frat, graduate with a 
degree in international relations (global business) and now works for a 
company in Los Angeles. 

“I’m sure Jack both hated and appreciated that I was there, but it was 
obviously very hard for him to see me do stuff that he wasn’t able to,” 
Max says. “It was a tough dynamic, especially me going to the same 
college as him, because he’s just looking at me like, ‘This is what I could 
have had at this school.’ 

“But I’m still very proud of just how individual his life has been and where 
he’s not dependent on me and not dependent on my family for 
everything. He does a lot … so much stuff on his own, through his career 
and through just taking care of himself that people never expected.” 

In California, Jack lives with a caretaker who takes him to and from 
therapy and drops him off and picks him up from work. 

He runs the L.A. Kings’ website and contributes all sorts of written, visual 
and audio content for the team, like the weekly “Tradin’ Jabs,” where he 
interviews Kings prospects or players and the occasional hockey 
personality. 

He aspires to one day get into hockey ops so he can be part of a team’s 
decision-making process. 

When he visits Minnesota, someone comes every morning to help him 
out of bed, shower him and change him. His parents and brother drive 
him places, and he has plenty of friends to go out and do stuff with. 

“But yeah, someone’s always helping transport or feed me or make sure 
I’m OK,” Jack says. “You know, I can’t be left alone for 12 hours.” 

Flying is an ordeal. He’s first on and last off airplanes and needs to be 
transported to his seat. His wheelchair goes in the belly of the plane and 
often comes out battered. He always has to have a companion, in large 
part because when the plane lands and the pilot hits the brakes, he says, 
“I’ll go chest between my legs and fly straight down if I don’t have 
somebody next to me holding me up.” 

And if the person in the window seat needs to use the restroom during 
the flight, “it’s a nightmare.” 

Sleeping can also be tough. He sleeps with a heated neck wrap because 
he gets so cold, and if he can’t sleep, there’s no tossing and turning. He 
just has to stare at the ceiling, alone with his thoughts. 

“Everything … has to be preplanned,” he says. “You can be 
spontaneous, but you have to be ahead of schedule. When I go to the 
Kings’ games, I have someone come with me. I have to facilitate who 
that’s going to be. When I go to work, I have to preplan how much I drink 
(and) when I drink so that when I need to empty my bag, I can empty it at 
the right time when I have the proper people there. I can’t just go to a 
friend’s house without preplanning everything. It’s very hard and tiring.” 

With spinal cord injuries, the first 18 months are when you’re going to see 
the most improvement. 

After 10 years, Jack’s arms are mostly functional, especially his biceps 
movement. 

“Triceps, not so much, but I can find a way around it,” Jack says. 

His back muscles work, and he’s able to activate the major muscle 
groups in his lower body, which is uplifting to him because it shows that 
“things are still connected below the level that they said they were.” 

But his hands don’t work. 

“That’s the issue,” Jack says. “That’s the first thing I would ask for if I 
could have anything back.” 

Yet he’s able to text as fast as anyone. 

Before the injury, he was left-handed. But because he has wrist 
movement on the right side, he uses his right thumb to type on his 
phone. 

Amazingly, this is how he wrote 20-page research papers in college, and 
how he writes his articles now for the Kings. 

He starts with the Notes app on his iPhone, eventually transferring the 
content to his computer via Bluetooth. Then, he pulls up the articles on 
his computer and uses the back of his pinky to type and use the mouse 
to format, edit and publish to the Kings’ website. 

“That’s just how life is now,” Jack says. “When you reflect on it, it’s really 
hard to fathom how far I’ve come, especially with what the doctors 
expected. Obviously, there’s a long road to go, but I’m in it for the long 
haul.” 

Max has stayed close to Jack’s side in the 10 years since his injury. 
(Courtesy Mike Jablonski) 

Right after the injury, Jack lost 30 pounds and weighed 125. Through 
exhausting, extensive and continuous therapy the past 10 years, he has 
worked hard to stay in good physical condition. 

It’s important, he says, to be ready for the next medical breakthrough. 
But he also wants to be physically capable of participating in any new 
medical trials. 

He wants to be an independent person. To go places on his own. To live 
alone and not be surrounded by somebody who has to take care of him 
24/7. 

He wants to be at the forefront in the pursuit of a cure for paralysis 
because he plans to one day walk — and skate — again. 

“A lot of people, when they see me and they haven’t seen me for a while, 
they’re like, ‘Wow, you look a lot stronger. You’re moving so much 
better,’” Jack says. “And to me, that’s great because when you live it, you 
don’t really realize some of the progress you are making.” 

There are two big studies the Jack Jablonski Foundation helps fund. One 
is a lower-limb study at Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minn., that’s working 
on epidural stimulation for paraplegics to help get their legs working 
again. The other is for upper-body stimulation and upper-body functions 
at UCLA through Reggie Edgerton, “who’s kind of the godfather of spinal 
cord injury research,” Jack says. 

That’s what Jack starts this month. 

In the meantime, Jack will continue his “awesome job” with the Kings, 
which includes updating and editing the home page or the single-game 
ticket page and also contributing features on prospects for their Insider 
website. 

His favorite part of the job? Getting the inside scoop on big news. 

“I live, breathe and die this sport,” he says. “Early on, after the injury, in 
the hospital, the game I fell in love with at a young age was taken away 
from me. I was obsessed with it … from just watching youth hockey to 
watching high school hockey to the world juniors to college. My dad had 
season tickets to the Gopher games growing up, and obviously the Wild. 
I just fell in love with it. And when I got injured, obviously it sucked, 
because you want to have an impact on the game on the ice. And that 
was taken away. 

“But I couldn’t see myself without hockey in my life.” 

He has talked to Kings general manager Rob Blake and other league 
executives, scouts and coaches about things he can do to one day have 
an impact at the NHL level. 

“I try to talk to as many people that know the game … what’s the thought 
process of bringing up this guy instead of that guy or why did we play this 
guy on the fourth line opposed to the third line, and why did we trade this 
guy, or what did we see in this prospect, and stuff like that,” Jack says. “I 
understand that I’m behind the eight ball of not growing up in a locker 
room after the age of 16 and being a part of the daily strategizing or 
talking about the players or learning from coaches or teammates. 

“So, you’ve got to do the next best thing.” 
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Jack has a phenomenal support system: a mom who offers emotional 
support, a dad who gives him positive support and a younger brother 
who is always there. 

“I don’t even have the words to say how proud I am — how proud we are 
— of both of them,” Leslie says. 

Jack received a lot of attention and an outpouring of sympathy at the 
beginning. But with time, that naturally fades. People move on with their 
lives, forget or, to be frank, get tired and sometimes cynical of the 
countless Jack Jablonski stories they’ve read or seen. 

Jack knows and understands that, although it can be tough. 

But he tries to stay in the public eye so his foundation can make the 
world a better place for people in his situation. 

“He got a lot taken away from him that day,” Max says. But didn’t wallow 
and Max says he’s “so proud of him” for going to a great school, getting a 
great job and raising so much money for spinal cord injury research. “I 
wish he had a fully functioning life and fully functioning body, but I’ve 
been super proud of him.” 

Through it all, Jack remains optimistic he’ll “be able to get on skates” one 
day. 

“Is it going to be today? No. Is it tomorrow? Next year? No,” he says. “But 
it’s down the road because the rate of which we’re learning and seeing 
progress is the best it’s ever been. 

“I can tell you this: I’m not giving up. Never, ever.” 
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The Athletic / ‘He really, deeply cared’: How Robin Lehner’s quest to 
raise mental-health awareness has helped hockey fans 

 

Jesse Granger Jan 10, 2022  

 

Gabriella Smith vividly remembers the sudden, intense wave of fear that 
washed over her as she began to have a panic attack on the ice. She 
was standing in the crease during a women’s league game, cloaked in 
dozens of pounds of goalie gear. 

“It’s not fun,” she said. “It’s hard to describe. Your heart is racing, but not 
in the physical activity kind of way. Everything is into overdrive and you 
can’t focus on anything. It feels like your ability to think and breathe 
disappears. Your chest and brain feel kind of empty, like there’s not 
enough air or thoughts to draw from.” 

Smith has dealt with anxiety for as long as she can remember. She grew 
up in Washington, about an hour outside of Seattle. She managed her 
anxiety in secret for most of her childhood, not realizing it could 
potentially be a real issue until her first semester of college. An honor 
student with straight-As throughout high school, Smith was stressing 
about an English 101 course and was “way more anxious than I should 
have been about it.” She maintained her high marks, but the mental toll it 
took on her was considerable. 

“I was not handling it well,” she said. “I’m really grateful that my mom 
talked to me and said you should probably see a doctor, and I’m really 
glad she brought that up because I don’t know where I would be.” 

Shortly after she was diagnosed with anxiety, Smith found a story in The 
Athletic written by now-Golden Knights goaltender Robin Lehner. At the 
time, Lehner had just signed with the New York Islanders, and he opened 
up about his bipolar diagnosis, his struggles with addiction and thoughts 
of suicide during his time in Buffalo. 

The story was a terrifyingly brave moment for Lehner, one that goes 
against the grain of nearly every pro athlete. In a profession in which 
people usually hide any shred of weakness (mental or otherwise) in fear 
that it will be used against them, Lehner was an open book. 

He wrote that piece, and has continued his public vocality on the subject 
of mental health in the years since, with the hope of reaching people all 
over the world. He hoped to share his experience and show people who 
are struggling that they aren’t alone and that, like him, they can 
overcome their own personal battles. It’s a message that hit Smith like a 
ton of bricks. 

“I had never heard anyone, athlete or not, be that open, and that just 
really struck a chord with me,” Smith said. “If it’s OK for him to talk about 
this, then maybe it’s OK for me to talk about it.” 

Lehner’s message has always boiled down to one phrase: “You’re not 
alone.” 

It’s what led him to the mental health organization SameHere, started by 
Eric Kussin. SameHere is a global health movement with a mission to 
“normalize society’s perception of mental health and make it part of 
everyday conversation,” and Kussin’s view on the world of mental health 
matches up well with Lehner’s. 

After discovering SameHere, Lehner was eager to help spread the word. 
He immediately had the organization’s name painted onto his goalie 
mask and stitched onto his pads. Lehner’s promotion of SameHere 
eventually led Smith to its website, where she received even more help. 

Many organizations focused on mental health cite a statistic that one in 
five people suffer from mental-health issues. The idea is to show how 
common the issues can be, but Kussin vehemently disagrees with the 
philosophy. He believes it places people into two categories – the 20 
percent who are mentally ill and the 80 percent who are not. And while 
those organizations call for society to “end the stigma,” he believes their 
overall view on mental health could be unintentionally creating the 
stigma. At the very least, it isn’t helping to rid it. 

Kussin’s approach hopes to take the emphasis away from the disorders 
and mental illnesses, and instead focus on people’s stories. That 
everyone is dealing with mental-health issues in the same way we are 
with physical health. Some have it worse than others, but there is no “us 
and them.” 

“That really changed how I view things,” Smith said. “We all have 
something at some point that we’re dealing with, and we’re more alike 
than we probably thought. The more people are open about it, the more 
they can connect.” 

After Lehner’s inspiring story, Smith was a fan of his for life. When he 
signed with the Blackhawks in 2019, she planned a trip to Chicago to 
watch a game. She attended what ended up being Lehner’s final game in 
Chicago on Feb. 19, 2020, just before he was traded to Vegas. Lehner 
and the Blackhawks lost to the Rangers on that night, but Smith still had 
an amazing experience, and hoped to attend practice the next day to see 
Lehner on the ice one more time before returning to Washington. 

She arrived at Fifth Third Arena for practice, but no players came out for 
the skate. Eventually growing tired of staring at the empty sheet of ice, 
Smith snuck over to a Dunkin Donuts inside the rink for a coffee. 

That’s when Lehner walked through the facility, right past the coffee 
shop, wearing a gray beanie and a large winter jacket. His large, bristly 
beard is tough to mistake. Another fan leaned over to Smith and excitedly 
asked, “Is that Lehner?” 

“I thought so but I was nervous to ask because I’m not great with faces 
sometimes and I did not want to be wrong,” she said with a laugh. 
“Someone else was brave enough to go ask him, and he took pictures 
with a few people.” 

After the crowd cleared from around Lehner, Smith sheepishly crept 
toward him. 
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“I introduced myself,” Smith said, “and I was kind of shy but I said, ‘I 
really appreciate you being so open about mental health. I’m a goalie and 
I struggle with stuff as well.’ 

“The whole conversation tone changed at that point. You know how 
players are when meeting fans. He was nice and polite but as soon as I 
mentioned that, it felt like there was a connection. He asked me if I was 
on any medications. It turned out that another medication that I had taken 
for anxiety, he had tried at one point, and I felt really validated by that.” 

Robin Lehner and Gabriella Smith. (Courtesy of Gabriella Smith) 

Smith isn’t alone. Many have shared that their brief conversations with 
Lehner are far from the usual, cookie-cutter chat with players and fans. 

“He was just really, really caring,” Smith said. “He actually wanted to 
know how I was doing. It was really neat. He really, deeply cared. I was 
so thrilled. I would’ve been OK with him just saying, ‘Hi, thanks for being 
a fan,’ but it went further than that and that’s definitely the kind of person 
he is.” 

The next time Smith was standing in her crease and she felt her anxiety 
creep in, she thought of Lehner. Her Seattle Women’s Hockey Club 
jersey now has the number 90 on the back, and her white mask is 
adorned with a SameHere sticker. She thinks back to her conversation 
with Lehner, and reading his own experience with a panic attack on the 
ice, and things begin to slow down. 

“I think about that moment a lot when I feel anxious on the ice,” she said. 
“ He has dealt with this too, it’s not just me. And that’s comforting. I’m 
getting better at centering myself and getting myself back to the present.” 

Kussin, SameHere’s founder, grew up in New York playing every sport 
he could. He attended Cornell University, where he walked onto the 
basketball team. But Kussin referred to himself as “more of a dive on the 
floor for the loose ball guy” and quickly realized that if he wanted a career 
in professional sports, it would have to be off the court. 

Upon graduation, he was hired by the NBA league office to handle 
player-fan connections. He bounced from there to the Chicago Sky, the 
Phoenix Suns, the Phoenix Mercury, and was eventually hired as vice 
president of sales and service for the New Jersey Devils under Lou 
Lamoriello. After four years in New Jersey, Kussin accepted a job as the 
chief revenue officer for the Florida Panthers. He was living the dream 
until his mental health took a sudden decline. 

“I was a single guy living in Miami,” Kussin said. “Things were going great 
until, six months into my tenure, I started losing interest in everything 
outside of the office. I’m not interested in going on dates, seeing friends, 
going to the gym, playing sports, watching my teams on TV.” 

Two weeks later, Kussin hosted a group of Panthers prospects for a 
presentation, and suddenly needed his name and title written on an index 
card just to remember them. He bowed out of the meeting early and went 
to his desk to stare at a blank computer screen. 

“I wasn’t sure what was wrong,” Kussin said. “I didn’t know if I had a brain 
tumor, but I couldn’t speak or put sentences together. (Panthers owner) 
Vinnie Viola looks me in the eyes and says, ‘Eric, we never leave a 
soldier out on the battlefield. Take as much time as you need. You’re 
going to come back and hit the ground running.’” 

Kussin returned to his parents’ house in New York, where he spent the 
next two and a half years laying on his childhood twin bed. He didn’t 
watch TV. He didn’t listen to the radio. 

“I was just dead to the world,” he said. “No thoughts coming to my mind. 
The only time I left my bed was to go to doctor appointments.” 

Desperately searching for an answer, Kussin was given more than 50 
different psychotropic drug combinations and underwent 22 sessions of 
transcranial magnetic stimulation therapy and 12 sessions of ECT “shock 
therapy,“ only to find himself worse off with each passing treatment. 

“One night I found myself sitting on the edge of my bed, staring at a 
bottle of pills,” Kussin recalled. “I’m sitting on my hands because I can’t 
control my body, with this thought running through my brain to swallow 
the bottle of pills. I never had a suicidal thought my entire life. I didn’t 
want to die. I was fighting to live. I told my parents, ‘You have to take me 
to a hospital.’” 

Through conversations with a doctor teaching integrative breathing 
practices, Kussin discovered his mental illnesses were the result of 
unresolved personal life traumas he hadn’t addressed at a younger age. 
His traumatic life experiences – like his brother battling through childhood 
leukemia and three of his close friends dying in a short time frame – were 
the root of many of his problems. 

On the doctor’s advice, Kussin took a weekend breathing course that 
helped relax his central nervous system, and eventually he got his life 
back. 

“I woke up one morning and it was the fucking greatest day of my life,” 
Kussin said. “I looked at the remote and I actually wanted to turn on the 
TV. I walked into my kitchen and I wanted to cook something to eat. Two 
things I hadn’t wanted to do in years.” 

Almost immediately after finally helping himself, Kussin made it his 
mission to help others. He posted his story on LinkedIn, and within three 
days it had more than 150,000 reads and he received over 400 calls 
coming in from as far as China. 

“I started calling people back and no one was mentioning a disorder 
label,” Kussin said. “Everyone was sharing their lived experiences with 
me. You listen to the stories for two weeks and you start to see common 
threads.” 

Kussin founded the SameHere Global Mental Health Movement in 2017, 
and by 2018 they were touring the country, visiting college campuses 
with a host of athletes and celebrities sharing their life experiences. 

Lehner connected with Kussin through social media and was immediately 
drawn to his messaging. 

“He didn’t want to champion bipolar,” Kussin said. “He didn’t want to 
champion mental health in hockey. He wanted to champion that mental 
health is something that happens to all of us. We all go through 
challenging life events, and his just happened to manifest in bipolar. 
That’s where the kinship kind of started.” 

Lehner was all-in. He would message Kussin regularly asking for outlines 
of the school programs that SameHere was using. What content were 
they putting out there? What information were they sharing? How did 
they plan to change the message? 

Shortly after, Lehner sent Kussin a text message asking if it would be OK 
if he included the SameHere hashtag on his new Chicago Blackhawks 
mask. 

(Courtesy of Eric Kussin) 

“It’s really cool when these things happen organically, and it’s not you as 
a company saying, ‘We really need help getting our message out there, 
will you put it out there?’” Kussin said. “Robin could easily have an 
endorsement deal with a mental health company like some athletes have 
done, but he’s putting a hashtag on his mask that he’s not getting paid 
any money for, because he believes in it.” 

Lehner has included SameHere on every mask he’s worn since. The 
response has been overwhelming, with fans showing up to games with 
SameHere written on signs, T-shirts and jerseys. 

“So often we get these pictures sent to us of people from all over the 
world, from Sweden to Germany and Hungary, with SameHere on their 
equipment,” Kussin said. “Everything from professionally done, where it’s 
sewn in, to people who just have a piece of tape and wrote it with a 
marker. 
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“What we get in terms of value, from what Robin puts out there, extends 
way beyond hockey. There are hockey fans and hockey players, yes. But 
so many other people are reading the message.” 

Kussin attended all three of the Golden Knights’ games in the tri-state 
area last month. He wore a custom jersey made of Golden Knights and 
Islanders sweaters sewn together, with Lehner’s No. 90 and a custom 
#SameHere nameplate on the back. 

In the final moments of the game in New Jersey, the puck deflected over 
the glass and into the stands just on the other side of the dressing room 
tunnel from Kussin. A young man wearing a Vegas Lehner jersey caught 
the puck and jumped out of his seat in celebration. Moments later, just 
after the game ended, the young man saw Kussin’s jersey, approached 
him and asked, “Are you the one who runs the SameHere account? If so, 
you saved my life.” 

Paul Ingel is a 21-year-old student at St. John’s University in Queens, 
N.Y., who has struggled with anxiety and depression from a young age. 
He eventually found solace in Lehner’s message, SameHere’s ideas and 
professional therapy. 

“High school was rough for me. It was the most challenging four years of 
my life,” said Ingel, who attended an all-boy’s preparatory academy in 
New York. “Every day I was getting something new thrown at me. If you 
took a minute to breathe, you were two weeks behind. It was 
deteriorating me mentally, and I felt really shitty every day I walked home 
from school.” 

Ingel faced the same struggles many teens face. From balancing a heavy 
school workload with playing several sports after school, to trying to eat 
right and stay in shape. The uncomfortable feeling of being the new guy, 
not fitting into a locker room full of baseball players who already knew 
each other for years. 

Ingel battled with thoughts of turning to drugs. Some of his classmates at 
the time used Adderall and Xanax, he said, but he said he was 
determined not to do anything to jeopardize his path to college. 

“I remember sitting in class thinking, I don’t want to do that, but I really 
need something that’s going to help me calm down,” he recalled. “From 
the second I would wake up in the morning until the second I would go to 
bed, everything felt like it was moving 100 miles per hour. I couldn’t 
breathe because I felt like if I did I would get left in the past. I’m panicking 
every second of the day.” 

Ingel grew up an Islanders fan. His father, Kenny, is a retired sergeant 
with the New York Police Department and his mother works for the 
Islanders. He was familiar with Lehner’s story and the struggles with 
addiction he went through in Buffalo. 

“His story really resonated with me because I was in a position where I 
was on the verge of turning to different substances to get myself over the 
hump and make myself feel better,” Ingel said. 

Paul Ingel and his father, Kenny. (Courtesy of Paul Ingel) 

By the time Lehner landed on Long Island, the Islanders were no longer 
Ingel’s favorite team. His father had purchased a retirement home in Las 
Vegas and was a day-one season ticket holder for the Golden Knights. 
From the first game in franchise history, Ingel was hooked. He even flew 
into Vegas on some game days, then took red-eye flights back to New 
York to make it back in time for class the next day. While his Islanders 
fandom had faded, he became a fan of Lehner the person. 

“I dug deeper into who he was and fell in love with the whole idea of him, 
what he’s done and what he continues to do,” Ingel said. “I never had 
someone who I could relate with, where I felt safe in knowing that 
someone else feels the same way I do.” 

Ingel followed Lehner through his brief stop in Chicago in 2019 and still 
remembers the moment he was traded to Vegas in February of 2020. He 
saw details of the trade scroll across the bottom ticker of the television 
and couldn’t have been more thrilled that his favorite person would now 
be playing for his favorite team. 

Lehner has been incredibly vocal and open about his mental health since 
2019. There are plenty of specific things he’s said that help people, but 
the mere fact that he’s discussing the subject publicly can be equally 
impactful. Lehner tweeted in December, “Being open about my bipolar 
was a choice to help others. To help people that struggle with mental 
illness to see it’s possible to be accepted,” and that’s exactly what his 
words have done for Ingel. 

When Ingel initially started therapy he felt out of place, like he shouldn’t 
be there. 

“That entire time I just felt so weird about what I was doing,” he said. “I 
pulled into the parking lot of the therapist’s office and thought to myself, 
‘What am I doing? There’s no one else my age who’s doing this. I don’t 
hear about athletes doing this.’ It made me think that if I wanted to play at 
the next level then I needed to get right, or be mentally strong. I was 
always nervous about that.” 

The idea that there’s something wrong with you if you need help can be a 
powerful deterrent for many in dealing with, and improving, their mental 
health. It’s why Kussin hopes to rid the world of the “one in five people 
have mental illness” messaging. Whether intentional or not, it separates 
society into those who are sick and those who aren’t, when in actuality 
everyone deals with different degrees of trauma, with a wide range of 
issues from big to small. Lehner relays SameHere’s message to masses 
that would otherwise never hear it. 

“It’s important for me to have someone who I relate with, because I don’t 
feel weird or different because I have depression and anxiety,” Ingel said. 
“I feel safe now, if that makes sense.” 

Recognizing that it’s OK to need help was a major step for Ingel, and for 
many others. Professional therapy helped him tremendously and he says 
he’s doing better than ever now. He graduated high school in 2019, 
earned scholarships that allowed him to attend St. John’s, and he’s on 
his way to earning a master’s degree in business. He hopes to eventually 
land a job working in a sports front office, with the dream of one day 
becoming the general manager for an MLB team in Las Vegas. 

“I’m proud to say that I do have issues, and I’m always going to have 
them, but there are guys like Robin who help me deal with it for the rest 
of my life,” Ingel said. “I hope to one day be a father, and I can set an 
example for my kids that it’s OK to be sick; you’re not weak.” 

When he saw Kussin at the Prudential Center wearing his SameHere 
jersey, he couldn’t pass up the opportunity to thank him, and to 
vicariously thank Lehner for all they’ve done. 

“I saw him and told him, ‘You have done so much for me that I can’t even 
begin to tell you,’” Ingel said. “I owe (Kussin and Lehner) so much that I 
can’t give them. That’s the best way that I can put it, to be honest with 
you.” 

Lehner’s impact stretches beyond those currently battling mental health 
struggles. The beauty of his message is that everyone is dealing with 
something, and an underlying idea of that is simple: We should treat 
each other better. You never know what someone is going through, and 
what type of challenges that trauma is presenting them. 

“He has had a profound impact on how I view my life, and the 
environment that I’m in,” said Golden Knights season ticket holder Csilla 
Kittlinger. “Just because I’m not at a scale that requires therapy, 
medication or hospitalization, people around me are being impacted.” 

Kittlinger has been following the Golden Knights from their inception and 
has been a season-ticket holder since 2018. Born in Hungary, she 
moved to Ireland in her junior year of college. Her career in the hospitality 
industry has taken her around the globe, with stops in Virginia, Illinois 
and Indiana before landing in Las Vegas in 2015. 

“I’ve never stayed anywhere more than four years,” she said, “but I felt 
when I bought season tickets with the Golden Knights, I knew that this 
was going to be home for a while.” 
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Kittlinger has followed Lehner closely since he became a Golden Knight 
and said one of the things she admires most is his benevolence toward 
others. 

“I follow hockey for the players and what they represent,” Kittlinger said. 
“Obviously, right before going to the bubble (in 2020) he made a 
comment where he acknowledged and recognized how important it is for 
people to have some sort of normalcy, routine, and a hockey game to 
look forward to. Here’s this guy who is probably skeptical about what this 
bubble experience is going to be like, but here he is thinking about (how) 
him playing and being there can have a positive impact on people who 
are looking for something.” 

Lehner then knelt beside Ryan Reaves during the national anthem in that 
bubble, standing with his teammate for a cause he felt passionate about, 
knowing there would be backlash. He also wasn’t too shy to speak up for 
Jack Eichel during his ongoing battle with the Sabres to undergo a 
procedure he felt was best for his health. 

“I noticed there’s a pattern here where he’s clearly thinking about other 
people,” Kittlinger said. “It was always about him advocating for the well-
being of those around him, and I just developed a very deep respect for 
him.” 

Kittlinger says the way Lehner and Kussin approach mental health has 
changed the way she views pretty much everything, even saying it’s a 
“lifestyle change.” 

“We all go through rough patches at times, so when I think about that it 
made me change how I interact with people in my personal life, and in 
my professional life,” said Kittlinger, who is a senior account executive at 
the Cosmopolitan resort hotel and casino. “A perfect example is, I went to 
a conference and one of the customers mentioned she had lost 30 
people close to her during the pandemic. So I’m doing business with 
someone who just went through this kind of trauma. The way I handle our 
conversations. The way I respond to a request to change a timeline on 
something. I’m being very considerate because she just went through 
this trauma and I’m like, ‘How is she even here working?’” 

And that is the very essence of everything Lehner has preached. 

“It can be more of a general, big picture view,” Kittlinger said. “So I’d say 
he has had a profound impact on how I view my life, in the environment 
that I’m in.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / Agent says Giordano could return to Flames and 
Mangiapane should test free agency 

 

Eric Francis 

January 10, 2022, 8:45 PM 

 

As the agent who represents Mark Giordano and Andrew Mangiapane, 
Ritch Winter said he can absolutely see a scenario in which the former is 
traded back to the Flames, and will urge the latter to avoid signing a long-
term deal with Calgary this summer. 

Winter’s candid remarks came in a wide-ranging interview on The Eric 
Francis Show on Monday, when he provided plenty of insight into two 
hot-button topics involving the future of the popular players. 

“I certainly think there’s a possibility,” Winter told Sportsnet Fan 960 
listeners when asked if he thought the Flames might re-acquire Giordano 
-- the 38-year-old Seattle Kraken captain -- at the trade deadline. 

“Coach loves him. Player loves the coach. Player has a home in the city. 
The team seems to be playing much better… and I think there could be 
an argument that a guy like Gio, with a little more offence, could really 
add to the mix. 

“But that’s not something we control.” 

Obviously not, as that would be up to Seattle GM Ron Francis, who 
claimed Giordano from the Flames at the expansion draft and made him 
captain. 

Asked if Francis had indicated he’d consider trading the pending UFA 
this year, as many expect, Winter would only say they’d “chatted about it 
over the course of the season,” and that he didn’t expect it to be a front-
burner issue for another month. 

“I don’t see anybody making a serious move until shortly before the trade 
deadline because most of the teams that would be interested don’t have 
the cap room to bring him in early,” said Winter of Giordano, who has a 
$6.75 million cap hit. 

“Calgary has got to be a possibility. I know from Gio’s perspective, 
obviously his entire adult life has been lived in the city of Calgary, where 
he counts most of his friends, many who are teammates. I gotta think 
he’d be excited about it. 

“(Flames GM) Brad (Treliving) and I talked a lot about (Giordano) over 
the course of the summer. He certainly did not want to lose him, and I 
think that his feelings won’t have changed.” 

Winter later confirmed Giordano has a 10-team no-trade list, and you can 
bet the Flames aren’t on it. 

“I would think there’s a possibility (of a Calgary return) because if you 
look at the landscape there are not a lot of teams that have a need for a 
veteran player like Gio, have the cap room and could see the acquisition 
of Mark as a feather in their cap as they move forward to try to challenge 
for a Stanley Cup or get further in the playoffs than they have,” said 
Winter. 

While it’s a story for another day, the price tag to acquire Giordano would 
likely be right around what the Kraken wanted from Calgary in the 
summer -- a first- and either second- or third-round pick. Steep. 

Winter’s thoughts on Mangiapane’s future weren’t quite as exciting for 
Flames fans, who are hoping the contract the pending restricted free 
agent signs this summer with the team is of the long-term variety. 

“My advice to him would be to do a short-term deal by way of arbitration 
or negotiation -- negotiating ideally -- and then let’s wait and take a look 
at the landscape,” said Winter, whose client is one year away from being 
able to sign anywhere as an unrestricted free agent. 

“Patience is a virtue. There are an awful lot of variables going on around 
him, like, is Johnny (Gaudreau) staying? Is Chucky (Matthew Tkachuk) 
staying? What’s happening around you on the team? But more 
importantly, what other opportunities are there out there? 

“You’re a year away from being an unrestricted free agent at age 27 and, 
really, in the heart of your best producing years of your career. There’s 
nothing more valuable in a player’s career than his ability to look into free 
agency and see what the options are, and I highly recommend that he 
focus on that.” 

Jeff Marek and Elliotte Friedman talk to a lot of people around the hockey 
world, and then they tell listeners all about what they’ve heard and what 
they think about it. 

The Flames undoubtedly hope their leading goal scorer will consider 
committing to a long-term pact that will ensure even his grandchildren’s 
children will be set for life. 

Treliving has historically done a good job extending core players like 
Gaudreau, Elias Lindholm, Noah Hanifin, Rasmus Andersson, Sean 
Monahan and Mikael Backlund past unrestricted free agency with life-
altering offers. 
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“Bird in the hand -- it’s very difficult to ignore,” said Winter of a large 
lump-sum sure to be thrown at Mangiapane this summer. 

“Strategically it’s the best angle that teams have to get players to sign, 
and Brad has been pretty effective at this with other players on the team. 
Players who say, ‘ya I’m probably worth a little more, but at the end of the 
day this is a lot of money. I think I’m going to tell my agent I’ll take it.’” 

Winter is quick to point out the decision is ultimately Mangiapane’s, and 
there are plenty of reasons why the player may choose to stay long-term 
with the club that drafted him. 

“At the end of the day there may be a number that Andrew finds very 
compelling, that he will take -- that’s his choice,” said Winter, citing 
several players who’ve been miserable after chasing bigger money 
elsewhere instead of staying where they are comfortable. 

“He likes Calgary. He has lots of friends in Calgary and best friends on 
the team. The team may be the best choice, so you don’t want to close 
the door on Calgary being his spot. There’s a lot of factors that weigh in 
favour of him signing long term in Calgary after free agency.” 

Overlooked his entire career, Winter said the sixth-rounder was 
motivated to prove he could outperform the one-year, two-way deal for 
the league minimum he got in 2019. 

He sure did, and was rewarded with a two-year deal worth $2.42 million 
annually, which expires this summer. 

Now his motivator is likely proving he deserves more than second- and 
third-line minutes, which he’s long been saddled with in Calgary. 

“In my view, Andrew will be, over the course of the next three years, 
among the top five forwards in the game,” said Winter, citing 5-on-5 goal-
per-minute stats that make him the team’s most productive scorer the 
last three years and amongst the league’s best this season. 

“I really think there’s a lot of evidence to support that, because what’s 
surprising is that Andrew is accomplishing this, and scoring at this rate, 
while playing three and four minutes less than the other players, which 
only tells you those players are playing with the best players on their 
teams. 

“It’s astonishing how effective he is, like a lot of elite players, in elevating 
the games of all the people around him. I suspect, to a degree, that’s why 
Darryl (Sutter) uses him on the second power-play unit instead of the 
first, because he’s the best on this team statistically for elevating the play 
of those around him. 

“It’s not a surprise that Darryl would use him on the second or third line 
for the same reason. 

"So, in many respects, as frustrating as it is at times to not get the kind 
ice time your production suggests you should get, it’s just a backhanded 
compliment because you’re more valuable than just the goals you bring 
to the table.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / Canadiens’ Caufield learning to deal with noise, rookie 
growing pains 

 

Eric Engels January 10, 2022, 4:58 PM 

 

BROSSARD, Que. — For Cole Caufield, eight days away from the rink 
was a respite from more than just hockey. 

On Monday, after the Montreal Canadiens held their second practice 
since a COVID-19 outbreak forced them into quarantine on Jan. 2, 
Caufield said he used the time off to get “a break from all the noise.” 

We imagine that was easier to do with Canadiens practices and games 
halted. 

But it’s probably been pretty hard since Caufield landed in Montreal last 
winter and helped the Canadiens reach the Stanley Cup Final. He has 
heard more noise here than he ever could’ve imagined over his formative 
years in Wisconsin, and it’s likely been completely stifling since coming 
off an impressive debut and starting off this season as the prohibitive 
betting favourite for the Calder Trophy. 

The 15th overall pick in 2019 was expected to pick up right where he left 
off after arriving in the NHL in style with four goals and 12 points in 20 
playoff games. 

Instead, Caufield stumbled out of the gate in the pre-season and has 
since collected just one goal and seven points in 26 regular-season 
games partitioned by a six-game stint he did with the AHL’s Laval 
Rocket. 

As a result, there’s been constant chatter around Caufield’s game for 
more than four months — most of it negative, which is also something he 
wasn’t used to playing in Wisconsin. It got so loud at one point, it was 
impossible to tune out . 

In a market like this, with sports radio blasting in two languages and the 
passion of fans spilling over from call-ins to all social media platforms, 
avoiding the noise isn’t as simple as popping in ear plugs. And even if 
Caufield says staying off those applications like Twitter and Instagram is 
a good idea — and he did say that on Monday — I don’t know anyone 
from his age group putting that into practice. 

I also follow him on the ‘gram, and he posts more stories in a week than I 
do in a year. 

But Caufield doesn’t have to delete those apps from his phone to develop 
thicker skin and a stronger filter. 

And if he’s able to that, it will make him feel less and less like he needs a 
break from it all as his career continues to unfold on the massive stage 
Montreal offers him. 

Whether Caufield wants to admit it or not, that’s a process, and he’s still 
learning how to find his way through it. 

It’s good that the 21-year-old recognizes why feeding into the noise 
around him serves him no benefit. When he says, “one night people will 
love you, the next night they’re just looking to throw hate,” and that, “you 
kind of just stay levelheaded, stay within yourself and just listen to the 
people that want to help you and see you succeed,” it’s clear that he at 
least knows what he should and shouldn’t take from the buzz. 

But when he said on Monday, “I don’t really pay too much attention to the 
outside noise,” and that “it’s just something inside and I don’t really let the 
outside noise affect me too much,” it was hard to take him at face value. 
It was Caufield who brought up the subject when he was asked if the 
time off allowed him to put his season to date in perspective, and saying 
he used the time to take a break from the buzz around him speaks to 
what end he’ll have to continue to work on this season. 

He’s not alone, though. 

There are many top-end players going through the steps as well, and 
there’s an emerging one he can easily relate to — Jack Hughes. 

The top pick in Caufield’s draft year was his centreman in the United 
States National Development Team Program and remains one of his 
closest friends. He is a sounding board for Caufield, but also a role 
model. 

Hughes has experienced everything Caufield has since joining the New 
Jersey Devils nearly three years ago. Regardless of the markets being 
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different, the exposure has been the same. And Caufield has gained 
perspective watching Hughes deal with it. 

He’s seen Hughes score just seven goals and 21 points in 61 games of 
an underwhelming rookie season. He’s seen him take a step forward, but 
not a leap in Year 2, with 11 goals and 31 points in 56 games. And surely 
Caufield saw enough of the messages that poured in on social media 
suggesting his uber-talented friend might be a bust as he struggled to 
meet extremely high expectations. 

Now Caufield has seen Hughes post nine goals and 20 points in 19 
games with the Devils this season. 

“Jack and I talk a lot about that stuff particularly, and obviously you can 
see how his first year went and how this year has gone,” Caufield said. 
“He’s a totally different player. 

“It’s something we take very seriously is how well we play each night, but 
for us it’s just sticking to what works and playing the game the right way. 
And you know at a certain time it’s going to give you some bounces at 
some point, but you’ve just got to stay levelheaded and play hockey the 
right way. You can’t really cheat the game too much because you’re not 
going to get things going your way, so I think that’s just kind of how my 
mindset’s been right now. At a certain point, it’s going to come, but 
you’ve just got to keep your head down and keep working.” 

As for avoiding getting caught up in everyone else’s expectations, 
Caufield said Hughes has helped him with that. 

“When we do talk hockey, it’s all about keeping your drive and keeping 
that motivation no matter what the score is and playing a full 60 every 
night and just trying to control what you can control and not let those 
outside factors get inside your head,” he said. “I know what I can do on 
the ice, and it’s just a matter of doing it consistently every night. I think 
that’s something as a young player that you learn from each night. 
Eighty-two games is a long season, so you’re going to have ups and 
downs. But the more you can stay confident and consistent with your 
game, I think that’s when you’re going to take strides in your game.” 

Ben Chiarot sees a player who’s finding his way at this level — one 
who’s ahead of where he was when he first emerged in Winnipeg eight 
years ago. 

“Something that took me awhile to learn — and I was lucky to be 
surrounded by guys like Blake Wheeler and Andrew Ladd and guys that 
every single day are working to improve and get better no matter how 
good they were — is every day is about getting better,” Chiarot said. 
“And I think that’s something that Cole already has. He has that mindset. 
You can see the way he works in practice, and he pushes himself. 

“He’s starting. He’s so young. And I think if maintains that mindset, which 
I know he will, and maintains that work ethic, he’s only going to get 
better, and things will start to click for him. I think he’s got a really bright 
future just based on the fact that he works and pushes himself every 
single day like those top guys that I was lucky enough to play with when I 
was a young guy.” 

The remaining 48 games offer Caufield a good chance to prove it — 
most importantly to himself. 

He’ll have to adjust to do it. And the more he’s able to properly filter the 
noise around his game, the more he’ll be able to tap into the process of 
improving as a player. 
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Sportsnet.ca / In pursuit of Cup dreams, Maple Leafs and Avalanche 
progress along parallel arcs 

 

Ryan DixonJanuary 10, 2022, 12:05 PM 

 

It might be a stretch to say the Toronto Maple Leafs and Colorado 
Avalanche are worthy of dropping the Spider-Man meme, where different 
versions of your friendly neighbourhood superhero stand around pointing 
at each other as if to say, “Hey, aren’t you me?” 

For people who’ve managed to live their life without both comic books 
and Twitter, here’s a visual cue: 

(And don’t ask me what kind of superhero timeline shenanigans leads to 
three Spider-Mans being in the same spot at the same time; if it’s not 
Star Wars or a bounty hunter-focused Star Wars spinoff, I’m basically as 
lost as a guy trying to stick-check Cale Makar.) 

What I do know is, there’s definite overlap in terms of where the Leafs 
and Avs are in their franchise arcs. Saturday’s 5-4 comeback win by 
Colorado over Toronto — the home side trailed 3-0 and 4-1 before using 
two third-period goals to pull even, setting the table for Devon Toews’s 
OT winner — made for fantastic viewing, but it certainly won’t make or 
break the seasons of teams with aspirations as lofty as those held by 
these squads. Make no mistake, these clubs will be judged entirely on 
what they can or can’t do in the playoffs. 

In the case of the Leafs, that’s because they haven’t pushed through the 
first round in five tries beginning in 2017. Yes, Colorado has been able to 
crack the code in Round 1, but the Avalanche have bumped up against a 
second-round ceiling in each of the past three post-seasons. Bottom line: 
both organizations are still looking for a way to process heaps of raw 
talent into ring culture. 

When a team is in a championship-or-bust stage, it’s too easy to overlook 
what they do in a regular season often characterized as nothing more 
than a dress rehearsal. With that in mind, let’s carve out some space to 
appreciate what Colorado has done over the past eight weeks. 

Since Nov. 11, the Avalanche have a league-best, eye-popping .833 
points percentage and they earned their most recent points by beating 
the club with the second-best mark in that timeframe, the .789 Maple 
Leafs. Over a 21-game span, Colorado is averaging an NHL-topping 5.0 
goals-per-game (Toronto is No. 2 at 4.0) and its power play is operating 
at a staggering 31 per cent (only the Leafs are better at 35.2 percent). 
The top two players in the league in terms of points-per-game in this two-
month stretch are Nazem Kadri (1.89) and Mikko Rantanen (1.67), while 
the top two D-men are Makar (1.26) and Toews (1.21). 

The work of those blueliners in particular could not be missed during the 
win over Toronto. Toews earned his plaudits for depositing the overtime 
winner, but it’s safe to say the game never would have made it to extra-
time without the other-level play we consistently see from Makar. 

After giving his team a goal it desperately needed late in the second 
period to pull within two, Makar was down below the goal line, spurring 
the forecheck with his team trailing 4-3 in the third. It was his work 
scrapping for the puck along the end boards against Kyle Clifford and 
Jake Muzzin that created the turnover J.T. Compher was ultimately able 
to convert into the equalizing strike. Over-35 hockey fans likely see a 
Colorado defenceman wearing No. 8 in on the attack like that and think 
Makar would be bringing a tear to the eye of Sandis Ozolinsh, the lead-
the-rush blue-liner who helped put the Avs over the top in 1996. 

While Colorado isn’t as far removed from its championship days as the 
Leafs, it’s worth noting the team’s somewhat recent history might be 
bleaker than you realize. This franchise went more than a decade without 
winning a playoff series between 2008 and 2019, missing the post-
season entirely in six of seven campaigns from 2010-11 to 2016-17. 

The corner has obviously been turned now. And while there’s a sense 
none of it means a thing if the Sasquatch Squad coughs up another 
hairball in the spring, that shouldn’t detract from our ability to enjoy the 
show — as high-flying as Spider-man himself — being put on by 
Colorado right now. 
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• Here come the Boston Bruins? It’s not that the B’s are on some crazy 
hot streak just yet, but Saturday’s 5-2 win in the home of the two-time 
defending Cup champs is a good jumping off point to take a closer look 
at this club. After downing Tampa Bay, Boston has won four of its past 
five, has just three regulation-time L’s in its past dozen games and is 
averaging 37 shots on goal in its past half-dozen outings. 

All this with the understanding that Tuukka Rask figures to return to the 
Boston crease somewhere in the not-too-distant future. The Bruins hold 
games in hand on every Atlantic Division team ahead of them, but are 
probably in tough to crack the top three. That said, they could wind up 
being a nightmare wild card draw for a Metro or Atlantic winner. 

• On Saturday, the Dallas Stars won their fourth straight contest, 
snapping the Pittsburgh Penguins’ 10-game winning streak in the 
process with a 3-2 home W. Despite that, we’d have to characterize the 
past 48 hours as a tough weekend in Big D. First off, on the same day 
they downed the Pens, pending-UFA defenceman John Klingberg spoke 
bluntly about his frustration level over the fact there has not been 
meaningful negotiations between his camp and the Stars in some time. 
Then on Sunday, Dallas surrendered two last-minute goals to the St. 
Louis Blues to allow the visitors to skate away with a 2-1 victory. The 
Blues became just the 11th team in league history to win a game in 
regulation that it trailed heading into the final minute. 

The swings with the Stars have been positively wild this year: Their four-
game winning streak was preceded by a five-game losing spin that came 
on the heels of a stretch where they won seven straight. It’s been all or 
nothing in Texas and since it still adds up to this team being out of the 
playoffs right now, it’s very interesting to consider what the next move 
with Klingberg could be. 

• So the first goal Zach Fucale witnesses go into his net during an NHL 
game he started occurs on Saturday with him on the bench watching the 
Capitals botch a pre-power play six-on-five opportunity by putting the 
biscuit into their own goal while the ref has his hand up. Fucale is then 35 
seconds away from posting his second whitewash in two career starts 
before Mats Zuccarello bags the Wild’s fourth game-tying, final-minute 
goal of the season to snap Fucale’s record shutout string to start an NHL 
career at 138:07. Who writes this stuff? 

Weekend Warrior 

The league’s top three rookies met on Sunday afternoon in Orange 
County, with the Ducks edging the Red Wings 4-3 in a shootout. 
Anaheim’s Trevor Zegras registered a goal and a helper, while Detroit 
freshman Moritz Seider and Lucas Raymond each got on the scoresheet 
with an apple. Appropriately enough, in a game coloured by Calder 
hopefuls, goalie Lukas Dostal got the ‘W’ in his NHL debut. 

Red and White Power Rankings 

1. Toronto Maple Leafs (22-8-3) The hockey world is slowly becoming a 
better place thanks to the work of Wayne Simmonds and the rest of the 
Hockey Diversity Alliance, who unveiled their #TapeOutHate campaign 
on the weekend. 

2. Calgary Flames (17-10-6) The Flames were dropped 6-3 by the 
Carolina Hurricanes on Friday. That concluded a run in which the team 
went 0-3-0 against elite competition on the road in Florida, Tampa and 
Carolina, getting outscored 16-6 in the process. 

3. Winnipeg Jets (16-12-5) Like the remaining Canadian clubs, the Jets 
were idle this weekend thanks to postponements. Their only scheduled 
game in the next eight days is Thursday in Detroit. 

4. Vancouver Canucks (16-15-3) We should know more about Bruce 
Boudreau’s club by week’s end, as the Canucks visit Florida on Tuesday, 
followed by stops in Tampa and Carolina. Reality check or time to take 
this rejuvenated squad seriously? 

5. Edmonton Oilers (18-14-23) Five days off and counting for the 
slumping Oilers, who won’t be back in action until hosting Ottawa on 
Saturday. 

6. Ottawa Senators (9-18-2) As it stands, the Sens are slated to play just 
their second game of 2022 on Thursday in Calgary. 

7. Montreal Canadiens (7-23-4) It sounds like the Canadiens could have 
a new GM in place by the end of month. The first order of business might 
be trading pending-UFA Ben Chiarot before something bad injury- or 
COVID-wise happens to the big defender, as it seemingly has to 
basically every other guy on this roster. 

The Week Ahead 

• Colorado will be trying to extend its home winning streak to 12 games 
on Monday and I’d say they’re plus-it’s-gonna-happen against the Seattle 
Kraken. 

• Cue the video tribute: Seth Jones makes his return to Central Ohio 
when the Blackhawks visit Columbus on Tuesday. 
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TSN.CA / 'Buzzsaw' Kase returns to practice; skates on Matthews line 

 

Mark Masters 

12-15 minutes 

 

TSN Toronto Reporter Mark Masters reports on the Maple Leafs, who 
practised at T-Mobile Arena in Las Vegas on Monday ahead of 
Tuesday’s game against the Golden Knights. 

Ondrej Kase returned to practice on Monday skating on Toronto's top line 
alongside Auston Matthews and Michael Bunting.  

"He looked good," observed head coach Sheldon Keefe. "It looked like 
he was moving well. The guys love having him around. He's got great 
energy about him. So, I thought he looked good in that sense. It was his 
first real workout like that on the ice since his injury so we'll have to see 
how he responds."  

Kase tweaked something in the gym last week, which forced him to miss 
the last two games. The 26-year-old declined to elaborate when asked 
how exactly he got hurt.  

The Leafs face a tough test on Tuesday against the Golden Knights, who 
lead the Pacific Division, and getting Kase back would be a big boost.  

"When he's in the lineup we're a much deeper team in all regards," said 
Keefe. "Another guy we trust playing against anybody and can play on 
any line, plays on the power play and penalty kill, plays late in games … 
when we've played without him, we've felt his absence."  

Kase has played in 28 of Toronto's 33 games this season while lining up 
mostly beside good friend David Kampf. However, he did get a look with 
Matthews in December when Mitch Marner was sidelined with a shoulder 
injury.  

"It's sick to play with him," Kase said with a big smile. "Like, he's an 
unbelievable player so I enjoy every moment."  

"He hounds pucks," Matthews said. "He's got a lot of speed. He's an 
easy guy to play with. He makes plays. He works hard and he's really 
good in open space. We've played with each other a little bit here and 
there so there's definitely chemistry and some familiarity. Hopefully we 
can continue where we left off." 

With Marner still in COVID protocol, Keefe didn't hesitate to put Kase 
back alongside Matthews.  

"I really liked the way he fit in with Auston," said Keefe of the December 
audition. "He just looked comfortable. He brought the same work habits 
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that he's brought on other lines and that's important to help that line get 
the puck back and play in the offensive zone. He also has the skill-set to 
make a play. He holds onto the puck and makes plays with it and that's 
something Auston values greatly, as most great players would."  

Kampf is a defensive-minded pivot while Matthews is the reigning Rocket 
Richard Trophy winner, but Kase doesn't feel like there's much of an 
adjustment.  

"I try to play the same game," he said. "It's a little different, but I try to 
keep it simple like I do with David."   

The promotion to the top line is the latest chapter in Kase's feel-good 
story this season. Concussions limited him to just three games last year 
with Boston. The Czech winger, a restricted free agent, didn't receive a 
qualifying offer from the Bruins before signing a modest, one-year pact 
with the Leafs worth $1.25-million.  

Once a 20-goal scorer in Anaheim, Kase's career now appears to be 
back on track. 

"I'm actually, to be honest, really excited with my game," Kase said. 
"Before the season, I didn't know what's going on with my body and now 
I'm still in the show. I enjoy every moment."    

Kase certainly plays like a guy who's not taking any shift for granted.  

"Extremely hard-working player," said veteran forward Jason Spezza. "A 
buzzsaw that's on the puck all the time. He drives the net hard. He plays 
almost a reckless game in terms of driving the net and trying to create 
chances. A high-energy guy, who I think has underrated skills." 

Kase had a six-game point streak going before the injury. He has hit the 
scoresheet in eight of his last nine games.   

"My legs are going pretty well," he said. "I forecheck guys. I go in and win 
the battles. And, I also see more of the game." 

It took a while for Kase to get the feel for the game back.   

"It's tough when you don't play all [last] season," he explained, "the head 
is a little slowed down and everything's kind of fast at first." 

'Buzzsaw' Kase proving to be the perfect addition for Leafs 

Jason Spezza and head coach Sheldon Keefe credit Ondrej Kase for the 
hard work he's put in for the Leafs this season, and discuss how much he 
has helped the team all over the ice. 'No matter where he is in the lineup, 
guys are happy to have him along their side', Keefe explained, and it's 
led to a ton of success early on in Toronto. 

Alex Kerfoot took Marner's spot alongside Matthews on Saturday night in 
Colorado and responded with a three-point performance against his old 
team.  

"He just seems really confident every time he's out there," Matthews 
noted. "His overall confidence has been a lot higher this year. You can 
just tell when he's on the ice and the way he's been carrying himself. 
He's been unbelievable in so many different ways. He's very versatile." 

Kerfoot has always been a versatile player, but he's never produced 
offence like this. He's put up eight points in the last three games, which 
makes this his most productive three-game stretch in the NHL.  

The Vancouver native is up to 24 points in 33 games this season. He's 
on pace for 60 points over 82 games, which would be a significant 
increase from his previous career high of 43. Last season, Kerfoot 
recorded 23 points in 56 games, which is a 34-point pace.  

"He's playing in a more offensive role," said Spezza. "He's playing on the 
wing with some good players all the time and that allows his offensive 
game to come out a little more. There was a lot asked of him playing that 
third line checking role." 

In his first two seasons in Toronto, Kerfoot bounced between the third-
line centre spot and a top-six winger spot. His most common linemate, 
per NaturalStatTrick.com, was Ilya Mikheyev.  

This season, Kerfoot has played mostly on a line with John Tavares and 
William Nylander. Kerfoot only had one multi-point game all of last 
season. He already has eight this season.  

"He's had more consistency in his role playing mainly on left wing," Keefe 
said. "He's had a consistent role and he just knows what's going to be 
asked of him each night and he goes out and does that."  

"Lots of energy, lots of emotion in his game," added Spezza. "He's a very 
competitive guy. That's one of the things about Kerf that goes underrated 
is his competitiveness." 

Keefe pointed out that Kerfoot was excellent in the playoffs last season 
notching six points in the seven games against Montreal.  

"He's just picked up from there," the coach said. "Coming back in his third 
season here, he's a big part of our team. He's a big part of our leadership 
group. I think that just gives a player confidence." 

This season, Kerfoot has taken over from Zach Hyman as the team's 
NHLPA rep.   

"Just a real popular teammate on our team," said Spezza.  

Confident, consistent Kerfoot excelling for the Maple Leafs this season 

Alex Kerfoot has been a key contributor offensively for the Maple Leafs 
this season, playing consistently on Toronto's second line with John 
Tavares and William Nylander. Speaking to the media on Monday, the 
Leafs heaped praise on Kerfoot for what he has brought to the team this 
year. 

Matthews has scored four goals in three career games in Las Vegas.  

"It's a blast, honestly," the Arizona native said. "It's one of my favourite 
buildings to play in, just the atmosphere and what they do to make the 
energy in the building ... That obviously presents its challenges being on 
the road so we're trying to get a really good start especially the first 10 
minutes. The crowd will get into it and hopefully we can feed off the 
energy on our side as well." 

What is it about the atmosphere in Vegas that makes it stand out?  

"It's a pretty good question," Matthews said. "There's a lot that goes into 
it. It's always loud. They play the music pretty loud. It's always bumping. 
The fans are always into it. In our experience here, there's been some 
pretty good games, some pretty tight games, some back and forth. It's 
always a fun atmosphere." 

"It's loud," agreed Spezza. "It's a party atmosphere for the fans and for us 
it adds great juice and excitement." 

Matthews scored two goals in his Vegas debut on New Year's Eve during 
the 2017-18 season. He doubled down again with a pair of tallies in a 
Valentine's Day game in the 2018-19 season. Matthews was then held 
off the scoresheet during Toronto's last trip to the strip on Nov. 19, 2019, 
which was also the final game for Mike Babcock behind the Leafs bench.  

For whatever reason, these Sin City showdowns always feel like an 
occasion.  

"It's known as one of the loudest buildings," said Spezza. "The 
production around the game, it does feel like a more important game 
[even though this is a] team that we don't really ever see. It does feel like 
a more important game when you come in here because of how rowdy 
the crowd can be. Guys enjoy coming here, obviously because it’s Las 
Vegas, but also because of the crowd."  

The Leafs have lost two of three games at T-Mobile Arena.  

The Leafs surrendered a 4-1 lead to Colorado before falling in overtime. 
What should be the main takeaway and learning experience from that 
loss for Toronto? The TH panel shares their thoughts. 

Even though his team blew a three-goal lead on Saturday, Keefe struck 
an upbeat tone in the wake of the overtime loss in Colorado.  
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"I take nothing but positives out of this game," he told reporters.  

But the Leafs are also taking a lesson from the loss.  

"We felt like we sat back maybe a little bit too much," said Spezza. 
"There's some teams you need to do that against when you have a lead, 
but a team like Colorado it just allows their big guys to get galloping 
through the neutral zone and feeling good about their game." 

The Avalanche stormed back to erase deficits of 3-0 and 4-1 on 
Saturday. The Leafs were outshot 19-5 in the third period.   

"We probably played a little too conservative," Spezza said. "We leaned 
on the easy play to get a line change and then it felt like they kept coming 
at us and coming at us. We need to have a little more poise with the puck 
in those situations and in breaking out and trying to establish a little bit of 
zone time ourselves. Sheldon talked to us about having a little more 
poise with the puck at times and having to grab momentum back at 
times. Finishing games is something we want to be better at and we 
talked about it right from the start of the year. To lose that one, it's a good 
reset for us and hopefully we don't do it again." 

Establishing a killer instinct was a big talking point following the playoff 
collapse against Montreal in May and so far this season the Leafs have 
been successful at locking down leads. Before the high-altitude hiccup on 
Saturday, Toronto had won 17 straight games when leading after the 
second period.  

The opponent, of course, played a role in Saturday's setback. The 
Avalanche have won 11 straight games at home.  

"It's a good team," Spezza said. "That line [with Nathan MacKinnon 
between Gabriel Landeskog and Mikko Rantanen] is arguably the best 
line in the league and they got rumbling. They got a few power plays and 
the next thing you know we're on our heels. Sometimes you can survive 
those games and you move on and you don't think about it, but we 
couldn't so it's a good game to learn from."  

Leafs putting loss against Avs behind them, turn attention to Golden 
Knights 

The Maple Leafs aren't dwelling on their disappointing loss to the 
Avalanche on Saturday where they blew a three-goal lead. The players 
say the team is taking the good and the bad from that game, and are 
focused on taking the lessons learned into their game against the Golden 
Knights on Tuesday. 

Lines at Monday's practice in Las Vegas courtesy of David Alter of The 
Hockey News:  

  Bunting - Matthews - Kase 

Kerfoot - Tavares - Nylander 

Mikheyev - Kampf - Simmonds 

Clifford - Spezza - Ritchie 

Seney, Anderson 

  Rielly - Brodie 

Muzzin - Holl 

Sandin - Dermott 

Liljegren - Biega 

  Campbell 

Mrazek 

Hutchinson 
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TSN.CA / Flames applying lessons learned on tough road trip 

 

Salim Valji 

4 minutes 

 

Call it a road trip of short-term pain for possible long-term gain. 

After shocking much of the National Hockey League with an impressive 
12-3-5 record to start the season, the Calgary Flames have now lost six 
of their past 10 games – including three straight during a recent swing 
through Florida and North Carolina.  

But despite their recent defeats to upper-echelon teams in the Florida 
Panthers, Tampa Bay Lightning, and Carolina Hurricanes, Calgary 
remains in second place in the Pacific Division and might end up 
benefitting from the lessons they learned facing those Stanley Cup 
contenders. 

The Flames were outscored 16-6 and allowed six goals in two of the 
three contests. 

“Pretty tough road trip to come back and face those three teams, 
probably the top three teams in the league,” forward Milan Lucic said 
after Monday’s practice, which featured several one-on-one battles, 
checking, and cardio drills. 

What did the Flames take away from those teams? 

“It’s just pace of play,” he said. “Pace, execution, quickness. That’s not 
just moving your feet or skating. It’s how fast the puck moves…it’s 
passes, it’s moving up the ice as a five-man unit in all three zones. That’s 
one thing as a group that we learned. Even talking to the guys after 
playing those three teams, I was like, ‘The pace that those three teams 
play at, that’s a Stanley Cup Final type of pace.’ I’ve been fortunate 
enough to play at that level and at that pace. That’s a pace we need to 
get to.” 

Goaltender Jacob Markstrom took responsibility for the team’s recent 
defensive woes. In the Flames’ five games since their COVID-19 
outbreak, Markstrom and backup Dan Vladar have combined for a 3.40 
goals-against average and .875 save percentage. 

“For me, I’ve got to stop pucks,” Markstrom said. “That’s my one and only 
job. It doesn’t get simpler than that, to come up with timely saves and to 
help and communicate, talking to [defencemen]. 

“If a D goes back for the puck and you have a forechecker going a 
hundred miles an hour and wants to run them through the boards, it’s my 
job to let him know if [the play] is up the boards, or if it’s behind the net, 
or if he doesn’t have any support – just to communicate and help the 
guys and to make their job easier.” 

Monday’s practice, one of their hardest of the season, was the first step 
in applying those lessons. 

“We just wanted to do a lot of work in our own zone and a lot of work with 
our checking part of it in terms of our responsibility and angles and with 
our sticks,” head coach Darryl Sutter said.  

“It’s something we didn’t work much on after the COVID breakout with 
our group, so it was important to get that back in again…our structure 
hasn’t been as sharp coming out of the break. Our team doesn’t have a 
lot of room for error, so it’s important that they do it right in practice and it 
carries over into games.” 

Calgary plays just twice over the coming 12 days, giving the team ample 
practice time to return to the form that propelled them to being one of the 
league’s feel-good stories of the season. Calgary hosts Ottawa on 
Thursday before facing the Panthers again next Tuesday. 
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“If you look at it from a positive, we know what level we need to get to 
now,” Lucic said. “We know what level to push to, what level we need to 
reach if we want to be like those teams.” 
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TSN.CA / Makar on pace for a special season 

 

Travis Yost 

4-5 minutes 

 

Prioritizing skill on the blueline has been a focal point for National Hockey 
League teams for more than a decade. Organizations understand that 
mobile, skilled defenders who can skate out of trouble and transition the 
puck can be worth just as much as the hulking, shutdown type. 

There are a dozen or so elite defenders around the league – most of 
them well inside of their 20s. On Saturday night, the Toronto Maple Leafs 
got a look at one of the best in the business. 

Colorado defenceman Cale Makar has been dazzling the league for 
three seasons now. And with all due respect to Adam Fox, Victor 
Hedman, and Charlie McAvoy, he may already be the most dominant 
player at his position. A freakish combination of skill and athleticism, 
Makar unlocks another element of a fast-paced Colorado attack that can 
be impossible to slow down most nights. 

It’s not hard to draw a straight line from Makar to some of the greats who 
preceded him. If you muted the television and rolled the calendar back 
seven years or so, you would think you are watching Erik Karlsson in his 
prime, the most gifted offensive defenceman we have seen since the 
Nicklas Lidstrom era. 

But Makar seems cut from a different cloth. Since entering the league, 
Makar has averaged 0.73 goals per 60 minutes of play. That’s best 
amongst all defencemen, but it’s also strong in comparison to quality 
forwards around the league. 

This spans the entirety of Makar’s career and reinforces what we think 
about Makar in relation  to his peers at the position: 

It’s hard to describe the advantage a team like Colorado has with Makar, 
who scores goals like a second-line forward despite his position. Couple 
Makar’s ability to score goals in bursts with the passing and playmaking 
ability that complements a lethal group of forwards up front, and it’s not 
hard to see why Colorado’s offence can be machine-like. 

Makar has taken it to another level this season. His 15 goals in 27 games 
has him scoring at a 46-goal pace for an entire season. Some of this is 
fun with small samples, some of this is just the reality of a player shooting 
nearly 20 per cent out of the gate – a number that won’t sustain itself 
over time. 

But Makar has already banked those goals, and we have to consider that 
our priors for a player like Makar’s skill set are quite different than 
another defender – both because of his individual skill, and the offensive 
opportunity afforded to him playing on a team like Colorado. 

One of the things I’ve become curious about is what Makar’s season 
could end up looking like relative to some of the best performances since 
2007-08. 

We all remember the apex: Mike Green’s absurd 31-goal season in 
Washington back in 2008-09. How does Makar’s season to-date 
compare to Green and other high-scoring years by defencemen since 
that time? 

There are an awful lot of all-stars and a handful of future Hall of Famers 
on this table, and Makar is looking up at them – for the moment, anyway. 

You can see that as a function of his usage, Makar is scoring more goals 
than any of these elite defenders did in their deadliest season, and by a 
considerable margin. 

Makar is quietly setting the stage for a fascinating race for the rest of the 
season. No defender in the modern era has beat Green’s 31 goals; the 
most goals ever scored by a blueliner in a single season is owned by 
Paul Coffey (48 in 1985-86) and Bobby Orr (46 in 1974-75). 

Coffey and Orr played in different eras and those records would seem 
out of reach. But I remind you: Makar’s season is a third of the way done, 
and that’s exactly the scoring pace he is carrying. 

With a little luck, we could be watching one of the more special seasons 
in recent history. Heck, maybe we already are. 
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